**Biography Bargain Books**

A special selection including Royalty and Royal Families – Notable Americans – Adventurers and Explorers – Politicians, Statesmen and Revolutionaries – Collected Biographies – Sports Stars – Memoirs and more!


- **6982442** SAM PHILLIPS: The Man Who Invented Rock'n'Roll. By Peter Guralnick. With extensive interviews and firsthand personal observations, Guralnick gives us an ardent, intimate, and unrestrained portrait of an American original as compelling in his own right as such other homegrown creative spirits as Mark Twain, Walt Whitman, and Thomas Edison. Photos. 763 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 $3.95

- **7676286** CITIZEN SOLDIER: A Life of Harry S. Truman. By Aida D. Donald. A psychologically penetrating portrait of Harry S. Truman, the unlikely president who went from a modest background to preside over the end of WWII and the beginning of the Cold War. Drawing on recently opened government documents and private memoirs, it’s a revelatory look at our 33rd president. Photos. 265 pages. Basic. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

- **2814757** FRANK & AWA: In Love and War. By John Brady. The passionate yet volatile love story of Frank Sinatra and Ava Gardner has never been fully explored or explained—until now. Brady delves deeply into the lives of these two iconic stars and their turbulent life-long relationship, weaving a true romance story unfolding under battlefield conditions. 18 pages of photos. 292 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

- **5940028** ALMOST ANYWHERE. By Krista Schlyer. At twenty-eight years old, Schlyer sold almost everything she owned and packed the rest of it in a station wagon bound for the American wild to escape from urban isolation and despair. She explores the courage, cowards, and heroes that live in all of us, as well as the nature of life. Color photos. 276 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

- **6917496** GOOD VIBRATIONS: My Life as a Beach Boy. By Mike Love with J. S. Hirsch. As a founding member of the Beach Boys, Mike Love has spent an extraordinary 55 years and counting as the group’s lead singer and one of its principle lyricists. A story of overnight success and age-defying longevity, of musical genius and reckless self-destruction; of spirituality, betrayal, and forgiveness. Photos, most in color. 430 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

- **6914593** THE DIVINE MADNESS OF PHILIP K. DICK. By Kyle Arnold. Probes the fascinating mystery of Dick’s heart and mind and explores how early traumas opened him to spiritual experiences while also predisposing him toward drug dependency and violence. Dick’s divine madness was a powerful spiritual experience conveyed in the images of his science fiction. 234 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

- **297719X** JOHN BARLEYCORN. By Jack London. In this brutally honest memoir originally published in 1913, London talks about his lifelong struggle with alcohol, and writes of it as his friend and his enemy. He recounts his years as a sailor, explorer, and frontiersman up and down the West coast, from Southern California to Alaska. 172 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $5.00 $3.95

- **5988857** SHE MADE ME LAUGH: My Friend Nora Ephron. By Richard Cohen. Cohen writes intimately and wittily about one of America’s most beloved writers, filmmakers, and personalities. A frank and loving account of her life and times captured by her longtime and dear friend in a blunt, hilarious, raucous, poignant, and tender recollection. 299 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

- **5954874** DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE: Curious Adventures and Cautionary Tales of a Former Playboy Bunny. By Holly Madison. A shocking, candid and moving memoir, this is an introspective account of life inside the Playboy Mansion: the drugs, sex, abuse, infamous parties, and Holly’s behind the scenes life with Bridget, Kendra, and Mr. Playboy himself. Color photos. 334 pages. Dey Street. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

- **697511X** JOAN COLLINS: A Life. By Tippi Hedren. This cinematic icon pulls back the veil on her life, detailing her rise from humble beginnings to becoming the matriarch of a Hollywood dynasty that includes her daughter, Melanie Griffith, and her granddaughter Dakota Johnson. 349 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

- **5983971** SWEET JUDY BLUE EYES: My Life as a Beach Boy. By Mike Love with J. S. Hirsch. As a founding member of the Beach Boys, Mike Love has spent an extraordinary 55 years and counting as the group’s lead singer and one of its principle lyricists. A story of overnight success and age-defying longevity, of musical genius and reckless self-destruction; of spirituality, betrayal, and forgiveness. Photos, most in color. 430 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

- **6940587** TIPPI: A Memoir. By Tippi Hedren. This cinematic icon looks back on her life, detailing her rise from humble beginnings to creating the matriarch of a Hollywood dynasty that includes her daughter, Melanie Griffith, and her granddaughter Dakota Johnson. From filming with Hitchcock to establishing her animal sanctuary, Shambala, she’s led a fascinating life. Photos, many in color. 275 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $20.99 $7.95

- **5742051** MARK TWAIN’S NOTEBOOKS. Ed. by Carlo DeVito. Gather’s Twain’s musings on his life as author, journalist, riverboat pilot, inventor, scrap-booker and cat-lover. Includes dozens of his rarely-seen sketches, doodles, and diagrams to create one definitive and essential collection of fascinating, inspiring, and instructive notes by this most beloved American. 333 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

- **585265X** THE ROAD HEADED WEST. By Leon McCarron. Terrified of the prospect of a life spent behind a desk, McCarron takes off to cross America on an overloaded bicycle packed with everything but common sense. Funny, insightful, and full of life, this story will inspire readers to chase their dreams and lift off on a search of adventure. 349 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

---
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You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
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**Artist & Photographer Biographies**

- **695137** THE ART OF GEORGE AMES ALDRICH. By Wendy Greenhouse et al. A highly regarded impressionist-style artist, George Ames Aldrich drew on his years of experience living and studying in Europe to create beautiful landscape paintings. His life and works are explored in this gorgeous volume, featuring color reproductions along with other archival and contextual images. Illus. 9½x13¼. Pub. at $35.00. Import. Pub. at $24.95.$6.95

- **2809990** INSIDE THE ARTIST’S STUDIO. By Joe Fig. In this fascinating and thought-provoking collection, twenty-four painters, video- and mixed-media artists, sculptors, and photographers reveal their highly idiosyncratic techniques and philosophies, as well as their daily habits and strategies for getting work done. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Phaidon. 7x9½. Pub. at $35.00.$7.95

- **685020** YOUNG LEONARDO: The Evolution of a Revolutionary Artist, 1472-1499. By J-P Isbouts & C.H. Brown. Presents a fresh look at Leonardo da Vinci’s formative years in Florence and Milan and opens a window into the artist’s mind as he slowly develops the groundbreaking techniques that will produce the high Renaissance and change the course of European art. Illus. in color. 231 pages. Princeton Architectural. 7x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00.$26.95

- **6953808** CALDER: The Conquest of Time–The Early Years, 1898-1940. By Jed Perl. Alexander Calder is among the most widely admired artists of the 20th century. But now only 40 years after his death, it is the full story of his life being told. Perl shows why Calder was and remains a barrier breaker, avant-garde artist with mass appeal. This is the first volume of the author’s two-volume biography. Well illus., some in color. 687 pages. Knopf. 7½x9½. Pub. at $50.00.$9.95

- **6776191** WILLIAM CAMERON MENZIES: The Shape of Films to Come. By James Curtis. Menzies was known for his visual flair and love of adventure and fantasy films—a timeless innovator who meticulously proportioned the color and design of each film through a series of sketches. With access to original artwork, correspondence, scrapbooks, unpublished writings, and illustrations, Curtis offers a portrait of an extraordinary artist of his time. 416 pages. Pantheon. 7x9½. Pub. at $40.00.$7.95

- **6718612** THE NOTEBOOKS OF LEONARDO DA VINCI: Selected Extracts from the Writings of the Renaissance Genius. Richly illustrated with more than 50 facsimile images from his notebooks and several of his most famous works of art, this stunningly produced volume draws from the pages of Da Vinci’s notebooks to offer fascinating insight into the Renaissance man’s thoughts and ideas on a range of subjects. Attractively cloth bound and slipcased. 159 pages. Sirius. 6½x9¼. Import. Pub. at $19.99.$14.95

- **6956270** INCREDIBLE TRETCHIKOFF: Life of an Artist and Adventurer. By Boris Gorelik. Tretchikoff was one of the most flamboyant of artists from his humble beginnings to the spectacular highs and lows of his later career. A fitting record of one of the most popular and controversial artists of the twentieth century. Illus., many in color. 304 pages. Art/Books. 5½x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.$6.95

- **6726774** LEONARDO DA VINCI. By Walter Isaacson. Drawing on thousands of pages from Leonardo’s astonishing notebooks and new discoveries about his life and work, the acclaimed author weaves a narrative that connects his art to his science. A magnificent biography of one of the most extraordinary human beings of all time. Illus. in color. 599 pages. S&S. 8x10. Pub. at $35.00.$26.95

- **6896573** GEORGIA O’KEEFFE AT HOME. By Alicia Tres Guzman. Despite O’Keeffe’s assertions that a biographical interpretation of her work will yield little insight, it is plain to see the landscapes and buildings she called home had a huge influence on her art. The pristine artwork and original photography of her surroundings taken by notable friends and contemporaries. Fully illus., many in color. 175 pages. Frances Lincoln. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00.$14.95

- **6893999** PICASSO AND THE PAINTING THAT SHOCKED THE WORLD. By Milles J. Unger. The fascinating story of an artistic genius with a singular creative gift, filled with heartbreak and triumph, despair and delirium—all played out against the backdrop of the world’s most captivating city, Paris in the early 1900s. Illus., some in color. 5½x8¼. Pub. at $32.50.$24.95

- **6865135** LIVES OF THE GREAT MODERN ARTISTS. By Edward Lucie-Smith. Presented here are some of the most engaging life stories of our time. Short accounts of the lives of famous and perhaps less famous artists, from the ancient world to the present day. Illus., some in color. 470 pages. S&S. 9x12. Pub. at $38.00.$29.95

- **6955574** MALTEVICH PAINTS: 1911-1920: The Seeing Eye. By Patricia Raling. Malevich explored optical phenomena of the seeing eye as a means of the Neo-Primivist, Proto-Cubist, Cubo-Futurist, Cubist, and Suprematist paintings and drawings. It is the creative process that is the subject of this study, a visit to the artist in his studio. Illus., some in color. 352 pages. Artbooks. 8x12. Import. Pub. at $40.00.$29.95

- **6791263** LIGHTENING IN NEW YORK. By Mark P. Bernardo. 202 pages. Roaring Forties. 5½x8¼. Pub. at $19.95.$9.95

- **685102** ARTISTS OF THE CANYONS & CAMINOS: Santa Fe–Early Twentieth Century. By Elizabeth Robertson. The Seeing Eye. By Patricia Raling. Maltevich explored optical phenomena of the seeing eye as a means of... (Continued, please refer to the catalog for further information.)
Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

361004 AMERICAN LEGACY: The Story of John & Caroline Kennedy. By C. David Heymann. The author draws on a voluminous archive of personal interviews to present a telling portrait of John and Caroline Kennedy. He covers their childhoods in the White House, the dark aftermath of JFK’s assassination, their marriage to the world’s most famous couple, and their personal lives and in their public role as a founding father, he explores the life of the top American ace during the Spanish Civil

Washington. The first in depth biography of Tinker covers his experience in combat, culminating with his command of a Soviet squadron and the termination of his contract with the government. This biography explores the life of the top American ace during the Spanish Civil War after downing eight enemy airplanes in combat. Illus. 377 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $36.95

6950562 BLACK KLANSMAN: A Memoir. By Wesley Willis. As the black detective of the Colorado Springs Police Department, comes across a classified ad in the local paper recruiting for the Ku Klux Klan, he responds. This is a memoir of Willis’s life posing as a white man. That decision launches an incredible undercover investigation. Photos. 209 pages. Flatiron Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

8656475 JOHNSTON: The Hero Who Could Not Win. By Thomas B. Johnson. Johnston is remembered as a "cowardly" airman. But he was the toughest American flier of the war. Johnston joined the Royal Air Force in 1918. This is the full story of his service in World War I, his experience in combat, culminating with his own death. Photos. 187 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

1186430 BENEATH THE WAVE: The Legend of Don Packard. By Wil Barger. The author tells the story of Don Packard, an American who found himself adrift in the ocean, before being rescued...by the Pacific Ocean. 242 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

6911390 SHOWDOWN: Thurgood Marshall and the Supreme Court Nomination That Changed America. By Wil Haygood. He brought the separate-but-equal doctrine, and not only fought for human rights and human dignity but also made them impossible to deny. In this stunning biography, Haygood details the life and career of Thurgood Marshall, born into one of the poorest families in the South, in 1908. Photos. 404 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $32.50

1326638 BEST PROFESSOR: The Life of Eugene Allen. He brought the separate-but-equal doctrine, and not only fought for human rights and human dignity but also made them impossible to deny. In this stunning biography, Haygood details the life and career of Thurgood Marshall, born into one of the poorest families in the South, in 1908. Photos. 404 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $32.50

69201X THE BUTLER: A Witness to History. By Wil Haygood. Charts the life of Eugene Allen, the White House butler who served no fewer than eight presidents, from Harry Truman to Ronald Reagan, and whose story inspired the film The Butler. Also explores the history of African Americans in Hollywood with a film by the director of the film. 308 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 x


5399564 THE SOLDIER FROM INDEPENDENCE: A Military Biography of Harry Truman. By Harry S. Truman. The son of an Independence, Missouri, schoolteacher who had been a Union soldier, Truman is the first son of a military family to become president of the United States. Harry S. Truman. The son of an Independence, Missouri, schoolteacher who had been a Union soldier, Truman is the first son of a military family to become president of the United States.

2363907 THE LINCOLN FAMILY: A Four-Century History. By Richard Wightman Fox. This is a detailed and meticulously researched account of the Lincoln family from Lincoln’s great-great-great grandfather, the Rev. William Lincoln, to Lincoln’s own time, including the lives of his father, mother, and siblings, and his paternal and maternal grandparents. Fox also provides a comprehensive overview of the political history of the United States during the Lincoln family’s time. Illus. 541 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00

6994326 THIS IS LINCOLN. By James M. McPherson. In a powerful essay exploring the history of black soldiers in the Union Army, this biography illuminates Henry as an influential founding father, a critical figure in creating the Bill of Rights, and perhaps the finest orator of his time. Illus. 301 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $26.95


2818884 SOUL ON ICE. By Eldridge Cleaver. By turns shocking and lyrical, unflinching and raw, the searingly honest memoirs of Eldridge Cleaver are a testament to the human spirit. In this masterpiece, Eldridge Cleaver shows us, on the pages of this now classic autobiography, how much he was a man. 242 pages. Delta. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00


656223X BREAKING IN: The Rise of Sonia Sotomayor and the Politics of Justice. By Joan Biskupic. The biographer behind highly praised biographies of Antonin Scalia and Sandra Day O’Connor now turns her eye to Sonia Sotomayor, the nation’s first Hispanic Supreme Court justice. Biskupic pulls back the curtain on the nomination process, sharing the untold story of the woman often called “the people’s justice.” Photos. 274 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00

6933599 ELSALDA: The Large and Unconventional Life of Mrs. Paul Robeson. By Barbara Ransby. This compelling biography tells Essie Robeson’s own story for the first time, from her unorthodox marriage, to her influence on her husband’s early career, to her tireless efforts against racism and injustice around the world. Illus. 373 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00

6505444 HIT ME! Fighting the Las Vegas Mob by the Numbers. By D. Gomes & J. B. Eller. A major dive into the history of the illegal gambling enterprise that dominated Las Vegas. D. Gomes was the youngest division chief in Gaming Control Board history. Gomes copped on his tenure with the famous bust of the Stardust strip, portrayed in the book and movie Casino. This is Gomes’s crime-fighting story, as prepared with his daughter. Photos. 267 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95


5788897 BLACK JUDGES ON JUSTICE: Perspectives from the Bench. By Lin Washington. Presents the views of leading African American judges on the way our judicial system works. From these interviews with judges of all backgrounds emerges a range of outspoken views and often surprising insights on justice and race in the United States. Features Leon Higginbotham, Constance Baker Motley, Bruce Wright, and others. 265 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $27.00

5789245 JOHN FRANK STEVENS: Chief Engineer. By Clifford Foust. John Frank Stevens was one of America’s most distinguished engineers, revealing a determined man whose long life was a model of courage in the face of adversity. Sweeping and illuminating, it captures the highs and lows of a man who shaped so much of the city of Los Angeles. Stevens was a key figure in the construction of the Hoover Dam. Photos. 433 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $39.00


6165630 MY LIFE, MY LOVE, MY LEGACY. By Coretta Scott King as told to B. R. Miller. In an effort devoted to honoring Christian beliefs, Coretta Scott married Dr. King, and events promptly thrust her into a maestrosch of history throughout which she was always present. This is a story of an extraordinary black woman in 20th century America who lived a purposeful and vigorous life. Illustrations, some in color. 366 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00


694101X BE FREE OR DIE: The Amazing Story of Robert Smalls’ Escape from Slavery to Union Hero. By Cate Lines. Through the eyes of a young boy and an adult, this captivating true story of Robert Smalls’ amazing journey from slave to Union hero and ultimately United States congressman. An astonishing tale that gives us an intimate view of the many struggles and achievements of African Americans during the Civil War. 16 pages of photos. 272 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

6972497 BE FREE OR DIE: The Amazing Story of Robert Smalls’ Escape from Slavery to Union Hero. By Cate Lines. Through the eyes of a young boy and an adult, this captivating true story of Robert Smalls’ amazing journey from slave to Union hero and ultimately United States congressman. An astonishing tale that gives us an intimate view of the many struggles and achievements of African Americans during the Civil War. 16 pages of photos. 272 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00


6685720 THE OPERATOR: Fighting the Shots That Killed Osama bin Laden and My Years as a SEAL Commander. By Robert O’Neill. Describes the nonstop action of O’Neill’s deployments in Afghanistan, evokes the black humor of years-long combat, brings to vivid life the lethal efficiency of the military’s most selective special forces, and details the most celebrated terrorist takedown in history. Photos. 356 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

6586376 ALVIN YORK: A New Biography of the Hero of the Argonne. By Douglas M. Drum. Through multiple visits to the Argonne region and extensive research in both German and American archives, Mastriano painstakingly reconstructs the events of October 1918, and offers a complete portrait of Sergeant York’s deeds. Drawing on the latest research, he sets the record straight about a true American hero. Maps & photos. 323 pages. University of Michigan. Pub. at $19.95

6652106 GEORGE AND BARBARA BUSH: A Great American Love Story. By E.L. Sosa & K.A. Chase. The inspirational story of a seventy-seven-year love affair that withstood World War II, the crash of the oil fields of West Texas, the painful loss of a child, a seventy-seven-year love affair that withstood World War II, the crash of the oil fields of West Texas, the painful loss of a child, the oil crisis, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, and so much more. Photos. 220 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $24.95
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**2820684 GEORGE VI: The Dutiful King.** By Philip Ziegler. Inculcate and loathing the timelike, George VI nevertheless accepted that it was his destiny to be in the public eye, gritting his teeth, battled his crippling cramp and got on with it, becoming the figurehead of the nation during the Second World War. This is a brilliant and touching look at the reluctant public figure and the private man. Photos. 94 pages. Penguin. Paperback. $19.95

**1835440 MATRIARCH: Queen Mary and the House of Windsor.** By Alison Weir. Drawing on a rich trove of historical records, Weir gives us a look at an unforgettable princess whose life descends to today’s British monarch – a woman who overcame tragedy and danger to become one of England’s greatest. Oxford. 256 pages, most color. Paperback. $16.95

**663403X TRUE REAGAN: What Made Ronald Reagan Great and Why It Matters.** By James Rosebush. Understanding the essence of this inspiring, strong, and principled leader is critical to our future. Rosebush takes us back to the innumerable examples which he recounts from firsthand observation as Reagan’s Deputy Assistant to show us why understanding this essence matters. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 278 pages. Chicago Review. $14.95

**278296 THE PRIVATE LIFE OF VICTORIA: Queen, Empress, Mother of the Nation.** By Alexander Macdonald. Headstrong and eccentric, this 18 year old girl didn’t appear to cut the mustard for monarchy. But Victoria’s devotion to duty and her long reign would come to be seen as an outstanding example of British success. This is the story of the life and loves of a remarkable woman whose reign left an enduring and the world. 192 pages. Chicago Review. $17.95

**2786907 WHEN THE WORLD SEEMED NEW: George H.W. Bush and the End of the Cold War.** By Jeffrey A. Engel. Based on original research, Engel gathered firsthand accounts and interviews with all of the principals, giving us a riveting fly-on-the-wall account of a president with his calculus and guided the world through a critical turning point in history:

**6574790 JACK KEMP: The Bleeding-Heart Conservative Who Changed America.** By M. Kondracke & F. Barnes. Drawing on never-published papers and more than one hundred Kemp Oral History Project interviews, Kondracke and Barnes create a compelling portrait of a man who through his pro football career to his influential years as a congressman and cabinet secretary, revealing Kemp as a model for what politicians ought to be. Photos. 268 pages. Hyperion. $35.00

**6840548 DEAN ACHESON: A Life in the Cold War.** By Robert L. Beinser. Paints an indelible portrait of one of the key figures of the last half of the 20th century. Acheson was one of the most influential Secretaries of State in U.S. history, presiding over American foreign policy in the pivotal decade after WWII. Examines Acheson’s major achievements, including the containment of communism and his role with the United Nations. Photos. 268 pages. Oxford. $35.00

**2581707 WRESTLING WITH HIS ANGEL: VOLUME II: The Political Life of Abraham Lincoln, 1849-1865.** By Sidney Blumenthal. In this second volume of Blumenthal’s comprehensive biography, Lincoln emerges from the wilderness to the peak of his career as he takes control of the nation’s most profound spiritual crisis—slavery—and enters the battle for the nations’ soul. 581 pages. S&S. $35.00

**6643993 WORST. PRESIDENT. EVER.: James Buchanan, the POTUS Rating Game, and the Least of the Lesser Presidents.** By Robert Strauss. Offers an enlightening account of James Buchanan’s presidency, from his meddling in the Dred Scott Supreme Court decision to virtually inviting a half dozen states to secede from the Union, and more. Photos. Paperback. $17.95


**5695403 MARY BOYLEN: The Mistress of Kings.** By Alison Weir. Making use of extensive original research, Weir shares revelations on the ambitious Boylen family and the likely nature of the relationship between the Boylen sisters. With new and compelling evidence, she presents the most conclusive answer to date on the paternity of Mary’s children, long speculated to have been Henry VII’s progeny. 16 pages of illus., most in color. 375 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. $18.00

**5865330 THE LADY IN THE TOWER: The Fall of Anne Boleyn.** By Alison Weir. Aligned over a violent death, Anne Boleyn, second wife of Henry VIII, remains one of the world’s most fascinating, controversial, and tragic heroines. This study draws on myriad sources from the Tudor era to bring this captivating, compelling, and chilling story of Anne Boleyn’s final days, 16 pages of color illus. 440 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. $17.00

**6910866 ELIZABETH OF YORK: A Tudor Queen and Her World.** By Alison Weir. Drawing from a rich trove of historical records, Weir gives us a look at this unforgettable princess whose line descends to today’s British monarch – a woman who overcame tragedy and danger to become one of England’s greatest. Oxford. 256 pages, most color. Paperback. $16.00

**6845231 HARRY: Life, Loss, and Love.** By Kate Nicholl. On the eve of his wedding comes the informative and compelling portrait of one of the most popular members of the royal family, and reveals the inside story of the most intriguing royal romance in a decade. With friends with those who have worked with the prince, and former Palace aides. Color photos. 259 pages. Hachette. $27.00

**5896111 ELEANOR OF AQUITAINE: Queen of the Troubadours.** By Jean Markale. Chronicles the life of Eleanor (1122-1204), long noted for her political and cultural achievements that shaped 12th-century Europe, and inspired by the inspiration of the huge diffusion of the Arthurian cycle and the Celtic myths. Her greatest influence was her role as the symbol of courtly love. 260 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. $16.95

**6859818 ABE & FIDO: Lincoln’s Love of Animals and the Touching Story of His Favorite Canine Companion.** By Matthew Algeo. Lincoln found himself in a very dark place that year, he got himself a yellow, long eared mutt that he named Fido who became a loving family pet. Illus. 166 pages. Chicago Review. $13.95
**6559251** AMERICAN ULYSSES: A Life of Ulysses S. Grant. By Ronald C. White. In his time, Ulysses S. Grant was routinely grouped with Abraham Lincoln and a glimpse of the "Trinity of Great American Leaders." But in the 20th century, the novelist turned commander-in-chief has fallen out of favor. This finely honed biography, White makes a brilliant case for reevaluating one of our most misunderstood presidents. Illus. 826 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00

**6558240** THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN. Originally published in the late 18th century, this is the story of one of American history's most important figures. A handsomely bound edition, Franklin delivers his own ruminations in sections like Parentage and Boyhood; Self-Education; Common-sense in War Matters; and more. 202 pages. Chartwell. Pub. at $9.75


**687424X** A HIGHER LOYALTY: Truth, Lies, and Leadership. By James Comey. In this highly anticipated work, Comey writes for the first time about his role in the historic 2016 election and its aftermath. As readers will learn, it was the campaign, not the intelligence agencies, that had been put to the test. A portrait of great leadership, misguided leadership, patriotism, and the vital importance of shaping a culture that puts the truth first. 290 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $29.99

**669723X** PRINCESS: The Early Life of Queen Elizabeth II. By Jane Dorman. Dorman traces how an “ordinary country girl” suddenly found herself in the line of succession to the Crown at age 10 when her uncle, King Edward VIII, abdicated the throne to his brother. At times breaking new ground and tradition, she would eventually draw on her solid background during changing times after her accession to the throne. 360 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $36.95. Throne. Photos. 389 pages.

**5822877** CHARLEMAGNE. By Johannes Fried. When Charlemagne died in 814 AD, he left behind a dominion and a legacy unlike anything seen in Western Europe since the fall of Rome. Though there are aspects of his personality we can never know, Fried presents a compelling portrait of a ruler, a time, and a kingdom that deepens our understanding of the man often called “the father of Europe.” Illus. 596 pages. Harvard. Pub. at $39.95


**5886041** HER MAJESTY: Queen Elizabeth II and Her Court. By Robert Hardman. Read by the author. From one of Britain’s most distinguished journalists comes an intimate portrait of England’s longest-lived monarch in celebration of her Diamond Jubilee. Nearly 16 hours on thirteen CDs. Brilliance Audio. Pub. at $19.99

**6557482** HER MAJESTY: Queen Elizabeth II and Her Court. By Robert Hardman. From one of Britain’s most distinguished journalists comes an intimate portrait of England’s longest-lived monarch in celebration of her Diamond Jubilee. Includes intimate portraits of Prince Charles and the Prince of Wales. Color photos. 356 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $27.95

**6610374** JFK AND THE MASCULINE MYSTIQUE. By Steven Watts. Not just another standard biography of the youngest president, Watts examines Kennedy in the context of certain books, movies, social critiques, music, and cultural discussions that formed his ascendancy and uses the environment and sense of possibility, the optimism and aspirations, that accompanied the dawn of a new age in America. 454 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99

**6874022** YOUNG & DAMNED & FAIR: The Life Of Lord Howard, First Wife of King Henry VIII. By Gareth Russell. On the morning of July 28, 1540, as King Henry VIII’s former confidant Thomas Cromwell was being led to his execution, a teenager named Catherine Howard began her reign as queen of a country simmering with rebellion. Nineteen months later she was on the scaffold, accused of adultery and high treason. Russell reveals her dramatic story in this authoritative, vivid account of court life. 436 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

**6676901** QUEEN VICTORIA’S MYSTERIOUS DAUGHTER: A Biography of Princess Louise. By Lucinda Hawksley. We now know that Queen Victoria’s sixth child, Princess Louise, was a sculptor and a friend to the Pre-Raphaelites, but her personal life remains shrouded in mystery. Engagingly written, this rollicking story of a queen who loved art, Louise uncovers a fascinating and modern woman in this illuminating portrait. Photos. 374 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

**6970993** FOUNDING MARTYR: The Untold Death of Dr. Joseph Warren, the American Revolution’s Lost Hero. By Christian Di Spigna. This definitive biography of Warren is a love work of historical excvation, the product of two decades of research and scores of newly unearthed primary source documents that have given us this forgotten Founding Father anew. Color photos. 424 pages. The Free Press. Pub. at $26.95

**6988500** FOUNDER AS FATHERS: The Private Lives of the American Revolutionaries. By Lorri Glover. Offering an original and intimate view of the home lives of American revolutionaries, this study reveals how family values and were shaped by the creation of the American Republic. Beautifully written and replete with fascinating detail, this authoritative, vivid portrait of the individuals who shaped and were shaped by the creation of the American Republic. Illus. 496 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $32.50

**7660002** ALEXANDER HAMILTON, AMERICAN. By Richard Brookhiser. Sheds light on his skewed image as the “brastard of a Scotch peddler,” sex scandal survivor, and is a man of contradictions. 32 pages of photos, many in color. 596 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00


**6905870** THE SHADOW EMPEROR: A Biography of Napoleon III. By Alan Strauss-Schom. Chronicles the full range of Napoleon’s life in France. Shows how Parisian politics and commerce both domestic and international, as well as on social changes, infrastructure, finance, industry, military exploits, educational reform, and cultural trends, issues and developments that still define France today. Illus., many in color. 496 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $32.50

**7585625** THE IMPROBABLE WELDIE: The Unlikely Woman Who Saved the Republican Party and His Country, and Conceived a New World Order. By David Levering Lewis. Although Wendell Willkie would lose to FDR, Lewis demonstrates that the concept of an independent presidential candidate must be regarded as one of the most exciting, intelligently able, and authentically transformational figures to stride the twentieth century political landscape. This narrative follows an American icon, Passage. 16 pages of photos, 371 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $28.95

**6757227** PRINCE CHARLES: The Passions and Paradoxes of an Improbable Life. By Sally Bedell Smith. Filled with fresh insights and new loves, this is the first major biography of England’s King-in-waiting in more than 20 years. In a vivid, eye-opening account of life as a Windsorig in the English court, Smith examines the complex and secret life of the heir apparent to the throne, looking at his childhood, his relationship with his parents, the monarchy, and his own family. Thoroughly dispassionate, well-researched, and definitive. 696 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00

**6966942** PRINCE CHARLES: The Passions and Paradoxes of an Improbable Life. By Sally Bedell Smith. Filled with fresh insights and new loves, this is the first major biography of England’s King-in-waiting in more than 20 years. In a vivid, eye-opening account of life as a Windsorig in the English court, Smith examines the complex and secret life of the heir apparent to the throne, looking at his childhood, his relationship with his parents, the monarchy, and his own family. Thoroughly dispassionate, well-researched, and definitive. 696 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00

**278193X** GEORGE V: The Unexpected King. By David Cannadine. He was not intended to be king. But when his wayward brother Edward VIII abdicated the throne to marry Wallis Simpson, George V created the modern British monarchy, emphasizing public duty, changing his family name to Windsor, and delivering the first Christmas radio broadcast. This sparkling biography offers insights into the king who set the tone of the monarchy to the present day. Photos. 124 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

**6559492** CHURCHILL. By John Keegan. Keep an eye out for the biography of Churchill’s most famous successor. There is a lot of interest in this story of Britain’s greatest leader, demonstrating that “the glow of military achievement and the splendor of empire have faded almost away, but a true glory continues to glimmer over Churchill to life, words and works.” 194 pages. Phoenix. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95
GUARDING DIANA: Protecting the Princess Around the World. By Ken Wharfe. Wherever Princess Diana went, she was shadowed by her Yard personal protection officer, Inspector Ken Wharfe. His job was to protect her, to keep her safe, and to be her advocate. This is a coherent account of a life that has gripped historians, storytellers, and artists for more than two thousand years. Illus. 380 pages. Harvard. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

6781187

7568339 MARGARET THATCHER–THE AUTHORIZED BIOGRAPHY: From Grantham to the Falklands. By Charles Moore. With unequaled authority and dramatic detail, Moore delivers the first full-length, authorized biography of Thatcher reveals as never before the early life, rise to power, and first years as prime minister of the woman who transformed Britain and the world in the late 20th century. 24 pages of photos. 859 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

5830249 THE LIFE AND AFTERLIFE OF ISABEAU OF BAVARIA. By Tracy Adams. Isabeau of Bavaria, wife and political partner of John Quincy Adams, once came within an extraordinary rescue the Union. 236 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $11.95 $7.95

6041196 THE PRUSSIAN PRINCESSES: The Sisters of Kaiser Wilhelm. By John van der Hagen. Friedrich III and his consort Victoria, Princess Royal of Great Britain, had six children who lived to maturity, the eldest being Kaiser Wilhelm II. This is the story of the two great Empress, Sophie, and Margaret, are brought to life in this first full biography, illuminating their relationship and the sorrow that would befell all of them. 16 pages of photos. 160 pages. Fonthill. Import. Pub. at $34.95 $24.95

270773X

6781187

6287244 STANTON: Lincoln’s War Secretary. By Walter Stahr. The amazing story of Lincoln’s secretary of war, Edwin Stanton, the most powerful and contradictory of the men close to the president. In this, the first full biography of Stanton in fifty years, Stahr restores this complicated American hero to his proper place in our national story. Photos. 743 pages. S&S. Import. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

6962750 TR’S LAST WAR: Theodore Roosevelt, the Great War, and a Journey of Triumph and Tragedy. By David Piatkus. The meeting account of Roosevelt’s impossibly cruel for America fitfully stumbles into World War I. In this comprehensive biography Piatkus poignantly chronicles the horrific price that a family pays in war. 381 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

2789736 THE LADY QUEEN: The Notorious Reign of Joanna I, Queen of Naples, Jerusalem, and Goldstone. She presided over one of Europe’s most prestigious and influential courts for more than thirty years, until she was murdered. Goldstone was a story of duty, courage and accomplished women in history, painting a captivating portrait of medieval royalty in all its splendid complexity. Illus. in color. 365 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

2789201 MARY, Scotland’s King of England. By John Matuszak. Few kings have been more savagely caricatured or grossly misunderstood than England’s first Stuart. A flawed, if well meaning, foreigner in a rapidly changing and divided kingdom, his passionate commitment to time honored principles of government would prove his undoing, as the story of Thirty Years’ War unfold in Europe. Photos, many in color. 352 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

277978X CITIZEN NEWT: The Making of a Reagan Conservative. By Craig Shirley. A definitive account of the most powerful and contradictory of the men close to the new president of America. Images of our time, and delivers a fascinating, humorous, and insightful examination. 444 pages. Thomas. Pub. at $29.99 $16.95

2779914 MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS. By Marjory M. Hefron. The admirable wife and political partner of John Quincy Adams became one of the most widely known women in America when her husband assumed office as the sixth president in 1825. Shirley captures the events, decisions of Henry the VIII’s turbulent reign. 279 pages. Hudson. 9¾x10. Pub. at $40.00 $14.95

6930573 LUCIUS VERUS and THE ROMAN DEFENCE OF THE EAST. By M.C. Bishop. Lucius Verus is one of the least regarded Roman emperors. This volume looks at the upbringing of the boy who lost two fathers, acquired a brother, had his name changed twice, and became a general who defeated one of Rome’s greatest foes and subsequently rose to power. Photos. 197 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95

6665396 MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS. By Susan Watkins. Recreates the world in which Mary, Queen of Scots lived, through a fascinating text sprinkled with portraits photos, and memorabilia from her times. 448 pages. Hudson. 9¾x10. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

6902715 MARGARET POLE: The Countess in the Tower. By Susan Higginbotham. From Margaret’s birth as the daughter of a royal duke to her beatification centuries after her death, this examination of her life tells the story of one of the fortress’s most unlikely prisoners. 16 pages of illus., some color. 214 pages. Amherst. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

659984X KING Cnut and the Viking Conquest of England 1016. By W.B. Ashdown. The Conquest of England in 1066–a far tougher and more brutal campaign than the Norman Conquest half a century later–saw two great warriors, the ruthless English opponent King Edmund Ironside, fight an epic campaign. This volume tells the extraordinary story of Cnut the Great’s life. 315 pages. Amherst. Import. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95
**6981828 ALFRED THE GREAT.** By David Horsholm. King Alfred’s historical achievements made him the founding mythic figure of England. He was a universal portrait of a great ruler—he attempts to recover a popular Alfred, understanding how he became “Great” and how much myth had to do with that. 245 pages. Amberley. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

**2814870 MEMORIES AFTER MY DEATH: The Story of My Father, Joseph “Tommy” Lapid.** By Yair Lapid. Tommy Lapid, a well-loved and controversial Israeli figure, witnessed the development of Israel from the formative years, from seeing his father taken away to a concentration camp to arriving in Tel Aviv at the birth of Israel. This sweeping narrative will captivate readers with its nuanced descriptions of father, son, and country. 330 pages. Thames/Darcey Books. Pub. at $26.95 $17.95

**2812630 THE RISE AND FALL OF OWAJ GLYN DWAR: England, France and the Welsh Rebellion in the Late Middle Ages.** By Gideon Bough. Owan Glyn Dwr is a towering figure in Welsh history, best known for his revolt against the English crown in the early years of the fifteenth century. Despite facing overwhelming odds, Glyn Dwr was successful enough, for a time, to establish an independent Wales. This account gives credence to his as a thaler diplomat. leader. 313 pages. I.B. Tauris. Import. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

**2801140 REAGAN: An American Journey.** By Bob Spitz. An absorbing, richly detailed, even revelatory chronicle of the full arc of Ronald Reagan’s epic life-writing fullest, best-documented book on Reagan. In the Hollywood years, his transition to politics and his rocky but ultimately successful run as California governor, and finally, of course, his iconic presidency, 32 pages of photos, some in color. 865 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**2779944 GEORGIANA DUCHESSE OF DEVONSHIRE: The Face Without a Frown.** By Iris Leveson-Gower. Georgian’s story is one of love affairs, tragedy, high society, gambling and a host of colorful characters. She was a beautiful woman, herself, her best friend, her lover, and her husband. A compelling and dramatic look at late Georgian society, and at a woman starved for affection, who became the darling of society. 16 pages of color illus. 224 pages. Fonthill. Paperback Import. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**6558807 JEFFERSON: Architect of American Liberty.** By John B. Boles. From Jefferson’s inspirational design of the Monticello home and religious liberty to his heterodox abridgment of Christian belief, in this comprehensive biography Boles explores Jefferson’s complex story and offers an up-to-date and compelling look at the man and his ideas. 626 pages. Basic. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

**5884233 KATHARINE OF ARAGON: The Tragic Story of Henry VIII’s First Unfortunate Wife.** By Patrick Williams. This monumental biography is the first to make full use of the Spanish royal archives; Williams presents a very new portrait of Katharine, most notably establishing that her marriage to Prince Arthur, elder brother of Henry VIII, was never consummated. Illus. in color. 480 pages. Amberley. Import. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

**6942016 ALI PASHA: Lion of Ioannina.** By Quentin & Eugenia Russell. This volume charts the rise of Ali Pasha from brigand leader to a player in world affairs and, ultimately, to a gruesome end. The authors describe Ali’s remarkable life and military career. He was a brilliant military commander, a shrewd politician, and a shrewd political leader. 352 pages. Amberley. Import. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

**6871933 RICHARD II: A True King’s Fall.** By Kathryn Warner. The author paints a portrait of Richard II with all his strengths and imperfections left in the picture. An aesthetic and patron of the arts as well as a person troubled by a perplexing personality disorder, Richard II was a complex and conflicted man thrust into a role that demanded greatness. 16 pages of color photos. 352 pages. Allworth. Import. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**6801416 JAMES I: The Phoenix King.** By Thomas Cogswell. Tells the story of James I’s personal life and private passions as much as his public achievements. James was often ascribed being the first true monarch, loyal, and capable of a regal, but when his son Charles I decided to redress these criticisms in his own reign, he was destroyed. This is a vivid portrait of an often unrecognized monarch. Color illus. 109 pages. Penguin. Import. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

**5811058 LYNDON B. JOHNSON: The Presidential Recordings.** Ed. by Max Holland et al. Presents transcripts of telephone conversations LBJ’s Presidential Press recorded during the dramatic months of November 1963 through January 1964. They depict a man coming to grips with the awesome responsibilities of the presidency while simultaneously trying to lead a nation and a government in mourning. Includes a DVD-ROM, 2,505 pages in three volumes, slipcased. Norton. Pub. at $175.00 $39.95

**6752802 FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT: A Political Life.** By Robert Dallek. Explores the career of FDR as an incomparable political artist, and delves deep into the many compelling questions of his presidency, one of which is how did Roosevelt bring about such a profound change in American’s foreign relations, leading us to become an international superpower? 16 pages of photos. Viking. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

**6978844 HARRY: A Biography of a Prince.** By Angela Levin. An eye-opening, monumental biography of Prince Harry by a veteran journalist on royal affairs who appears often on his royal duties for one year. This unswaps the real man and his own perceptive insights, delving into his troubled childhood with the loss of his mother, Princess Diana, 16 pages of color photos in color. 295 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

**6858615 LLOYD GEORGE: Statesman or Scoundrel.** By Richard Wilkinson. David Lloyd George left a profound political legacy, and his involvement in the Amistad Supreme Court case, the critical dramas of Adams’s personal and political life are all here. 1,489 pages in two volumes, slipcased. Library of Congress $54.95

**6977758 JEFFERSON’S TREASURE: How Albert Gallatin Saved the New Nation from Debt.** By Gregory May. A long overdue biography that takes a penetrating look at Gallatin’s rise to power, his tumultuous years at the Treasury, and his enduring influence on American fiscal policy, demonstrating that Gallatin, not Hamilton, was the true financial founder. Illus. 512 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

**6946756 OWEN TUDOR: Founding Father of the Tudor Dynasty.** By Terry Breverton. Recounts the details of the founding father of the Tudor dynasty, a Welsh commoner who restored Henry VI and founded the Tudor dynasty of the English throne as Henry VII. 16 pages of color illus. 284 pages. Amberley. Import. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

**6991852 CONSTANTINE: Pocket Giants.** By Werner de Saeger. Why is Constantine so significant? Because he gave Christians freedom of religion. Yet also because he radically changed our society, in particular church and state relations. Because a Christian emperor took church and state, and art are so enormous, we still see the consequences of his decisions to this very day. 128 pages. History Press. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**687343X ON THE TRAIL OF MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS.** By Roy Calley. Takes us on a journey through the landscape of Mary’s time. In her footsteps we will visit resplendent castles, towering cathedrals, manor homes, chapels and ruins associated with Mary. Each location brings to life through an engaging narrative and a collection of works and arts of 304 pages. Pub. at $29.95 $23.95

**6881432 THE KING’S PEARL; Henry VIII’s Daughter Mary.** By Barbara Thomas. Re-examines Mary Tudor’s life during the reign of Henry VIII, and her complex, dramatic relationship with her father and the man he called his “pearl of the world,” her determination to side with her mother over the annulment hurt their relationship. Thomas points out, Mary was a gambler and she would risk all, including her life, taking stakes of color illus. 320 pages. Amberley. Import. Pub. at $32.95 $23.95

**688282X THE DARK SIDE OF SAMUEL PEYS: Society’s First Sex Offender.** By Geoffrey Fimm. Samuel Pepys is known as the founder of that modern navy, a member of the Royal Society and most of all, as a unique and frank diarist. Less well known is the fact that he was a sex offenders, an early rapist. Using Pepys’ own words, this volume describes his numerous extra marital affairs, 16 pages of photos. 182 pages. Pen & Sword. Import. Pub. at $39.95

**6861119 THE DIARIES OF JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, 1779-1848.** Ed. by David Walschleger. Reader’s edition of an American masterpieces, based on original manuscript diaries that restore passages suppressed in earlier editions. From his marriage to Louisa Catherine Johnson to his deadlocked election to the presidency and his involvement in the Amistad Supreme Court case, the critical dramas of Adams’s personal and political life are all here. 1,489 pages in two volumes, slipcased Library of Congress $54.95
**Dictators, Scoundrels & Criminals**

- **615441** STALIN: New Biography of a Dictator. By Oleg V. Kholodov. From the author whose knowledge of Soviet-era archives far surpasses any other of his generation. This measured and measured biography reconstructs Stalin’s life and fully explores the bloody and indecipherable mark his crimes left on his Communist empire and the world. Photos. Illus. 528 pages. Yale. Pantheon. Pub. at $25.00. $19.95

- **686921** FRANCO: Anatomy of a Dictator. By Enrique Moradiello. Examines the dictatorship as well as the dictator and, in doing so, reveals new aspects to our understanding of General Franco, the Cadidlo. Illus. 246 pages. I.B. Tauris. Import. Pub. at $30.00. $19.95

- **689742** HITLER’S INSANITY: A Conspiracy of Silence. By Andrew Norman. Drawing on his medical background, Norman explores Hitler’s childhood, his experiences of loss, and his messiahic rise to power, in an effort to determine to what extent his ailments—both physical and mental—ultimately contributed both to his decline and to his death. 16 pages of photos. 272 pages. Fontaine. Import. Pub. at $36.95. $27.95


- **675230** BECOMING HITLER: The Making of a Nazi. By Thomas Weber. In this fresh and fascinating biography, the author explores Hitler’s life from his 1918 and 1926, when he shed his awkward, feckless persona and metamorphosed into a National Socialist leader who saw himself as Germany’s messiah. Weber charts Hitler’s rise, expanding out to show the German’s journey as the most lethal demagogues in history. 16 pages of photos. 422 pages. Basic. At $35.00. $26.95

- **677441** ANNE BONNY: The Infamous Female Pirate. By Phillip Thomas Tucker. Tucker debunks the myths of Bonnie’s adventures as the most notorious female pirate of her adventures. Starting with her immigration to America from Ireland as a young girl, Tucker considers the events that led Bonnie to choose the life and which included her father and the longing for life that didn’t adhere to the continuing patriarchal society of the time. Illus. 251 pages. Feral. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 $16.95

- **675626** LENIN: The Man, the Dictator, and the Master of Terror. By Victor Sebestyen. A riveting biography of Vladimir Ilyich Lenin that is not only a biography of one of the most important historical figures of the twentieth century but also a fascinating portrait of Lenin the man. Sebestyen also brings to light important new revelations about the Russian Revolution, a pivotal point in modern history. 16 pages of photos. 316 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

- **281367** LENIN: The Man, the Dictator, and the Master of Terror. By Victor Sebestyen. A political examination of one of the most important historical figures of the twentieth century but also a fascinating portrait of Lenin the man. Sebestyen traces the story from Lenin’s early years to his long exile in Europe and return to Petrograd in 1917 to lead the first Communist revolution in history. 56 pages of photos. 185 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $30.00. $14.95

- **677631** TAMERLANE: The Life of the Great Amir. By Ahmad Ibn ‘Arabshah. Originally published in 1936, Arabshah’s biography of Tamerlane is that of a contemporary who was written soon after the events it describes. A highly detailed and also a highly critical account which makes it a well rounded look at this conqueror. 341 pages. I.B. Tauris. Import. Pub. at $120.00 $91.95


- **602932** EXILE ON FRONT STREET: My Life as a Hells Angel . . . and Beyond. By George Christie. 16 pages of photos, some color. 257 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.95. $6.95


- **696611** THE MAP THIEF. By Michael Blanding. Illus., some in color. 299 pages. Gotham. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00. $3.95


---

**765141** RACING FOR THE BOMB: The True Story of General Leslie R. Groves, the Man Behind the Birth of the Atomic Age. By David Bodanis. He is widely considered the greatest genius of all time rather than a mystic and casts a new light on an important figure of the Middle Ages rather than a mystic and casts a new light on an important figure of the Middle Ages rather than a mystic and casts a new light on an important figure of the Middle Ages. 32 pages of photos. 722 pages. Skylight. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. $4.95

- **694372** MEISTER ECKHART: A Personal Journey. By Kurt Schumacher. In this fascinating study that makes a powerful case for Eckhart’s position as an important philosopher of the time rather than a mystic and casts a new light on an important figure of the Middle Ages whose ideas attracted considerable attention from modern thinkers. 321 pages. Yale. Pub. at $36.00. $7.95

- **699064** EINSTEIN’S GREATEST MISTAKE: A Biography. By Frank J. Ladany. Einstein’s personal and professional life is an ongoing story. Yet, in the final decades of his life, Albert Einstein was ignored by most working scientists, his ideas opposed by even his closest friends. This intimate biography traces the arc of Einstein’s development and downfall, revealing the fallibility of a titan of modern physics. Photos. 280 pages. PMT. Pub. at $37.00. $6.95

- **688019** LAYHURST Y: Emma Jung, Her Marriage to Carl, and the Early Years of Psychoanalysis. By Catrine Clay. Emma was a clever, attractive, and wealthy Swiss heiress who met and fell in love with Carl Jung, a brilliant but penniless doctor who would ultimately become one of the most influential figures in psychology. This is the story of their unconventional marriage and their contribution to the development of psychoanalysis. Photos. 406 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99. $5.95

- **682867** BRIEF CANDLE IN THE DARK: My Life in Science. By Richard Dawkins. Dawkins delves deeply into his intellectual life spent kick-starting new conversations about science, culture, and religions. Throughout, he shares with us his infectious sense of wonder, his energy, and his sense of humor, and his amazing ability to make the complex accessible to everyone. 278 pages. Basic. Pub. at $29.99. $5.95

- **679854** EINSTEIN AT HOME. By Friedrich Hoerbiger. Josef Ehrenberg’s interviews with Albert Einstein’s family housekeeper. The result is an intriguing account of the private life of one of history’s most remarkable scientists. The insights into his interaction, and his awareness of life’s brevity, 24 pages of photos, most in color. 456 pages. Pomegranate. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $5.95


- **666388** THE MAN WHO DECODED LINEAR B: The Story of Michael Ventris. By Andrew Robinson. Based on unpublished letters, interviews with survivors, and other primary source material, this riveting account takes the reader through the life of an intriguing and contradictory man, and how he broke the code of the ancient writing known as Linear B. 180 pages. Quill. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $17.95

- **272156** CRACKING THE EGYPTIAN CODE: The Revolutionary Life of Jean-Francois Champollion. By Andrew Robinson. Despite the efforts of some of Europe’s most intelligent scholars, the code of the Rosetta Stone, it was an impoverished, arrogant and brilliant child of the French Revolution who made the vital breakthrough. This full-blooded account of the enigmatic life of the man who taught the world to fly. SHOPWORN. 48 pages of photos. 320 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00. $9.95

- **668594** MICHAEL FARADAY AND THE ELECTRICAL CENTURY. By Iwan Rhyds Morus. Tells the story of Michael Faraday, his upbringing in London and his apprenticeship at the Royal Institution under the supervision of the farfamed chemist, Sir Humphry Davy, and what Faraday’s role was in the science of electricity during Victorian times. Illus. 229 pages. Icon Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

- **672109** HOWARD ZINN: A Life on the Left. By Martin Duberman. Brings vividly to life one of the most admired left-wing voices of the twentieth century. A political activist and a beloved lecturer, Zinn blazed a bold path against the American history—the story of ‘people’s historian’ who himself made history, changing forever the way we think about our past. 16 pages of photos. 365 pages. New Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. $6.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/662

697802 PATRICK O'BRIAN: The Making of the Novelist, 1914-1949. By Nikolai Tolstoy. A complex, layered portrait of the man considered by many to be the greatest British novelist or the 20th century. His twenty Aubrey/Maturin novels, set in the Royal Navy at the beginning of the 19th century, have been hailed by the New York Times as "the best historical novels ever written." 16 pages of photos. 512 pages. Norton. Pub. at $29.95

6817165 DONATIEN ALPHONSE FRANCOIS DE SADÉ. By Jean-Pascal Hesse. The Marquis de Sade was one of the most controversial figures in history, a man of letters, philosopher, and politician who spent a great portion of his life incarcerated. His secret past is a beautiful narrative of his life. 326 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $16.99


7560370 TOCQUEVILLE AND HIS AMERICA: A Darker Horizon. By Arlene Kaplan. This important study of the life and thought of Alexis de Tocqueville reveals how the desire to control the natural world shaped one of our most innovative novelists. 305 pages. Yale. Pub. at $45.00

6918444 DASHIELL HAMMETT: Man of Mystery. By Sally Cline. The first new biography in more than 25 years on this American master and the creator of one of modern crime novel, this compact volume uses fresh research, including interviews with Hammett's family and his heir, to reexamine the life and work of the writer whom Raymond Chandler called "the master performer." 236 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $16.99

6933505 CURSED LEGACY: The Tragic Life of Klaus Mann. By Frederic Spotts. Nobelist, playwright, essayist and journalist, Klaus Mann was one of the most prominent German writers of the last century. This biography tells the story of a talent destroyed by personal circumstances and the seismic events of the twentieth century. 338 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00

6807307 FAMILY HISTORY OF FEAR. By Agata Tuszyńska. One of Poland's most admired poets and cultural historians writes of the stories he heard from her mother about her secret past. This discovery and acceptance, a searing, insightful portrait of Polish Jewish life, lived before and after Hitler's Third Reich. Photos. 381 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

5905699 THE BROTHERS VONNEGUT. By Ginger Strand. Melding biography and cultural history, Strand uses a wealth of research to tell the fascinating story of Kurt and Bernard Vonnegut, two ambitious men with the clinical drollery of their age—and how the desire to control the natural world shaped one of our most innovative novelists. 305 pages. Yale. Pub. at $45.00

280719X THE BUGHOUSE: The Poetry, Politics, and Madness of Ezra Pound. By Daniel Swift. The choice biography of the poet Ezra Pound was due to stand trial for treason, but before the trial could take place, Pound was pronounced insane and transported to a hospital near Washington, D.C. Through the eyes of his visitors, this intriguing work shines a new light on the man, his art, and his mental health. 302 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00


6750338 DIMESTORE: A Writer's Life. By Lee Smith. Smith has created both a moving personal portrait and a testament to embracing one's heritage. It's also an important story of the birth of a writer and a poignant look at a way of life that has all but vanished. Includes 15 essays that are honest, wise, and superbly entertaining. 202 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $24.95

3682323 WHAT SO PROUDLY WE HAILED: Francis Scott Key-A Life. By Marc Leepson. The story of the man of his time. Full of contradictions, Key was one of the intellectual heavyweights of the day. This is the fascinating life story of an American patriot who played a major role in shaping the United States. 234 pages. Palgrave. Pub. at $26.00

3605778 DASHIELL HAMMETT: Man of Mystery. By Sally Cline. The first new biography in more than 25 years on this American master and the creator of one modern crime novel, this compact volume uses fresh research, including interviews with Hammett’s family and his heir, to reexamine the life and work of the writer whom Raymond Chandler called “the master performer.” Photos. 236 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $16.99


6869537 THE LIFE AND HAZARDOUS TIMES OF CHARLES BUKOWSKI. Charles Bukowski is hailed as one of America’s greatest post-war writers. This recording profiles the man who Jean-Paul Sartre described as “America’s greatest poet.” A spoken-word biography and analysis of Bukowski, it is interspersed with recordings he made during his lifetime, discussing his work, his life, and his drinking. 70 pages. Chrome Dreams. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

688765X THE LIFE AND LEGEND OF WALLACE WOOD, VOLUME 2. Ed. by B. Stewart & J.M. Catron. Bursting with gorgeous artwork, this second volume also features the vivid personal recollections of the friends, colleagues, and assistants who knew and worked with Wood, leading to this revealing, intimate portrait of the brilliant but troubled maverick comics creator. 272 pages. Fantagraphics. 10x12”, Pub. at $39.99

6927262 MAX PERKINS: Editor of Genius. By B. Stewart. Perkins was the editor whose fascination with the life and work of the leading literary lights of the 20th century, resulted in his being known as the editor in both the professional and personal circles of the world. He was the driving force behind the publication of the work of F. Scott Fitzgerald, T.S. Eliot, and Ezra Pound. His work created a new genre of biographical writing, and Perkins is known as the father of modern biography. 496 pages. New American Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00
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5865042 MAX PERKINS: Editor of Genius. By A. Scott Berg. The talents he nurtured were known worldwide: F. Scott Fitzgerald, Ernest Hemingway, Thomas Wolfe, and many others. But Maxwell Perkins remained a mystery, a backstage presence who served these authors not only as editor, but also as confidant, manager, psychoanalyst, father-confessor, and friend. Berkeley. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

595624X THE MOCKINGBIRD NEXT DOOR. Life with Harper Lee. By Marja Mills. For more than 50 years, the emulate to her friends as Nelle, has said almost nothing on the record. But in 2001, the Lee sisters opened their door to Chicago Tribune journalist Marja Mills. It was the beginning of a long conversation—and a wonderful friendship. Here, Mills welcomes us into that friendship, offering a portrait of one of literature’s most secretive figures. Photos. 278 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95

5956267 THE FAITH OF CHRISTOPHER HITCHENS: The Restless Soul of the World’s Most Notorious Atheist. By Larry Tatro. Christopher Hitchens was the most notorious atheist in the world. Yet while he railed against God on stage, he maintained meaningful friendships with religious men. Tatro reveals his intimate conversations with Hitchens and the questions that followed a seemingly convinced atheist until the day he died. 201 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99 $8.95

6773141 CHRISTOPHER HITCHENS: The Talented Interviewer. This collection of interviews—which spans from his early prominence as a hero of the Left to his controversial support for the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan—shows Hitchens’s brilliance and wit on subjects as diverse as his mistrust of Islam, his respect for Hemingway’s wife Mary, Hotchner’s accounts of Hemingway’s exploits on the Bahamian island of Piggott’s life as well as her own illustrations. Which she grew up. Includes photographs of Potter’s life as well as her own illustrations. 346 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95

6867057 WRITER, SAILOR, SOLDIER, SPY: Ernest Hemingway’s Secret Adventures, 1935-1961. By Nicholas Reynolds. Untold story of Hemingway’s dangerous secret life in espionage and intelligence—including his role as a Soviet agent; hunting Nazi submarines with U.S. supplied munitions in the Caribbean; fought with the British on Malta; and trading difficult biographical questions for trading tantalizing glimpses into the author’s own character. But the reality is that David Cornwell, the man behind the celebrated pseudonym, has remained something of a mystery for more than half a century. The curtain is finally pulled back in this definitive biography. 32 pages of photos. 652 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $40.00

6922931 WOMEN POSSESSED: A Life of Eugene O’Neill. By Arthur & Barbara Gelb. This is a masterful portrait of an extraordinarily gifted and doomed artist. O’Neill’s great plays are not more vividly etched in the public imagination than George Orwell, and Smith brings Orwell to life as never before in this entertaining volume. Orwells’s influential manifesto coauthored with Bertrand Russell and Arthur Koestler, along with a wealth of fresh biographical and literary information. Fully illus. 267 pages. Haymarket. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

692297X GEORGE ORWELL ILLUSTRATED. By David Smith. Illus. by M. McGrath & T. Whitley. This is a celebration of the books about O’Neill; this final work focuses on O’Neill’s life between 1928 and his death in 1953, a period in which he was married to his third wife, Carlotta Monterey. The Gelbs offer a masterly portrait of an extraordinary artist. To keep these conversations that he had with him not long before he took his own life in 1961, to himself for more than half a century. Now, he tells us, he has translated these experiences into the composition of his novel. 16 pages of photos. 481 pages. Zaffre. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

6925356 A CELTIC TEMPERAMENT: Robertson Davies as Critic. Ed. by J. Scurr, & A. Derry. This versatile and prolific writer was an actor, journalist, playwright, essayist, founder of Massey College and one of Canada’s greatest novelists. He was also an immensely committed historian, leading up to the end of his extraordinary life. Much information here has never been known about Heinlein outside of a small circle of his intimate friends. 16 pages of photos. 671 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

6946696 IN SEARCH OF ANNE BRONTE. By Nick Holland. The brilliance of her two novels—Anne Grey and The Tenant of Wildfell Hall—and her poetry belies the quiet, yet courageous girl who often lived in the shadows of her siblings. This revealing new biography opens Anne’s most private life to a new audience and shows the true nature of her relationships with her siblings. Illus. 288 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

6942659 THE WHOLE HARMONIUM: The Life of Wallace Stevens. By Paul Mariani. A perceptive, enlightening biography of Wallace Stevens, perhaps the most important American poet of the twentieth century. Mariana shows how, over the course of his life, Stevens sought out the sun-drenched5949465

6882595 ON LEOPARD ROCK: A Life of Adventures. By Wilbur Smith. From being attacked by lions, getting lost in the African bush without water, and crash landing a Cessna, he knew how to redeem through writing and falling in love. Smith tells us the intimate stories of his life that have been the raw material for his fiction. A testament to a writer whose life is as rich in novels. 16 pages of photos, some color. 333 pages. Zaffre. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

5724015 JOHN LE CARRE: The Biography. By Adam Sirsam. A master of weaving fiction with fact, legendary spy novelist John le Carré creates complex protagonists who expose tantalizing glimpses into the author’s own character. But the reality is that David Cornwell, the man behind the celebrated pseudonym, has remained something of a mystery for more than half a century. The curtain is finally pulled back in this definitive biography. 32 pages of photos. 652 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $40.00


5962265 RICHARD WALTELL, A Memoir. By Richard Tailor. This is Richard Tailor’s own story of his life as a painter, the early years; his middle years; and his later years. The life of Wallace Stevens. By Paul Mariani. A perceptive, enlightening biography of Wallace Stevens, perhaps the most important American poet of the twentieth century. Mariana shows how, over the course of his life, Stevens sought out the sun-drenched5949465

5962276 IN SEARCH OF ANNE BRONTE. By Nick Holland. The brilliance of her two novels—Anne Grey and The Tenant of Wildfell Hall—and her poetry belies the quiet, yet courageous girl who often lived in the shadows of her siblings. This revealing new biography opens Anne’s most private life to a new audience and shows the true nature of her relationships with her siblings. Illus. 288 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


5962292 ROAD TO TARA: The Life of Margaret Mitchell. By Anne Edwards. Margaret Mitchell, author of the extraordinary novel that has become part of our heritage. 16 pages of photos. 369 pages. Taylor Trade. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

5962390 BEHIND THE MASK: The Life of Vita Sackville-West. By Matthew Dennison. Traces the triumph and contradictions of Vita Sackville-West’s extraordinary life in a portrait of an often troubled literary persona. Reveals how, from her privileged world of the aristocracy, she brought her penchant for costume, playacting, and rebellion to the artistic vanguard of modern Britain. 16 pages of photos. 364 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

5962410 APRIL IN THE COUNTR Y: The Life of Beatrix Potter. By Matthew Dennison. Traces the triumph and contradictions of Beatrix Potter’s transformation from a young girl with a love of animals and fairy tales into a bestselling author and carrier businesswoman. Through the stories of her Victorian era in which she grew up. Includes photographs of Potter’s life as well as her own illustrations. 262 pages. Pegasyus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

5962429 BEHIND THE MASK: The Life of Vita Sackville-West. By Matthew Dennison. Traces the triumph and contradictions of Vita Sackville-West’s extraordinary life in a portrait of an often troubled literary persona. Reveals how, from her privileged world of the aristocracy, she brought her penchant for costume, playacting, and rebellion to the artistic vanguard of modern Britain. 16 pages of photos. 364 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $8.95
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9562310  THE FALL OF THE HOUSE OF WILDE: Oscar Wilde and His Family. By Emer O'Sullivan. It’s well known that Oscar Wilde was precociously talented, and hedonistic, but lesser so that he owed these characteristics to his parents. As a member of one of the most dazzling Anglo-Irish families of Victorian times, he is here placed in a broader social, political, and religious context. 16 pages of photos. 495 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

9592321  BERYL BAINBRIDGE: Love by All Sorts of Means. By Brendan King. In this frank portrait of Bainbridge, the author tells the story of a life that is every bit as dramatic and compelling as one of her own perfectly-crafted novels. A complex and sometimes traumatic life that she rarely talked about and which was often only hinted at in her novels. 16 pages of photos. 564 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $40.00 $11.95

6927381  WHEN YOU FIND OUT THE WORLD IS AGAINST YOU: And Other Particle Physics Essays. By Kelly Oxford. A collection of stories drawn from all periods and aspects of Kelly’s life—her coming of age in Canada, her approach to marriage and motherhood, art, travel, and her decision to pursue your own life in Los Angeles, a place as far in culture and climate from Canada as it gets. 310 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

6735967  CHARLOTTE BONTE: A Fiery Heart. By Claire Harman. The famous film star is transformed from a tragic figure to a modern heroine in Harman’s groundbreaking portrait. Drawing on previously unavailable letters, she depicts Charlotte’s inner life and vibrant intensity, revealing a woman for whom duty and piety gave way to quiet rebellion and fierce ambition. Illus. 462 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

6708714  EVELYN WAUGH: A Life Revisited. By Philip Eade. Evelyn Waugh’s even more dramatic leap from a third-story window after his lover died is now given its due. This revealing biography provides the script to his life, and by the idea of sudden death. Running away from school, Waugh discovered at an early age just who he was. He insinuated himself into their world. Illus. 397 pages. FSG. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

2820498  FREAK KINGDOM: Hunter S. Thompson’s Manic Ten-Year Crusade Against American Fascism. By Timothy Steele. This skillfully told and dramatic story shows how Thompson saw through Richard Nixon’s treacherous populism and embarked on a life defining campaign to stop it, producing one of the best works on the 1970s. This biography recalls a period of anger and derangement in American politics, and one with the guts to tell the truth. 394 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

2705484  TROTSKY IN NEW YORK, 1917: A Radical on the Eve of Revolution. By Kenneth D. Ackerman. Between January and March 1917, Trotsky found refuge in the United States after being expelled from Europe. America had kept itself out of the European Great War, leaving New York the wettest city on earth. During his time there, he immersed himself in the local scene, plunging headlong into local politics, and helped to reshape the American left. 16 pages of photos. 373 pages. Counterpoint. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

2912745  THE GOURMENDS’ WAY: Six Americans in Paris and the Birth of a New Gastronomy. By Justin Spring. In the years following World War II, Paris was the world capital of gastronomic genius. The author examining six American writer-adventures having the time of their lives in the City of Light during this period, and in doing so, transforming the way Americans talk and think about food on the way the French do it. 433 pages. FSG. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95


6969937  H.L. MENCKEN: The Days Trilogy. Ed. by Marion Elizabeth Rodgers. This expanded edition collects all three works of Mencken’s autobiographical Happy Days (1925), Newspaper Days (1940), and Heathen Days (1941), along with Days Revisited: Unpublished Commentary, in one volume. Includes ribbon bookmark. Photos. 872 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

6967993  MOTHERLESS. By Barbara Bracht Donsky. Offering hope, Donsky’s captivating story and reminiscences asks us to consider what parents owe their children, and how far a child will go to keep the memory of her mother alive. Photos. 320 pages. Counterpoint. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

6950086  COMRADE HUPPERT: A Poet in Stalin’s World. By George Huppert. Using the unpublished archived account found in Hugo Huppert’s notebooks, George Huppert takes the reader on a tour of the writer’s life’s from his provincial youth to his tragic relationship with the father of modern capitalism. Photos. 297 pages. FSG. Pub. at $24.00 $4.95

281093X  ROBERT GRAVES: From Greek War to Good-bye to All That 1895-1929. By Suzy Hansen. Relates Graves’s fascinating life during the Great War and his experiences there, his being left for dead at the Battle of the Somme, his love for an underage Greek girl, and his relationship with the Marchesa’s place in Moscow, where he meets Mayakovsky and where he is imprisoned during Stalin’s purges. 157 pages. InP. Pub. at $24.00 $4.95

2739549  DEVOTION: Why I Write. By Patti Smith. A stirring account of one of culture’s most inspiring artists that offers an intimate description of her own creative process. Whether writing in a café or on a train, Smith generously opens her notebooks and allows the reader glimpse the alchemy of her work. Illus. 107 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

2782278  ADAM SMITH: Father of Economics. By Jesse Norman. Provides a highly engaging account of Smith’s life and thought and the influences over the past two centuries. Not only the father of economics, Smith is a pioneering theorist of moral philosophy, culture, and society, whose thought concerns some of the best problems and opportunities of modern capitalism. Photos. 126 pages. Basic. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

6865558  THE COLLECTOR OF LIVES: Giorgio Vasari and the Invention of Art. By J. Rowland & N. Charney. It was through Giorgio Vasari’s (1511-1574) visionary writings that artists like Raphael, Leonardo, and Michelangelo came to be regarded as great masters of life, as well as art—their creative genius celebrated as a divine gift. This vivid biography shows the great works of shape under Vasari’s keen eye, revealing how he did it. 397 pages. Norton. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

6807445  THE EXTRAORDINARY LIFE of A.A. MILNE. By Nadia Cohen. The moving biography of one of the few authors who remains a household name in almost every corner of the globe, this is a compelling portrait of one of the most popular of whimsical children’s stories about a boy named Christopher Robin and his beloved teddy bear. Photos. 206 pages. Pen & Sword. Import. Pub. at $34.95 $29.95

6591906  ERNEST HEMINGWAY: A Biography. By Mary V. Deady. A rich, nuanced and thorough portrait of this complex American artist, whose darkness, drive, and vision of courage, whose ambition, self-control, and inner pressure, and whose eleven novels and five short story collections informed and are still informing fiction writing generations after his death. 397 pages. Houghton Mifflin. Pub. at $34.95 $29.95

2787776  ERNEST HEMINGWAY: A Biography. By Mary V. Deady. Hemingway was a winner of the Pulitzer Prize and the Nobel Prize and his novels and stories have influenced the writing of generations. This is the revelatory investigation of his life and work that substantially deepens our understanding of the artist and the man. Photos. 738 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $9.95

6951141  A POLITICALLY MIDDLE-AGE MY OWN. By Claire Tomalin. Marked by homesickness, vulnerability, and grace, and rendered in the most elegant of prose, Tomalin’s biography is a portrait of a life, replete with joy and heartbreak. She writes with wit and unswerving clarity about her triumphs and tragedies. Photos. 334 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

691098X  JANE AUSTEN: A Life. By Claire Tomalin. This deeply human portrait of the brilliant novelist, portrays the honesty and directness of her personality, examines her strength in giving up a chance at marriage to pursue her education and her unyielding love for her sister, Cassandra, and the poignancy of her death. 347 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

6965534  NOTES ON A FOREIGN COUNTRY: An American Abroad in a Persian Palace. By Suzy Hansen. Blending memoir, journalism, and history, and deeply attuned to the voices of those she met on her travels, Hansen offers a moving and surprising portrait of America’s place in the world. It’s a powerful journey of self-discovery and revelation, and a reckoning of what it means to be an American in a time of global turmoil. 276 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00 $8.96
2530590 SEAN CONNERY: A Biography. By Christopher Bray. The story of an actor learning his craft on the job and at the end of his career, of a man who dedicated himself to the service of his burgeoning political awareness—and an investigation into what can happen to a man when the images he creates take on his life. Photos. 340 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00


6651813 THIS IS YOUR CAPTAIN SPEAKING: My Fantastic Voyage Through Faith, Life & Film. By Gavin MacLeod and W. F. Murphy. Portraits of the popular actor and his career, from his role as Captain Stubing on the beloved TV series The Love Boat to his role as the retired rear admiral in the movie The Love Boat: The Love Boat Show. The Love Boat, a television series and movie franchise, has been on the air for over three decades, and this memoir offers an inside look at the show and its impact on popular culture. 16 pages of photos, all in color. 288 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $19.95

5958982 TOUGH WITHOUT A GUN: The Life and Extraordinary Afterlife of Humphrey Bogart. By Stanley Kamel. In this comprehensive biography, Kamel explores the life and career of Humphrey Bogart, one of the most iconic and influential actors of the 20th century, and the impact of his life on popular culture. 210 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $23.99

6676226 SOUPY SEZ! My Zany Life and Times. By Soupy Sales with C. Salzberg. Hilarious and candid romp through more than 50 years in show business, as the author shares stories of his time with some of the most famous and beloved comedians of the 20th century. 240 pages. M. Evans. Pub. at $21.95

5670733 A LITTLE THING CALLED LIFE: On Loving Elvis Presley, Bruce Jenner, and Songs in Between. By Linda Thompson. For decades, Linda Thompson has led one of the most remarkable lives in show business. As a beauty queen, award-winning songwriter, long-time love of Elvis Presley, and former wife to Bruce Jenner, she’s now opening up to tell the extraordinary story of her career, romances, and everything in between. 16 pages of color photos. 389 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $14.95

5691658 A LITTLE THING CALLED LIFE: On Loving Elvis Presley, Bruce Jenner, and Songs in Between. By Linda Thompson. For decades, Linda Thompson has led one of the most remarkable lives in show business. As a beauty queen, award-winning songwriter, long-time love of Elvis Presley, and former wife to Bruce Jenner, she’s now opening up to tell the extraordinary story of her career, romances, and everything in between. 16 pages of color photos. 389 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $14.95

5958759 KEEP MOVING: And Other Tips and Truths About Living Well Longer. By Dick Van Dyke with T. Gold. The beloved Hollywood icon offers his lessons on living in the moment and embracing happiness, proving that life does get better the longer you live it. Whether to better offer instruction, advice, and humor than someone who’s entering his 90s, this memoir is a must-read for anyone looking to live a fulfilling life. 239 pages. Weider. Pub. at $16.99

5998301 NEVERTHELESS: A Memoir. By Alec Baldwin. In this honest, affecting memoir, Baldwin introduces us to the Long Island child who felt burdened by his family’s financial struggles, his parents’ unhappy marriage, the Washington DC college student gearing up for a career in politics, and a man struggling with addiction to drugs and alcohol. A collection of vignettes, stories, and poems, this memoir offers an intimate look at the author’s life and career. 16 pages of photos, all in color. 288 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $19.95

6880118 FIGHTING FOR FREEDOM: A Salute to the Troops with John Wayne. By Jon Cryer. The actor charts his eight brilliant seasons on Saturday Night Live and his role on the sitcom NewsRadio, but his seemingly charmed life was cut tragically short when he died of cancer in 2004. This memoir chronicles his life, his passion for acting, and his commitment to service. 16 pages of photos, all in color. 208 pages. Media Lab Books. Pub. at $22.99

2815052 SO THAT HAPPENED: A Memoir. By Jon Cryer. Charts the extraordinary journey of this award-winning actor, illuminating his many triumphs and some missteps along the way. A revealing, humorous, and introspective memoir that is a true account of the author’s life, shaping the reader’s understanding of the man. 16 pages of photos, all in color. 338 pages. New American Library. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00


6773389 MAKE ‘EM LAUGH: Short-Term Memories of Longtime Friends. By Debbie Reynolds & D. Hannaway. An entertaining collection of vignettes, stories, jokes, and random musings from a woman who has seen it all—and done most of it! In this fabulous piece of writing, the author offers a behind-the-scenes look at her life, including her career in Hollywood, her marriage to Frank Sinatra, Ronald Reagan, and many others. 24 pages of photos, some in color. 261 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $22.99


676617X KEEP MOVING: And Other Tips and Truths About Living Well Longer. By Dick Van Dyke with T. Gold. The beloved Hollywood icon offers his lessons on living in the moment and embracing happiness, proving that life does get better the longer you live it. Whether to better offer instruction, advice, and humor than someone who’s entering his 90s, this memoir is a must-read for anyone looking to live a fulfilling life. 239 pages. Weider. Pub. at $16.99

6983015 NEVERTHELESS: A Memoir. By Alec Baldwin. In this honest, affecting memoir, Baldwin introduces us to the Long Island child who felt burdened by his family’s financial struggles, his parents’ unhappy marriage, the Washington DC college student gearing up for a career in politics, and a man struggling with addiction to drugs and alcohol. A collection of vignettes, stories, and poems, this memoir offers an intimate look at the author’s life and career. 16 pages of photos, all in color. 288 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $19.95

671962X THE LONGEST TREK: My Tour of the Galaxy. By Grace Lee Whitney with J. Denney. In her dream role, Gene Roddenberry beamed her aboard the starship Enterprise as Yeoman Janice Rand for the original Star Trek series. From her time at the studio lot and her lifelong feelings of emptiness and isolation would soon combine to turn her starry dream into a nightmare. Photos. 195 pages. Quill. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

6746241 PAUL MCARTNEY: The Life. By Philip Norman. Superbly evokes half a century of popular music and culture, chronicling the definitive life of a long-lived icon. A fascinating and dramatic account of a man whose music has lit up the world. 32 pages of photos. 853 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $32.00

6604114 WATCH ME: A Memoir. By Angelica Huston. Picking up after A Story Lately Told, which relayed her enchanted childhood, Huston’s second memoir discusses her turbulent 17-year relationship with Jack Nicholson, her performances in such films as Prizzi’s Honor and The Royal Tenenbaums; the death of her father, the great John Huston; and more. 16 pages of photos, many color. 389 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

6575161 WILDFLOWER. By Drew Barrymore. Born into Hollywood royalty, the great John Barrymore, Drew became one of the biggest stars of her generation. Here she offers a portrait of her life in stories, looking back on the adventures, challenges, and incredible experiences she’s had throughout. Photos. 276 pages.
589216 MAD AS HELL. By George Noory. As the candidacies of Donald Trump and Bernie Sanders have proven, Americans are mad as hell about the problems facing our country. Noory hears these problems every night, all night, as a nationally syndicated radio talk show host. Here he describes why he is angry, and how he got to where he is today. Photos. 351 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95 6603054X HER AGAIN: Becoming Meryl Streep. By Michael Schulman. At the height of the male-dominated age of the greatest actress of her generation, and her evolution as a young woman of the 1970s, wrestling with changing ideas of feminism, marriage, love, and sacrifice. Photos. 294 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95 6801625 WOODY: The Biography. By David Evanier. Explores Allen’s private life as well as his very public life, his deep attachments, and the work ethic that has led to an extraordinary output as well as helped keep Allen’s demons at bay. The biography of an artist who has looked, talent, and capacity to break new artistic ground. Photos. 384 pages. St. Martin’s. $6.95 671242 WHEN THEY WERE BOYS: The True Story of the Beatles’ Rise to the Top. By Larry Kane. This is the real story of the Beatles’ rise to fame: focusing on that seven year stretch from the time the boys met as teenagers in the 1950s to early 1964, when the Fab Four conquered the music business, and never before told, including heartbreaks, lucky breaks, betrayal, and more. 16 pages of photos. Running. Press. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95 582633 RICHARD BURTON: Prince of Desire. By Michael Price. From the founding of a small mining village in Wales to a star of Hollywood’s silver screen, Richard Burton broke every rule in his quest for the American dream. The first to ever really say in the real Burton must-read for any follower of film, history, and the rise of celebrity in America. 260 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95 ★ 2808145 VINTAGE PRICE: A Duopoly. By Michael Price. This is an entertaining and touching biography, Price’s daughter traces her father’s sixty-five year career from his radio days to his movie, Broadway, and television performances. A thorough and uniquely intimate look at the life of a legendary actor, this story also recaptures Price’s many other roles, including art historian, gourmet chef, and loving father. 32 pages of photos. 365 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95 675319 CHARLIE CHAN: The Untold Story of the Honorable Detective and His Rendezvous with American History. By Yvette Huang. Provides the backstory to the inspiration behind a beloved Hawaiian cop named Chang Apana, born in Hawaii around 1871. Chronicles the real-life story and the fraught narrative of one of TV’s longest running and most enduring Asian American characters, from the time the boys met as teenagers in the 1950s to early 1964, when the Fab Four conquered the music business, and never before told, including heartbreaks, lucky breaks, betrayal, and more. 16 pages of photos. Running. Press. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95 586596 THE BIG BAD BOOK OF BILL MURRAY. By Robert Schnakenberg. Part biography, part critical appreciation of Murray’s love letter, and all fun, this enormous volume chronicles every Murray performance in loving detail, recounting all the milestones. Legendary “Murray stories,” and controversies in the life of this enigmatic performer, Fully Illus. in color. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $6.95 6742912 UNSWEETENED: A Memoir. By Joann Sfar. Written by the creator of La Perle, a French newspaper of comics about the fascinating character who has crossed his path, from Hollywood legends to American cultural icons. He also offers his commentary on the absurdity of everyday life—politics, travel, comedy, and more. 267 pages. Holt. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95 595238 BRIEF ENCOUNTERS: Conversations, Magic Moments, and Assorted Hijinks. By Dick Cavett. The legendary talk show host shares his reflections on the fascinating characters that have crossed his path, from Hollywood legends to American cultural icons. He also offers his commentary on the absurdity of everyday life—politics, travel, comedy, and more. 267 pages. Holt. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95 6677401 ABOVE THE LINE: My Wild Oats Adventure. By Shirley MacLaine. The actress applies her trademark humor and quirk to one of the most paradigm-shifting adventures of her life: the making of the film Wild Oats. Reading like a screwball comedy of filmmaking pandemonium, it’s also a chronicle of how MacLaine came to see the world of the late city of New York. 216 pages. St. Martin’s Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95 6424538 READ MY LIPS: Stories of a Hollywood Life. By Sally Kellerman. The “Hot Lips Houlihan” of film and TV’s “Star” chronicles growing up alongside Hollywood, from the reign of Marlon Brando and Steve McQueen to the celebrity culture of today. Kellerman takes us on a ride through career highs and lows, struggles, and triumphs. 32 pages of photos. 267 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95 5814421 MARLENE DIETRICH: Life and Legend. By Steven Bach. From the stages of Berlin to anti-Nazi efforts and silver screen stardom, Bach reveals the fascinating woman behind the myth surrounding Marlene Dietrich in this biography. She goes beyond the surface, delving into the inner dynamics of her marriage. Photos. 32 pages of photos. 267 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95 6453991 AMERICA’S MISTRESS: The Life and Times of Eartha Kitt. By John L. Williams. This moving and unsettling biography is at once a profound exploration of the destructive effects of fame and prejudice, and also an unforgettable portrait of an enigmatic woman who has inspired dancers, singers, and a star-studded group therapy, and more. Photos. 258 pages. Random. Press. “Strawberry Shortcake.” July 30. $19.95
2825260 MAGGIE SMITH: A Biography. By Michael Coveney. Shines the stage lights on the life and work of this truly remarkable performer who has charted a long journey through her 60-year career. Drawing on personal archives, interviews, and encounters with the actress, Coveney pulls back the curtain on a celebrated but enigmatic performer. Photos, many in color. 353 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

6868986 JIM HENSON: The Biography. By Brian Jay Jones. An up-close at the charmed life of an inspired imagemaker. Jones tells his full measure to a man whose joyful genius transcended age, language, geography, and culture—continuing to beguile audiences worldwide with the spell of his photos. 385 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

6562850 HOW TO TALK DIRTY & INFLUENCE PEOPLE: An Autobiography. By Lawrence Welk. During the course of a career that began in the late 1940s, Bruce challenged the sanctity of organized religion and other societal taboos. Jones gives the full account of his life’s journey. Photos. 209 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**696939X IN SUCH GOOD COMPANY: Eleven Years of Laughter, Mayhem, and Foibles in the Satyricon. By Carol Burnett. Burnett dives deep into stories of the guests, and the experiences that have shaped who she is. Ranging from the raucous to the romantic this appealing collection is the literary equivalent of a sip from her brand friend. Photos and color photos. 323 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00 $7.95

6992280 THE GIRL WITH THE LOWER BACK TATTOO. By Amy Schumer. This collection of essays by Schumer mines her past for stories about her teenage years, her family, relationships and sex, and shares the crucial moments leading up to Michael Jackson. 263 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

*2551766 INSIDE LINDA LOVELACE'S DEEP THROAT: Degradation, Porno Chic, and the Rise of Feminism. By Darwin Porter. In the 1970s Linda Lovelace won a place in the hearts of men and women as the first celebrity porn star. Her husband, the enigmatic performer, rented her out for rape and became the party favor of Hollywood stars. Here is a unique take on our lives. 16 pages of photos. 166 pages. Photos. 166 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

676211 83 MINUTES: The Doctor, the Damage, and the Shocking Death of Michael Jackson. By Brian Chinn. Thirteen. Langthorne. A comprehensive account of the crucial moments leading up to Michael Jackson’s untimely death. Drawing on court documents and testimonies, authors present a multi-perspective tracking of every individual involved and the part they played as 426 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

6997277 THIS IS JUST MY FACE: Try Not to Stare. By Gabourey Sidibe. The Oscar-nominated actress shares a tale of kind life story in a voice as fresh and challenging as many of the unique characters she’s played in her career. Her memoir hits hard with clear-eyed diplomacy on friendship, depression, haters, celebrity, fashion and weight. Photos. 246 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $6.95

6997269 TELL THE CHEF AMERICA. By Alex Prud’homme. Julia Child’s grandnephew and the co-author of the preeminent chef’s memoir, Prud’homme tells the story of the remarkable woman who profoundly changed the way we eat today and chronicling her rise from home cook to our first celebrity chef. Photos. 318 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

2794764 TALKING AS FAST AS I CAN. By Lauren Graham. Looking back on her life, Graham hits pause for a moment and shares her laugh out loud stories about growing up, starting out as an actress and years later, sitting in her trailer on the Parenthood set and asking herself, “Did you, um, make it?” Here is a collection of candid and hilarious essays about that journey. Photos. 209 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $26.00 $14.95

698707X ROBY. By Dave Itzkoff. Robin Williams was a singularly innovative actor and comedian. Drawing on more than a hundred original interviews with family, friends and colleagues, as well as extensive archival research, this volume is a fresh and original look at the life and career of one of the funniest men we’ve ever known. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 530 pages. Holt. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

**596476X FIREBALL: Carole Lombard and the Mystery of Flight 3. By Robert Matzen. Presents the cautionary tale of a historic weekend in 1942 that stunned the nation, resulting in a Hollywood mystery that has endured to this day. Matzen charts the starlet’s plummet from the sky to the morgue, and the murmur of sabotage that were kindled in the aftermath. 32 pages of photos. 388 pages. Paladin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $13.95

688278 BASED ON A TRUE STORY. By Norm MacDonald. This collection of essays by MacDonald mines his past for stories about his teenage years, his family, relationships and what it was actually like to be him. In this compelling biography the author provides a definitive answer to the old riddle: Whatever happened to Orson Welles? Photos. 46 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $7.95

2785250 BUFFY SAINTE-MARIE: The Authorized Biography. By Andrea Warner. Packed with insight and knowledge, this biography offers an unfailingly honest, heartfelt portrait of a legend. This biography explores the challenges she experienced on the show and in real life, including the challenges she experienced on the show and in real life, including the challenges she experienced on the show and in real life. 16 pages of photos. 298 pages. Greystone. Import. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

2784033 THE MAUD ALLAN AFFAIR. By Russell James. London. 1908. The exotic dancer Maud Allan saves the London Olympics from certain failure. 90,000 pounds. The panel chooses to see the biggest celebrity of the day, famed for her erotic dance, Salome, the Dance of the Seven Veils. A decade later she is accused of being a lesbian and brought to trial. Photos. 480 pages. Pen & Sword. Import. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95

6856152 MAKING SENSE OF MARILYN. By Andrew Norman. With his medical background, the author is in a position to shed new light on the enigmatic character of Marilyn Monroe, this fascinating yet deeply troubled former Hollywood icon who is regarded as the world’s most famous movie star. 16 pages of photos. 160 pages. Fonthill. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

6568643 MAUREEN O’HARA: The Biography. By Aubrey Malone. Takes a clear look at the woman behind the larger-than-life persona. Surviving the dreams to present a balanced account of her career, one of the silver screen’s greatest stars. Malone explores the actress’ friendship with frequent costar John Wayne and her relationship with John Ford, who presents a captivating tribute to color. 112 pages. V&A Publishing. 8½ x 11¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95


5792517 INGRID BERGMAN: Great Stars. By David Thomson. Adored by millions for her luminous presence. Drawing on interviews with the actress, the height of her career Ingrid Bergman commanded a love that had hardly ever been matched, until her marriage fell apart and created an international scandal. Here is a unique look at a woman who was constantly driven by her passions. Photos. 118 pages. Faber & Faber. Pub. at $14.00 $5.95

266514X INSIDE MARILYN MONROE. By Roger Penske. In this revealing, intimate biography journey explores Marilyn Monroe’s personal and professional worlds as never before. Evolving from an acquaintance with Marilyn that spanned a decade, Gilmore’s penetrating memoir describes the world of escort services, the so-called modeling agencies and escort services. Photos. 208 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $10.95

6976018 ONE LUCKY BASTARD: Tales from Hollywood. By Roger Moore with G. Owen. In a career that spanned more than seven decades, the late Roger Moore was at the very heart of Hollywood. In this fabulous collection of true stories from his stellar career, Moore lifts the lid on the movie business, from Hollywood to Pinewood. Weil illus. 272 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

6862380 ORSON WELLES, VOLUME 3: One-Man Band. By Simon Callow. The critically acclaimed epic survey of Orson Welles’ life and work. Reveals what makes intimate circles, and, with a precision rarely attempted before, what it was actually like to be him. In this compelling biography the author provides a definitive answer to the old riddle: Whatever happened to Orson Welles? Photos. 46 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $7.95

284033 THE MAULD ALLAN AFFAIR. By Russell James. London. 1908. The exotic dancer Maud Allan saves the London Olympics from certain failure. 90,000 pounds. The panel chooses to see the biggest celebrity of the day, famed for her erotic dance, Salome, the Dance of the Seven Veils. A decade later she is accused of being a lesbian and brought to trial. Photos. 480 pages. Pen & Sword. Import. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95


669666 ELVIS–THE LEGEND: The Authorized Book from the Graceland Archives. By Gillian G. Gerald. The extraordinary collection of beautiful photographs, rare memorabilia and personal items from Elvis’ lifetime that have been drawn from the Graceland archives. Every aspect of the King’s history is recounted, with special features on his albums and movies, his personal life and his incredible enduring legacy. 192 pages. Carlton. 9½ x 11¼. Import. Pub. at $35.00 $28.96

Martha Jane Cannary. some in color. 290 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00

THE 007 DIARIES: Filming by William Shatner with D. Fisher. Over the course of a half a century, William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy worked together, grew to be fast friends, and saw each other through life’s highs and lows. Shatner recounts stories of their lives on and off the set, and gathers stories from others who knew Nimoy well, presenting a full picture of both men. 360 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

6891918 JACOBS, MARCLIE: The Life of Fa tty Arbuckle, the Man Who Br ated Us. In this warm and candid memoir, filled with loving recollections from the award-winning Happy Days team—break-out star Henry Winkler to Cunningham wild child Erin Moran—Ross recalls the life of the man who was beloved by millions of television viewers. 307 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

6986208 LEONARD: My Fifty-Year Friendship with a Remarkable Man. By William Shatner with D. Fisher. Over the course of half a century, William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy worked together, grew to be fast friends, and saw each other through life’s highs and lows. Shatner recounts stories of their lives on and off the set, and gathers stories from others who knew Nimoy well, presenting a full picture of both men. 360 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

6669040 MARILYN MONROE: The Private Life of a Public Icon. By Charles Casillo. Based on new interviews and research, Casillo explores the secret selves behind Marilyn Monroe’s public façades, and sheds new light on each aspect of her life, from personal to professional.
32 pages of photos. 294 pages. UPKy. Pub. at $34.95

wanted, which was to be one of the best and brightest of Hollywood. The portrait of Crawford's life through what mattered to her most, her films. Reveals her life and her role as a movie star was serious business to Crawford. The portrait includes photos and rare footage of Crawford. 294 pages. UPKy. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

Blood Moon. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95

unauthorized, and unapologetic, here is all the gossip on this screen image. Photos. 744 pages. Blood Moon. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95

4558073


JOAN CRAWFORD: The Essential Biography. By L.J. Quirk & W. Schott. Tells the story straight by recounting Crawford's life story as she tended to the final days of her father's life in Los Angeles; his struggles to reconcile the good and sordid sides of his celebrity father; and his own fascinating life. Photos. 350 pages. UPKy. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

CRANE: Sex, Celebrity, and the Hollywood Murders of Madge Kennedy & C. Fryer. By Robert Crane. This biography treats readers to the intriguing stories and controversies surrounding Hopkins and her career. It also looks at the fictionalized persona to person star as an uncompromising artist. The result is an entertaining portrait of an under-appreciated performer from Hollywood's golden age. 48 pages of photos. 360 pages. UPKy. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00
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592901X THE PRINCESS DIARIST. By Carrie Fisher. When Carrie Fisher discovered the journals she kept during the filming of the first Star Wars, she was astounded by what she had preserved. With excerpts from her handwritten notebooks, Fisher reveals an intimate recollection of what happened on one of the most famous film sets in history. 257 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $26.00

761456X STEPS IN TIME. By Fred Astaire. A charming and informal autobiography of the screen's greatest dancer, one of the most beguiling men of his generation, with special attention devoted to his celebrated partnership with Ginger Rogers. 338 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

MY STORY. By Marilyn Monroe with B. Hecht. Written at the height of her fame but not published until over a decade after her death, Marilyn's autobiography is presented here in a new illustrated edition with exclusive photographs from the Milton H. Greene archives. 185 pages. Taylor. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

5795846 BECOMING. By Cindy Crawford with K. O'Day. The cornerstone of the golden age of the supermodel in the 1990s, Crawford blazed a trail, seamlessly moving between the runway to unconventional outlets such as MTV. Super Bowl commercials, and even People magazine. On the eve of her 50th birthday, she looks back, photo by photo, on a remarkable career. 256 pages. Random. $19.95


THE GIRL: Marilyn Monroe, The Seven Year Itch, and the Birth of an Unlikely Feminist. By Michelle Morgan. Details how The Seven Year Itch sent Marilyn on an adventure of self-discovery, from a controlled wife and contract player into a businesswoman and unlikely feminist. The ripples effects her rebellion had on Hollywood, and in 1957, going against the way the world expected her to be, Marilyn Monroe, will both inspire and surprise readers. 16 pages of photos. 302 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $25.00

THE ICE CREAM BLONDE: The whirlwind Life and Mysterious Death of Screenwriter Comedienne Thelma Todd. By Madeleine Roberts. A hilarious and tragic story of a screenwriter who worked alongside the genre’s greats, Thelma Todd was a rare Golden Age star who successfully crossed over to silent films to talkies. She was also the focus of one of Hollywood’s most enduring murder mysteries. This authoritative biography traces her life, and offers a fresh examination of her mysterious death. Photos. 284 pages. Da Capo. $19.95


TOM CRUISE: Anatomy of an Actor. By Amy Nicholson. Through the analysis of ten of Cruise’s most iconic roles, Nicholson identifies the key elements that made the performances unique and what he brought to each role. $12.95

2784657 RUDE. By Katie Holmes. Love her or hate her, Katie Holmes is impossible to ignore, and revealing new volume, part memoir, part handbook for the modern woman, is much the same. Laughing through the chapters of her life, she shares her disasters as well as her triumphs. Katie doesn’t sugarcoat anything, and she certainly doesn’t hold back. 296 pages. Biteback. $27.95


BRIDGETTE BARDOT: The Life, the Legend, the Movies. By Ginette Vincendeau. Beginning with Bardot’s early years as a model and burgeoning film star, this biography takes you behind the scenes of some of her most famous films, including And God Created Woman; A Very Private Affair and Contempt. Includes 15 removable laminated cards, a press kit for La Parisienne, a handwritten script for And God Created Woman, and more. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Carlton. $24.00

CHEF TELL: The Biography of America’s Pioneer TV Showman Chet. By Ronald Joseph Kule. Explores how a young German American chef became America’s biggest TV celebrity chef of his time. An absorbing account of an extraordinary man, this biography takes you behind the scenes of Tell’s highs and lows and his glorious successes. Illus. 420 pages. $27.95

377123 SORRY NOT SORRY: Confessions, Mistakes, and Growing Up. By Naya Rivera. Navigating through youth and young adulthood isn’t easy, and in this honest and personal story, Rivera shows us that we’re not alone in this. After reading her story, you’ll admire her spirit, and will wish more than ever, 241 pages. Terrace/Perseus. Pub. at $24.00

MARRY ASTOR’S PURPLE DIAMOND: The True Story of Sex Scandal of 1936. By Edward Sorel. Featuring 50 original illustrations, Sorel narrates and illustrates the travails of the Oscar-winning actress, and what is her own story of discovering an unlikely muse. Throughout, we get his way take on all the juicy details of this particular slice of Hollywood Babylon.
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**6728022** JOAN RIVERS: A造成事实. By Melissa Rivers with S. Cohen. MINING THE RICHES OF JOAN'S \*VAST PERSONAL ARCHIVES, MELISSA PRESENTS A COLLECTION OF NEVER-BEFORE-SEEN ARTIFACTS THAT TELL THE STORY OF THIS COMEDY LEGEND'S REMARKABLE AND COLORFUL STORY. BURSTING WITH SCRIPTS AND MONOLOGUES, LETTERS FROM FAMOUS FRIENDS, RARE PHOTOS, SCRAPBOOK CLIPPINGS, NEVER-BEFORE-HEARD JOKES AND MORE. 336 PAGES. \$12.95

**6586457** HARRY LANGDON: King of Silent Comedy. By G. Oldham & M. Langdon. EXAMINES THE THREE DISTINCT STAGES OF LANGDON'S CAREER: HIS EARLY TRAINING IN VAUDEVILLE, HIS METROCIC RISE AND FALL AS A SILENT FILM COMEDIAN, AND HIS SUCCESS IN SOUND FILM AND THEATRE. OLDHAM OFFERS A LONG-LOVE OVERVIEW OF A MULTIFACETED, COMPLEX AND TALENTED ENTERTAINER WHO LEFT BEHIND A BRILLIANT BODY OF WORK. WELL ILLUS. 346 PAGES. UPKY. PAPERBOUND. \$24.99

**2080071** KATHLEEN TURNER ON ACTING: Conversations About Film, Television, and Theatre. By Dustin Morrow. AN EPIC AND INTENSE ONE ON ONE CLASS IN ACTING FROM THE BEST TEACHER imaginable. TURNER DAZZLES READERS WITH HER SHREWED INSIGHTS ON THE CRAFT OF ACTING. THIS VOLUME IS A MUST FOR ACTING AND DIRECTING STUDENTS OF EVERY AGE, ESTABLISHED ACTORS AND DIRECTORS, FILMMAKERS, AND FANS OF THEIR WORK. 370 PAGES. \$19.95


**NEW! 2849062** AUDREY HEPBURN: In Words and Pictures. By Michael Heathley. THE AMAZING LIFE OF ONE OF HOLLYWOOD'S MOST CAPTIVATING FIGURES—HER FILMS, HER TRENDSSETTING STYLE, AND HER HUMANITARIAN WORK—IS EXPLORED IN THIS LAVISH RETROSPECTIVE. REMARKABLE PHOTOGRAPHS MINGLE WITH PHOTOS FROM THROUGH THE YEARS TO CELEBRATE BOTH THE WOMAN AND THE ICON. 192 PAGES. CHARTWELL. 10½X10¼. PAPERBOUND. \$26.95

**2780461** CHARLTON HESTON: Hollywood's Last Icon. By Marc Eliot. LAURENT, LIFE OF ONE OF AMERICA'S MOST ICONIC ACTORS, BRINGING TO LIGHT HESTON'S GREATEST ACHIEVEMENTS AS WELL AS HIS GREATEST FAILURES AND REGRETS. THE AUTHOR OF THE LAST LEGENDARY HESTON, TAKING ADVANTAGE OF NEVER BEFORE HEARD STORIES OF HIM AS A HUSBAND, FATHER, AND UNREMITTING ACTOR. WELL ILLUS. 884 PAGES. \$5.95

**6417265** AMERICAN TITAN: Searching for John Wayne. By Marc Eliot. SETTLING WHEAT'S LIFE WITHIN THE SWINGING POLITICAL AND SOCIAL TRANSFORMATIONS THAT DEFINED THE NATION, ELIOT'S MASTERFUL PORTRAIT OF A REMARKABLE MAN IN ATTEMPT TO UNDERSTAND JUST HOW HE HAD A LARGE IMPACT ON THE COUNTRY. \$6.95

**6911530** JIMMY STEWART: A Biography. By Marc Eliot. A FASCINATING PORTRAIT OF A FACETED AND MUCH-ADORED ACTOR, WHO PLAYED級英雄 IN THE MOVIES TO BECOMING A REAL HERO IN WWII. HE RETURNED FROM THE WAR CHANGED MAN AND HAD EVEN GREATER SUCCESS IN WESTERN AND ALFRED HITCHCOCK FILMS. 16 PAGES OF PHOTOS. 463 PAGES. THREE RIVERS. PAPERBOUND. \$16.99

**5984611** OLIVIER, By Philip Ziegler. 32 PAGES OF PHOTOS. MACLAUSECROPS. PAPERBOUND. \$16.99

**6850405** I'M YOUR BIGGEST FAN. By Kate Coyne. 240 PAGES. HATCHET. PAPERBOUND. \$26.95

**6850372** THINK BIG: Overcoming Obstacles with Optimism. By J. Arnold & B. Klein. COLOR PHOTOS. 238 PAGES. HOWARD. PAPERBOUND. \$15.99

**6630936** WHY ACTING MATTERS. By David Thomson. 178 PAGES. YALE. PAPERBOUND. \$25.00

**6921638** ROAD DOG: Life and Reflections from the Road. By B.B. King. 320 PAGES. PHOTOS. MANY IN COLOR. 242 PAGES. ST. MARTIN'S. PAPERBOUND. \$26.99

**2764296** PETER O'TOOLE: Hellraiser, Sexual Outlaw, Irish Rebel. By D. Porter & D. Prince. ILLUSS. 263 PAGES. BLOODMOON. PAPERBOUND. \$26.95

**6586414** CHARLES WALTERS: THE DIRECTOR WHO MADE HITCHCOCK DANCE. By Brent Phillips. 32 PAGES OF PHOTOS. 322 PAGES. UPKY. PAPERBOUND. \$19.95

**6927920** ROOM TO DREAM. By D. Lynch & K. McKenna. WELL ILLUS. 576 PAGES. RANDOM. PAPERBOUND. \$32.00

**4542460** 100 REASONS TO LOVE AUDREY HEPBURN. By Joanna Bencecle. PLEXUS. PAPERBOUND. \$17.95

**2073699** I MUST SAY: My Life as a Humble Comedian. By Danny Aiello with G. Reavill. PHOTOS. 32 PAGES OF PHOTOS. 337 PAGES. BURCK. PAPERBOUND. \$19.95

**5009589** ELVIS & GINGER: Elvis Presley's Fiancée and Last Love Finally Tells Her Story. By Ginger Alden. 16 PAGES OF PHOTOS, MOST IN COLOR. 383 PAGES. BERKLEY. PAPERBOUND. \$15.99

**6729449** MONROE: The Final Years. By Keith Badman. 16 PAGES OF PHOTOS. 340 PAGES. ST. MARTIN'S. PAPERBOUND. \$15.99

**675513** MAGGIE SMITH: A Biography. By Michael Covery. 24 PHOTOS OF PHOTOS, SOME IN COLOR. 353 PAGES. MARTIN'S. PAPERBOUND. \$19.95

**5713544** DE NIRO: A Life. By Shawn Levy. 16 PAGES OF PHOTOS, MOST IN COLOR. 600 PAGES. CROWN. PAPERBOUND. \$32.50

**6638201** I SAID YES TO EVERYTHING: A Memoir. By Lee Grant. 24 PHOTOS OF PHOTOS. 463 PAGES. PLUME. PAPERBOUND. \$19.95

**6740022** LIFE AMONG THE DEAD. By Lisa Williams. PHOTOS. 241 PAGES. S&S. PAPERBOUND. \$15.00

**6842194** GRACE NOTES: My Recollections. By Katey Sagal. PHOTOS. 244 PAGES. GALLERY. PAPERBOUND. \$26.00

**6603211** LIFE IN MOTION: An Unlikely Ballerina. By Misty Copeland with C. Jones. PHOTOS, MOST IN COLOR. 282 PAGES. WALKER. PAPERBOUND. \$24.00

**6761348** MICHAEL PALIN: The Complete Diaries. 80 PAGES OF PHOTOS, SOME IN COLOR. WEIDENFELD & NICOLSON. PAPERBOUND. \$19.95

**5704014** I ONLY KNOW WHO I AM WHEN I AM SOMEBODY ELSE. By Danny Aiello with G. Reavill. PHOTOS, MOST IN COLOR. 359 PAGES. GALLERY. PAPERBOUND. \$26.00

**6493448** I MUST SAY: My Life as a Humble Comedy Legend. By Martin Short with D. Kamp. 16 PAGES OF PHOTOS, SOME IN COLOR. 320 PAGES. HOPPER. PAPERBOUND. \$26.99

**5716519** THREE STOOGES FAQ: Everything Left to Know. By Ginger Alden. 59 PHOTOS, SOME IN COLOR. 348 PAGES. Wienerworld. PAPERBOUND. \$14.95

**2473898** WHY ACTING MATTERS. By David Thomson. 178 PAGES. YALE. PAPERBOUND. \$25.00

**358545X** HOPE: Entertainer of the Century. By Richard Zoglin. SHOPWORN. 16 PHOTOS OF PHOTOS. 565 PAGES. S&S. PAPERBOUND. \$30.00

**571649** LUCILLE BALL FAQ: Everything Left to Know About America’s Favorite Redhead. By J. Sheridan & B. Monush. PHOTOS. 450 PAGES. APPLAUSE. PAPERBOUND. \$19.99

**CD 6619997** I’LL BE BACK RIGHT AFTER THIS: My Memoir. By Pat O’Brien. Macmillan Audio. PAPERBOUND. \$39.95

**670686X** SWABBED & FOUND: An Adopted Man’s DNA Journey to Discover His Family Tree. By Frank Billingsley. PHOTOS. 200 PAGES. SKYLIGHT. PAPERBOUND. \$24.95
692056X MY FATHER’S DAUGHTER: A Memoir. By Tina Sinatra with J. Coplon. The youngest daughter of Frank Sinatra writes about her life, her family, and the many people who surrounded him, wives, friends, lovers, users, and sycophants, from his Hoboken childhood through the notorious Rat Pack and beyond. This richly detailed personal exploration will solidify our image of Sinatra as a performer and father. 32 pages of photos. 329 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

692841 GOOD VIBRATIONS: My Life as a Beach Boy. By Mike Love with S. Hirsch. As a founding member of the Beach Boys, Mike Love has spent an extraordinary fifty-five years as the group’s lead singer and one of its principal lyricists. Here he tells the story of his legendary success and ultimately triumphant five decade career—a story of overnight success and age-defying longevity, of musical genius and reckless self-destruction, of photos, some color. 434 pages. Blue Rider. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95

694593 JERU’S JOURNEY: The Life & Music of Gerry Mulligan. By Sanford Josephson. An engrossing story of the colorful life and brilliant career of one of jazz’s most original artists. His legendarily itinerant nature in this biography which chronicles his immense contributions to American music, far beyond the world of jazz. 16 pages of photos. 13 pages. Hal Leonard Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

458832 PLAY ON: Now, Then, and Fleetwood Mac. By Mick Fleetwood & A. Bozza. Fleetwood Mac takes you inside the legendary supergroup’s rauco us history and explores their music, romances, feuds, and family members — the first biography to trace Elton John’s Stellar Trip Through the ’70s. 5976057 $6.95

569222 FAB: An Intimate Life of Paul McCartney. By Howard Sounes. Delivers Sir Paul’s whole life story, from childhood to present day—from his working-class Liverpool beginnings to the cultural phenomenon that was the Beatles to his many solo incarnations — revealing the full details behind the legendary musician’s romances, loves, phenomenal wealth and complex relationships with fellow ex-Beatles. 16 pages of photos. 600 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00 $5.95

6913520 THE MOST BEAUTIFUL: My Life with Prince. By Mayte Garcia. Prince’s first and only authorized memoir explores his unique storyteller’s voice to chart his journey into the formative years of the man who became a way of life, when a generation came of age, and at five friends created a new kind of popular music. 16 pages of photos, some color. 386 pages. St. Martin’s. $6.95


6935005 WAYLON: Tales of My Outlaw Life. By Waylon Jennings with D. Thomas. The long-awaited autobiography of the man who made country music cool. Jennings was a singer of all time. But as his star ascended, Jones wrestled with the demons that plague many artists — alcohol, divorce, drugs, debt, and much more. This is the first biography to trace Elton John’s Stellar Trip Through the ’70s. 5976057 $6.95

690228 THE JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE. By Jerry Hopkins. Presents the whole story of his legendary life and career, his virtuosity and madness, his genius and rush to self-destruction, as well as the fiasco of his “From the Cradle to Couch” video. 496 pages. Little. Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

6909316 GARTH BROOKS: The Anthology. Part 1. With W. Zanes. Garth relives and reimagines his dreams coming true, and his new friendships that he experienced in the first five years of his musical adventure. Inside this volume is the story of how Tim’s music met Garth’s. This is the Garth whose dreams have come true in those first five years on five CDs, which also include a few recordings that have never been shared before. Fully illus., most in color. 240 pages. Melcher Media. 8/1/91. Paper at $39.95 $5.95

6972638 AFTER THE DANCE: My Life with Marvin Gaye. By Jan Gaye with D. Frit. The former wife of the legendary soul icon delivers a searing memoir of love, drugs, sex, and old-school R&B. Unspiring in honesty and insight, she reveals what it’s like to live with a stable home man whose words and music have touched the world. 16 pages of photos. some color. 290 pages. Amistad. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95

5975492 THE GRAND TOUR: The Life and Times of Joe Jones. By Rich Kienzle. Critics, fans, and peers have all called George Jones the greatest country singer of all time. But as his star ascended, Jones wrestled with the demons that plague many artists — alcohol, divorce, drugs, debt, and much more. This is the first biography to trace Elton John’s Stellar Trip Through the ’70s. 5976057 $6.95

6910645 BOBBY JOEL: The Definitive Biography. By Fred Schruers. Comprehensive, vibrantly written, and filled with Joel’s memories and reflections—as well as those of family, friends, and band members—the first biography to trace Elton John’s Stellar Trip Through the ’70s. 5976057 $6.95


6968473 BRIAN JONES: The Making of the Rolling Stones. By Paul Trynka. Offers a new take on the Rolling Stones’ epic rise to fame, laying bare the shocking ruthlessness, internal warfare and sexual competition that throttled the band from within. As well as exploring the Stones’ music, it also investigates the unraveling of his psyche as observed by friends, fans, bandmates, and lovers. 16 pages of photos. 371 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.95 $9.5

6547222 NEVER BROKEN: Songs Are Only Half the Story. By Jewel. Here Jewel reflects on how she has survived, and the writing songs, poetry, and prose has saved her life many times over. She writes lyrically about the natural wonder of Alaska, about passion and love, about the healing power of motherhood, and about discovering her own identity years after the entire world had discovered the beauty of her songs. 24 pages of photos, many in color. 386 pages. St. Martin’s. $6.95

6911056 LICK ME GREEN. How I Became Cherry Vanilla. Takes us on a journey from the birth of rock to the explosion of punk, exploring every aspect of the music industry during its most electrifying era, with memorable detours through the sexual revolution, the women’s liberation movement, and the Theater of the Ridiculous. Adults only. Photos. 278 pages. Chicago Review. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

2781123 TESTIMONY. By Robbie Robertson. This acclaimed, spellbinding memoir, Robbie Robertson employs his unique storyteller’s voice to chart his journey from a Long Island kid turned musical icon. 16 pages of photos, some color. 384 pages. St. Martin’s. $6.95

2783910 TESTIMONY. By Robbie Robertson. The guitarist and songwriter of The Band weaves a poignant and lyrical memoir, employing his unique storyteller’s voice to chart his journey into the formative years of the man who became a way of life, when a generation came of age, and at five friends created a new kind of popular music. 16 pages of photos, some color. 386 pages. St. Martin’s. $6.95

6900228 THE JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE. By Jerry Hopkins. Presents the whole story of his legendary life and career, his virtuosity and madness, his genius and rush to self-destruction, as well as the fiasco of his “From the Cradle to Couch” video. 496 pages. Little. Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

6783972 THE CAKE AND THE RAIN: A Memoir. By Jimi Hendrix. Presents the whole story of his legendary life and career, his virtuosity and madness, his genius and rush to self-destruction, as well as the fiasco of his “From the Cradle to Couch” video. 496 pages. Little. Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

6789453 WALK TO BEAUTIFUL: The Power of Home and a Homeless Kid Who Found It. By Jimmy Wayne with K. Abraham. The powerfully emotive account of Wayne’s horrendous childhood and the love shown to him by Russell and Bea Coster, the elderly couple who took in a stable home man and provided the chance to complete his education. This is also a chronicle of Jimmy’s rise to fame in Country Music, and his walk across America to raise awareness of foster kids. 16 pages of color photos. 380 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

6547222 NEVER BROKEN: Songs Are Only Half the Story. By Jewel. Here Jewel reflects on how she has survived, and the writing songs, poetry, and prose has saved her life many times over. She writes lyrically about the natural wonder of Alaska, about passion and love, about the healing power of motherhood, and about discovering her own identity years after the entire world had discovered the beauty of her songs. 24 pages of photos, many in color. 386 pages. St. Martin’s. $6.95

6911056 LICK ME GREEN. How I Became Cherry Vanilla. Takes us on a journey from the birth of rock to the explosion of punk, exploring every aspect of the music industry during its most electrifying era, with memorable detours through the sexual revolution, the women’s liberation movement, and the Theater of the Ridiculous. Adults only. Photos. 278 pages. Chicago Review. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

2783910 TESTIMONY. By Robbie Robertson. The guitarist and songwriter of The Band weaves a poignant and lyrical memoir, employing his unique storyteller’s voice to chart his journey into the formative years of the man who became a way of life, when a generation came of age, and at five friends created a new kind of popular music. 16 pages of photos, some color. 386 pages. St. Martin’s. $6.95

6900228 THE JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE. By Jerry Hopkins. Presents the whole story of his legendary life and career, his virtuosity and madness, his genius and rush to self-destruction, as well as the fiasco of his “From the Cradle to Couch” video. 496 pages. Little. Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

6783972 THE CAKE AND THE RAIN: A Memoir. By Jimi Hendrix. Presents the whole story of his legendary life and career, his virtuosity and madness, his genius and rush to self-destruction, as well as the fiasco of his “From the Cradle to Couch” video. 496 pages. Little. Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95
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8659687 DANCE OF DEATH: The Life of John Fahey, American Guitarist. By Steven Lowenthal. The author has spent years researching Fahey's life and music, taking in his produces, friends, peers, wives, business partners and others. He describes Fahey's battles with stage fright, alcohol, prescription pills, and how he ended up in the home that was unbalanced. Despite his troubles, he managed to label that won Grammy. Photos. 221 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00

8653315 WHAT HAPPENED, MISS SIMONE? By Alex London. An intimate look at the life of Nina Simone, the classically trained pianist who evolved into a chart-topping chanteuse and committed civil rights activist. This nuanced and beautifully written biography is a riveting account of a life that defies the usual musical inevitiveness, while laying bare the personal demons that plagued her throughout much of her life. 16 pages of photos. 309 pages. Crown. Pub. at $23.00

8647944 PICK YOUR OWN UP: Dorothy Fields and the American Musical. By Charlotte Greenspan. Offers the most complete, serious treatment of Fields' life and work to date, tracing her personal life and professional dominance in an increasingly male-dominated world. Murseously researched and filled with sharp insights, this lively biography not only illuminates her life but also offers a fascinating, age-old song of popular song. Paperbound. 176 pages. $15.95

6782747 BEEN SO LONG: My Life and Music. By Jorma Kaukonen. From the man who made a name for himself as the founding member and lead guitarist of Jefferson Airplane comes a memoir that offers a rare glimpse into the heart and mind of an artist. In a journey through the psychedelic era in America. This memoir is as unforgettable and inspiring as Jorma's music itself. Includes an exclusive CD, 16 pages of photos, many in color. 354 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $29.99

6987841 DIARY OF A MADMAN. By Brad Scarface Jordan with B. Meadows-Ingram. From Geto Boys legend and renowned storyteller, Scarface, comes a passionate memoir about how hip-hop changed the life of one of the hardest-working and most talented rappers in the game. In how he rose to the top and ushered in a new generation of rappers. 223 pages. $25.99

9096133 SINATRA: The Chairman. By James Kaplan. The story of the enigmatic, visionary musician at the crossroads of the world. From the man who made a name for himself as the founding member and lead guitarist of the Doors to the harsh realities of playing solo. 16 pages of photos. 320 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $27.99


8651086 FORTUNE SON: My Life, My Music. By John Fogerty with J. McDonough. In this heartfelt and soulful voice that made his lyrics so powerful, the creative force behind Creedence Clearwater Revival traces the road home and homecoming and leaving home that, despite life's pain and regret, in the end all that matters is love—and, of course, rock 'n' roll. SHOPWORN. 32 pages of photos. 288 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $16.95

5894232 FORTUNATE SON: My Life, My Music. By John Fogerty with J. McDonough. Told in the frank and soulful voice that made his lyrics so powerful, the creative force behind Creedence Clearwater Revival traces the road home and homecoming and leaving home that, despite life's pain and regret, in the end all that matters is love—and, of course, rock 'n' roll. SHOPWORN. 32 pages of photos. 288 pages. Backbay Books. Pub. at $19.99

5945651 ANOTHER SIDE OF BOB DYLAN: A Personal History on the Road and off the Tracks. By Victor & Jacob Maymudes. This memoir by Bob Dylan's former tour manager, and one of his closest personal friends and confidants, recalls forty years on the road and off the tracks with theMorning artist. Photos, some color. 288 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99

8652313 ANOTHER SIDE OF BOB DYLAN: A Personal History on the Road and off the Tracks. By Victor & Jacob Maymudes. This memoir by Bob Dylan's former tour manager, and one of his closest personal friends and confidants, recalls forty years on the road and off the tracks with the Morning artist. Photos, some color. 288 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99

8652313 ANOTHER SIDE OF BOB DYLAN: A Personal History on the Road and off the Tracks. By Victor & Jacob Maymudes. This memoir by Bob Dylan's former tour manager, and one of his closest personal friends and confidants, recalls forty years on the road and off the tracks with the Morning artist. Photos, some color. 288 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99

9090190 WITH MY EYES WIDE OPEN: The Story of the Rolling Stones, 1961–2000. By Ron D. KeRoa. By Brian Head Welch with C. Traver. A spiritual awakening freed Welch from a stranglehold of drugs and alcohol and propelled the guitarist to his wild musical success. He gave up the highly successful metal band Korn in 2005. What followed was a decade long trial by fire, the result of a father and son in deep depression over the loss of a loved one. The memoir is as unforgettable and inspiring as Jorma's music itself. Includes an exclusive CD, 16 pages of photos, many in color. 321 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99

6945961 LEONARD COHEN: Everybody Knows. By Harvey Kubernik. Beginning with Cohen in his hometown of Montreal and ending with his golden age recordings, this volume honors Cohen’s 80th birthday by celebrating his genius and tracing his rise from stand-up through 200 photographs and the thoughtful, revealing interviews with collections of those who have been inspired by him. 223 pages. $28.99

2310417 MY LOVE STORY. By Turner & Jaffe Maymudes. In this eye-opening and comprehensive biography, Turner sets the record straight about her illustrious career and complicated personal life. This explosive and inspiring story of a woman who dared to break through barriers to succeed in music. Emphatically showcases her signature blend of grit, energy, heart, and soul. 24 pages of photos, some color. At $28.00

6773494 TIME OUT OF MIND: The Lives of the Rolling Stones on Tour. By Steve Jones with B. Thompson. In this sequel to the hard-won revival of a solo artist, reminding us that, despite life's pain and regret, in the end all that matters is love—and, of course, rock 'n' roll. SHOPWORN. 32 pages of photos, some color. 254 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $24.99

5854634 MR. MOJO: A Biography of Jim Morrison. By Dylan Jones. In this colorful and intimate biography, Jones strips bare the skin-tight leather suit of Jim Morrison’s Lizard King persona, and offers a frank and honest appraisal of a much beloved and often controversial rock star. 223 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

4542223 THE TIME OF MY LIFE: A Nightclub Biographer. By Bill Medley with M. McCreery. Medley medley’s_intersection of soul, R&B, and rock in the 1960s, Medley’s unforgettable memoir offers an unvarnished look at his personal triumphs and tragedies as one of the most successful biographies of the last two decades of musical television, motion picture, and live performance success. SHOPWORN. 184 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $26.99


6778342 LIGHTFOOT. By Nicholas Jennings. Presents an unforgettable portrait of troubadour-songwriter Gordon Lightfoot, an artist whose work has been covered by everyone from Joni Mitchell and Barbra Streisand to Bob Dylan and Elvis Presley. As they tell us that, despite life’s pain and regret, in the end all that matters is love—and, of course, rock 'n' roll. SHOPWORN. 32 pages of photos, some color. 214 pages. Viking. Pub. at $30.00

599010 6778342 LIGHTFOOT. By Nicholas Jennings. Presents an unforgettable portrait of troubadour-songwriter Gordon Lightfoot, an artist whose work has been covered by everyone from Joni Mitchell and Barbra Streisand to Bob Dylan and Elvis Presley. As they tell us that, despite life’s pain and regret, in the end all that matters is love—and, of course, rock 'n' roll. SHOPWORN. 32 pages of photos, some color. 214 pages. Viking. Pub. at $30.00


6916392 ROGER WATERS: The Man Behind the Wall. By Dave Thompson. Traces the early life from infancy to the early 1970s, when he was featured in Pink Floyd's most famous song. Here he shares his experiences with his rock associates, this account dismantles the wall brick by brick, revealing the man who built it. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 271 pages. Backbeat Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99


6647944 PICK YOUR OWN UP: Dorothy Fields and the American Musical. By Charlotte Greenspan. Offers the most complete, serious treatment of Fields' life and work to date, tracing her personal life and professional dominance in an increasingly male-dominated world. Murseously researched and filled with sharp insights, this lively biography not only illuminates her life but also offers a fascinating, age-old song of popular song. Paperbound. 176 pages. $15.95

Entertaining read for any rock fan. Photos, some color.

$9.95

**6844175 HIGHWAY STAR: The Autobiography of Deep Purple’s Lead Singer.**

By Roger Daltrey. Four years in the making, this is the first time Daltrey has told his own story of the Who, and of the sweeping revolution that was British rock and roll. His generation, the post war generation, redefined the rules of youth, and out of that, the modern music industry was born. 16 pages of photos, some color.

$21.95

**6877452 BOYS IN THE TREES: A Memoir.**

By Carly Simon. Carly Simon’s life and career is one of the last great untold stories of popular music. With her long-awaited memoir, the rock star, poet, feminist icon, seductress and survivor reveals the thoughts and experiences that made her a cultural icon. Photos. 376 pages. Flatiron Books. Paperbound. $19.95

**5928613 STEPHEN STILLS: Change Partners.**

By David Roberts. The first person to have insight into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. Stills’ story has him associated with a who’s who of musicians, including Jimi Hendrix, Neil Young, Judy Collins, Public Enemy and even the Bee Gees. Stills’ memoir reveals the truths and experiences that made him a cultural icon. Over 13 hours on eleven CDs. Macmillan. Pub. at $39.99

$8.95

**5763975 NINA SIMONE: The Biography.**

By David Brin. Presents first full-length biography of this magnificent but tortured artist. “As harrowing as it is remarkable” (Yorkshire Post), it charts the tragic music history of the pop star, who went from the University of Dallas to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. Stills’ story has him associated with a who’s who of musicians, including Jimi Hendrix, Neil Young, Judy Collins, Public Enemy and even the Bee Gees. Stills’ memoir reveals the truths and experiences that made him a cultural icon. Over 13 hours on eleven CDs. Macmillan. Pub. at $39.99

$19.95

**6854974 RHAPSODY IN BLACK: The Life and Music of Roy Orbison.**

By John Knox. Revised in prose as musical as the artist and does not shy away from or trivialize the personal pain, alienation, and tragic events that shaped Orbison’s singular personal and musical vision. This fascinating volume chronicles Orbison’s life from his rockabilly start in Wink, Texas, to his days in the supergroup the Traveling Wilburys. 16 pages of photos, some color. 249 pages. Paperbound Import. $24.95

**6933335 BOB DYLAN: The Essential Interviews.**

Ed. by Jonathan Cott. Features over two dozen of the most significant and revealing interviews with the songwriting poet, gathered in one definitive collection that spans his career from street poet to Nobel Laureate. 524 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00

$9.95

**589801X LOU REED: The Life.**

By Mick Wall. Full of contradictions, the story of Lou Reed is one of a misunderstood genius in rock. From his ECT treatment that scarred him at 17, to the thoughtful meditative figure, the truth is Reed began where rock left off. Wall brings you his full story to pages of photos. 234 pages. Orion. Import. $7.95

**6877966 ROCK MONSTER: My Life with Joe Walsh.**

By Kirkstan Casey. Far from being the anonymous savant of one woman’s life changing relationship with rock legend Joe Walsh. Glamorous, debauched, and disturbing, this is her and Walsh’s wild and complex relationship. 332 pages. Rare Bird Books. Pub. at $25.95

$18.95

**6859823 THE CONFESSIONS OF A WINTER GUITAR DEALER: The Memoirs of Norman Harris.**

By Norman W. Harris with D. Yorkin. As founder and owner of the legendary store, Norman’s Rare Guitars, Harris has played a key role in the world of music since the sixties, including George Harrison, Bob Dylan, Tom Petty and many others. His intriguing memoir is filled with fascinating stories and insights into the entertainment business. Well illustrated. 232 pages. New York Post. Pub. at $29.99

$13.95

**6860028 SWEET DREAMS AND FLYING MACHINES: The Life and Music of James Taylor.**

By Mark Ribowsky. Based on fresh interviews with band members, producers, record company people, and music journalists, as well as previously published interviews, reviews, and profiles, this is the definitive biography of an elusive star. 352 pages. Chicago Review. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

$13.95

**685161X DREAMS TO REMEMBER: Otis Redding, Stax Records, and the Transformation of Southern Soul.**

By Mark Ribowsky. Redding’s incredible talent and yet impulsive nature, one who once even risked his career by shooting a man in the leg. But that temperament masked a deep vulnerability that was only exacerbated by an individual who had no regard for the music and the style he was in the grave. A fascinating look at a talented young man. Photos. 365 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $27.95

$4.95

**6974651 HANK: The Short Life and Long Journey of Hank Williams.**

By Mark Ribowsky. Traces the miraculous rise of this music legend from the dirt roads of rural Alabama to the now immortal Grand Ole Opry, and finally to a lonely end on New Year’s Day in 1953. His is the story of a real man beneath the myths, reintroducing us to an American original whose legacy, like a good night at the honkytonk, promises to carry on and on. 16 pages of photos. 472 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $27.95

$21.96

**6862180 STARTING AT ZERO.**

By Jimi Hendrix. This unique portrait of an international icon brings together a wealth of interviews, lyrics, poems, diaries, and even stage raps to construct an intimate, seductive and love life of one of the great songwriter/guitarists. 16 pages of photos. 326 pages. Red Planet. Import. Pub. at $26.95

$19.95

**6894269 SICK ON YOU: The Disastrous Story of the Hollywood Brats, the Greatest Band You’ve Never Heard Of.**

By Andrew Matheson. In 1971 Andrew Matheson set out to make music history with a little band of kids from the dirty streets of Los Angeles in the sixties, Wall investigates the real story of the Brats. Photos, many color. 408 pages. Chicago Review. Pub. at $29.95

$19.95

**6741231 BON: The Last Highway.**

By Jesse Fink. With unprecedented access to the AC/DC member, Bon Scott’s lovers, newly unearthed documents and a trove of never-before-seen photos, Fink is starting new information about Bon’s last hours and attempts to solve the mystery of how he died. 486 pages. ECW Press. Paperbound import. Pub. at $18.95

$13.95

**6892469 SONGS OF THE NIGHT.**

By andrew Matheson. In 1971 Andrew Matheson set out to make music history with a little band of kids from the dirty streets of Los Angeles in the sixties, Wall investigates the real story of the Brats. Photos, many color. 408 pages. Chicago Review. Pub. at $29.95

$19.95

**6964787 CHOPIN’S PIANO: In Search of the Instrument That Transformed Music.**

By Paul Kildea. Traces the history of Chopin’s twenty-four Preludes back to the documents on which they were played, the pianists who interpreted them, and the traditions they came to represent. Illus. 353 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95

$21.96

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
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**6733492 RECKLESS DAUGHTER: A Portrait of Joni Mitchell.** By David Yaffe. In this exhaustive exploration of the complex and, at times, contradictory Joni Mitchell, Yaffe uncovers the rearstory behind the famous songs, from Mitchell’s youth in Canada, her bout with polio at age nine, and her early marriage and the child she gave up for adoption, to the story of the inspired masterpieces. This is the story of an artist and an era that has left an indelible mark on American music. Illus., some in color. 420 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**CD 6366 GEORGE HARRISON: In His Own Write.** By Alan Clayson. Read by Mike Read. A well-researched account of Wells’s life in and out of the Beatles, plus following his later solo career and other interests, including Indian spirituality and environmentalism. 3 CDs. Sanctuary Publishing Ltd. Pub. at $17.99

**6930719 QUEEN OF BEBOP: The Musical Lives of Sarah Vaughan.** By Elaine M. Hayes. This is the definitive biography of a hugely influential artist. This absorbing and sensitive treatment of a singular personality updates and corrects the many accounts of her life and elevates her status as a jazz great. 16 pages of photos. 419 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**5957791 NILSSON: The Life of a Singer-Songwriter.** By Alyn Shipton. Paul McCartney and John Lennon described him as the Beatles’ “favorite group,” he won Grammys, recorded hit songs, and yet no figure in popular music is as much of a paradox as the enigmatic Harry Nilsson. For the first time, the enigmatic artist comes into the light in this intimate portrait. Photos. 345 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95

**6392629 HI-DE-HO: The Life of Cab Calloway.** By Alyn Shipton. Paul McCartney and John Lennon described him as the “greatest writer” and “best singer” of the 20th century. Calloway’s own account of his life is told in his story. 282 pages. ECW Press. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

**6908096 GEORGE.** By Sean Smith. A celebration of George Michael’s music and a lasting tribute to a decent and much loved man. Go back to the neighborhoods of North London to trace the astonishing journey of a sensitive but determined boy who grew up to be one of the biggest British pop stars of all time. Color photos. 344 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**2797895 MY DEAR DEPARTED PAST.** By Dave Fehrbach. In this fascinating and entertaining memoir, Fehrbach tells the story of being on the road and his experiences in the music business vividly to life. While a must-read for jazz aficionados, it’s just as suitable for anybody who ever wondered about the man behind the music in praise of active citizenship and financial security. 16 pages of photos, some color. 208 pages. Backbeat Books. Pub. at $27.95 $10.95

**273004X LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL: My Life in Small Faces, Faces, and The Who.** By Kenney Jones. Regarded as one of the greatest drummers of all time, Kenny Jones was sought after by a wide variety of the biggest names and best-known acts around. His unique skill into the studio for the recording of classic albums and songs. Gives a vivid description of how he enjoyed the highs, battled the lows, and endured the frustration. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 354 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**6908783 DIG IF YOU WILL THE PICTURE: Funk, Sex, God, & Genius in the Music of Prince.** By Ben Greenman. A unique and kaleidoscopic look into the life, legacy, and controversies of the Prince of Pop and his wide ranging impact on our culture. With the passion of an obsessed fan and the skills of a critic, Greenman mines his encyclopedic knowledge of Prince’s music to remind us that revolution is always an option. 16 pages of photos. 311 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**6550215 INFINITE TUESDAY: An Autobiographical Riff.** By Michael Nesmith. A deep dive into the man behind the muscle of America’s 50s pop music’s greatest virtuoso. While no life has ever been more rock ’n roll than Clapton’s, no one’s story is more redemptive either. Packaged like a book, this collection of rock music’s greatest virtuoso. While no life has ever been more rock ’n roll than Clapton’s, no one’s story is more redemptive either. Packaged like a book, this collection
6650512 SMOKEJUMPER: A Memoir by One of America’s Most Select Airborne Firefighters. By J.A. Rams & J. Smith. Veteran smokejumper Jason Ramos offers a rare inside look at the lives of airborne fighters, the select few who parachute into the most rugged and remote parts of the world to battle nature’s blazes. His unforgettable firsthand account is an vivid illumination of this exhilarating and dangerous world. 16 pages of photos, some color. 233 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

6776263 THE LAST ENGLISHMAN: Love, War, and the End of Empire. By Deborah Baker. A sumptuous biographical saga, about the waning of the British Empire in India. John Auden was a pioneering geologist of the Himalaya. Michael Spencer was the first to draw a detailed map of the North Face of Mount Everest. Their brothers W.H. Auden and Stephen Spencer achieved literary fame. This is their story told at the end of an empire. 358 pages. Graywolf. Pub. at $26.00.

2816016 FLIGHT TO THE TOP OF THE WORLD: The Adventures of Walter Wellman. By David L. Bristow. A window into the world of Walter Wellman (1858-1934), who lived during a time of rapid social and technological change, when explorers were racing to fill in the last remaining blank spots on the maps. An adventure promised to fulfill humanity’s greatest hopes and darkest fears. Photos. 368 pages. UNEP. Pub. at $29.95.
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6825044 DAUGHTER OF THE SAINTS: Growing Up in Polygamy, by Dorothy Allred Soloman. Daughter of her father’s fourth plural wife and one of five children, the woman, the author’s childhood was beset by secrecy and lies, by poverty and imprisonment and government raids. She tells the story of growing up in a polygamist world, of her inability to reconcile with the polygamous doctrine and tells her story in this candid memoir. 399 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

★★ 6850520 ARMED & DANGEROUS: memoirs of a Chicago Police Officer, by Gina Gallo. An engaging memoir that follows a female police officer’s sixteen-year journey from day one at the Police Academy to her difficult assignments on Chicago’s dangerous side. Gina Gallo offers a gritty account of the darker side of the city, giving readers a subjective side to the cops, crooks, and victims that comprise the police world. 410 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

5774799 CALL THE MIDWIFE: A Memoir of Birth, Joy, and Hard Times, by Jennifer Worth. At the age of 22, Jennifer Worth leaves her comfortable home to move into a convent and become a midwife in London’s postwar East End slums. The colorful characters she meets while delivering babies illuminate a fascinating time in history, and the strength of remarkable and inspiring women. 340 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $5.95

6966585 LUCIE AUBRAC: The French Resistance Heroine Who Outwitted the Gestapo, by Yann Rees. Who was Lucie Aubrac? And was she truly the spirit of la vraie France? The author’s account draws from letters, archival material, as well as interviews to decipher the truth behind Lucie’s wartime endeavors. It offers a portrait of a brave, resourceful woman who went to great lengths for love and country. Photos. 256 pages. Chicago Review. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95

6693345 MY NAME IS VICTORIA: Extraordinary Story of One Woman’s Struggle to Reclaim Her True Identity, by Victoria Donda. It wasn’t until the age of twenty-seven that the author learned that the people she called Mama and Papa weren’t her birth parents. Donda tells her remarkable story of how she discovered the truth about her origins, and the shocking revelation of her uncle’s involvement in her birth parents’ murder and in her own kidnapping and adoption. 237 pages. Other Press. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $4.95

6693455 CATHERINE THE GREAT: Portrait of a Woman, by Robert K. Massie. The author of Peter the Great and The Romanovs returns with another masterpiece of narrative biography: the extraordinary story of an obscure young German princess who traveled to Russia at fourteen and became one of the most powerful and captivating women in history. Illus., most color. 639 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. $5.95

2814889 MRS. SHERLOCK HOLMES. By Brad Ricca. Tells the story of Grace Huxtable, one of the original “Brides of Sherlock Holmes”; her; and The Romanovs returns with another masterpiece of narrative biography: the extraordinary story of an obscure young German princess who traveled to Russia at fourteen and became one of the most powerful and captivating women in history. Illus., most color. 639 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. $5.95

6973026 BETWEEN BREATHS: A Memoir of Panic and Addiction, by Elizabeth Arvanitakis. The story of a girl’s lifelong battle with anxiety which then led to a battle with alcoholism. Here she recounts the nightmare of enduring a hideous divorce and the devastating, crippling anxiety of which it has become. $5.95

9271149 BELIEVE ME: My Battle with the Invisible Disability of Lyme Disease, by Dr. Yolanda Hadid. In this memoir behind the scenes memoir, Yolanda opens up about suffering from late-stage Lyme disease, an illness that is an undeniable epidemic and more debilitating than anyone realizes. Yolanda’s memoir reveals intimate details of her journey to find answers for herself and two of her children who also suffer from Lyme. 32 pages of color photos. 302 pages. Martin’s. Pub. at $9.99. $8.95

6965898 ON THE ESTATE: Memoirs of a Russian Lady Before the Revolution, by Marianna Davydov. A unique memoir of Russia before the Revolution, these are the reminiscences of Marianna Davydov, born in 1871 and forced to flee the country in 1919. Her vivid, detailed watercolors form an enchanting and revealing counterpoint to her writing, which speaks of the intimate details of life on a country estate. 159 pages. Thames & Hudson. 104/9/4. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95. $5.95

6578890 SYLVIA, QUEEN OF THE LILIES: The Life of the English Woman and Her Lost Kingdom, by Philip Eade. Also known as the Ranee of Sarawak, Sylvia Brooke was the wife of Sir Vyner Brooke, the last White Rajah, whose family had ruled at Sarawak on Borneo for three generations. Charting the end of an unusual chapter of British colonial rule, Eade’s biography offers a fascinating look at the wild and colorful lives of the Brooke family from photographs dating to the early 1900s. 290 pages of photos. 362 pages. Picador. Pub. at $30.00. $6.95

6926150 THE REBELLIOUS LIFE OF MRS. ROSA PARKS, by Jeannine Theoharis. Presents a powerful corrective to the popular iconography of Rosa Parks as the quiet seamstress who singlehandedly birthed the modern civil rights movement. Theoharis masterfully details the political depth of a national heroine who dedicated her life to fighting for Black–one of the most vibrant, vexing, and indelible women of the 20th century. Photos. 306 pages. Beacon. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. $3.95

6689402 THE TIGER’S CHILD, by Torey Hayden. When special education teacher Torey Hayden wrote her first book, One Child, more than thirty-five years ago, her intensely moving story of a child she named Squeaky became an instant bestseller and an unforgettable portrayal of the power of love and survival. P ultizer Prize–winning reporters Mary Jordan and Kevin Sullivan join them to document the efforts to find the missing girls. 16 pages of photos. 271 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. $5.95

6687070 THE GIRL WHO ESCAPED ISIS: This Is My Story, by F. Khalaf & Julia Hirsch. In this remarkable memoir, Fadwa writes her firsthand account of how she escaped the Caliphate and the brutal path she traveled to freedom. 237 pages. Crown. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00. $9.95

6920921 THE ASTRONAUT WIVES CLUB: A True Story, by Lily Koppel. As America’s Mercury Seven astronauts were launched on death-defying missions, their young wives were transformed into royalty. As their celebrity rose—and as divorce and tragedy began to touch their lives—the women continued to rally together. Here Koppel tells the real story of the women who stood beside some of the biggest heroes in American history. Book Club Edition. 16 pages of photos, most color. 272 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $2.95. $2.95

6693001 BITE ME: How Lyme Disease Stole My Life, My Sanity, and Almost Killed Me. By Ally Hilfiger. Shares the heartbreakingly hilarious story about Hilfiger’s journey from sickness to health. She explores the latest scientific findings about Lyme disease and offers ideas for how one can transition from victim to survivor. 298 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00. $6.95

6551378 GOOD CHINESE WIFE: A Love Affair with China Gone Wrong, by Susan Blumberg-Kason. In this riveting memoir, Blumberg-Kason, a shy Midwesterner, recounts her struggle to be the perfect traditional “Chinese” wife to her increasingly controlling and abusive husband. Moving between rural China and the bustling cities of Hong Kong and San Francisco, this is an eye-opening account of marriage and family in contemporary China and America. 340 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $4.95
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280723A A DANGEROUS WOMAN: American Beauty, Noted Philanthropist, Nazi collaborator—The Life of Florence Nightingale. By Anne de Courcy. In 1940, the American heiress Florence Nightingale of Gould, fabulously wealthy socialite and patron of the arts, who hid a dark past as a Nazi collaborator in 1940s Paris. Yet after the war, not only did she not prosecute her husband, but she is called a seductive and utterly amoral woman who loved to say “Money doesn’t care who owns it”. Photos. 388 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

6758676 LOVE IN EVERY STITCH: Stories of Knitting and a Life Not Necessarily Well Spent. By Michelle Stacey. Investigates the true story of Molly Fancher, who in 1865 was flung from a horsecar and suffered a myriad of strange symptoms, including paralysis and seizures, and who reportedly able to “live on air.” For over a decade, she ate practically nothing. 356 pages. Tarcher. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $3.95

2454187 THE FASTING GIRL: A True Free to read extensively to women. By Susan Tyler Hitchcock. In a fit of passion Mary Lamb killed her mother. She would spend the rest of her life in and out of madhouses. But through the power of the written word, 16 pages of illus. 332 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95


586609X CRITICAL CARE: A New Nurse Faces Death, Life, and Everything in Between. By Theresa Brown. With great compassion and honesty, Brown shares the trials and triumphs of her patients and comes to realize that caring for a patient means much more than simply treating a disease. She chronicles the personal and sobering, her story sheds light on the issues of mortality and meaning in our lives. 200 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

6873775 DRIVING MISS NORMA: One Family’s Journey Saying Yes to Living. By B. S. Hovey. In this earnest memoir, three-time Olympic gold medalist in Strategic Services behind the lines in France. The story is a powerful call to readers to be true to their own hearts. Photos. 221 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

6910998 JOAN: The Mysterious Life of the Heroic Who Became a Saint. By Donald Spoto. She has the power to change history. 222 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $4.95

672296Y MY GRANDFATHER WOULD HAVE SHOT ME: A Black Woman Discovers Her Family’s Nazi Past. By J. Teeger & N. Sellman. When Teeger, a white woman, happened upon a library book from the shelf, she had no idea that her life would be changed. Revisiting photos of her and grandmother, she discovers a horrifying fact: her family was a Nazi collaborator. This new biography explores how knitting can trigger tremendous good in the world. This deeply moving work of enormous grief and loss to become a true yarn, master knitter Lee Gant made her way out of the Army -McCarthy hearings to her Pulitzer-winning coverage of Watergate and her thought of their new lives in England–and what England thought of them. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 307 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

695250X MURDER IN MATERA: A True Story of Passion, Family, and Forgiveness in Southern Italy. By Helene Stapinski. A remarkable true story about one family’s hidden secrets, and a powerful and timeless tale of immigration and memory. In researching her family’s history, just how far one woman would go in search of a better life for herself and her children. 300 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

278436X SISTER JANET: Nurse and Hero of the Anglo-Zulu War. By B. Best & K. Strosnider. This long overdue examination is an inspiring story which reveals the early nursing profession and an early heroine of wartime and battlefield medical heroism. The Royal Red Cross, the highest nursing accolade, by Queen Victoria, the authors illuminate her extraordinary achievements. 16 pages of illus. 190 pages. Pen 6 Sword Import. Pub. at $9.99 $2.95

6547524 IN MY SKIN: My Life on and off the Basketball Court. By Brittney Griner with S. Hovey. In this earnest memoir, three-time All-American Baylor University star Brittney Griner reflects on the painful episodes in her life, as well as the highs, describing how she came to celebrate what makes her unique. Her story is a powerful call to readers to be true to themselves and to love who they are on the Court. Photos. 216 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $14.99 $2.95

5818117 I AM MALALA: The Girl Who Stood Up for Education and Was Shot by the Taliban. By Malala Yousafzai with C. Lamb. Malala, the Nobel Peace Prize-winner, her story is told here. Now, through extraordinary new documents as well as years of research and interviews, the author brings Joy to the page in the fullness and depth she desires. 16 pages of photos. 413 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00 $7.95

6864029 INTREPID WOMAN: Betty Lusier, Secret Stalwart. By John Norris. This biography gives the amazing account of Lusier, a woman who as a young woman and college student in Maryland, went to Britain to help in the fight against Nazi invasion. For her service, she was a pilot with the British Air Transport Auxiliary and then as a spy with the Office of Strategic Services behind the lines in France. The story is a powerful call to readers to be true to their own hearts. Photos. 221 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

6858998 THE MARRIAGE BUREAU: The True Story of How Two Matchmakers Arranged Love in Wartime London. By Penrose Halson. In the spring of 1939 two ladies decided to open a marriage bureau. From shop girls to debutantes, widowers to war workers, in search of love. Halson draws from newspaper and magazine articles to photos and letters, to bring the romance and heartbeat of matchmaking during wartime to life in this story of a most unusual business. 16 pages of photos. 315 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


6570690 I MISS MOMMY: The True Story of a Frightened Young Girl Who Is Deeply In Love. By Cathy Glass. Cathy Glass tells the true story of Alice, a four-year-old, vulnerable little girl, who is desperate to return home to her mother and her loving father. Despite the fact that Alice finds the happy home she deserves, foster parent Cathy Glass’s parenting skills are tested in many new ways, 361 pages. HarperElement. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
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5670720 MOMMY TOLD ME NOT TO TELL: The True Story of a Troubled Boy with a Dark Secret. By Cathy Glass. When Joss stepped on the first of many thresholds in her life, he had already passed through the hands of four different carers in four weeks. As the details of his short life emerge, it becomes clear that to help him, she had to ignore her own. 344 pages. HarperElement. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

5689575 CAN I LET YOU GO? By Cathy Glass. Faye, aged twenty-four, was more like a child. With learning difficulties, she was gentle, kind and thoughtful but highly vulnerable. She was also pregnant. Cathy’s role as foster care giver was to look after her until the birth of the baby, when it would be placed for adoption. No one was prepared for the heartaches along the way. 312 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

5689771 PLEASE DON’T TAKE MY BABY. By Cathy Glass. Just seventeen, Jade is pregnant, homeless and alone when she’s brought to live with foster care giver, Cathy Glass. Jade is desperate to keep her baby, but little more than a child herself, she struggles with the responsibilities her daughter brings. 282 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

5689712 GIRL ALONE. By Cathy Glass. A foster caregiver, Cathy Glass, shares another story of a child in her care. When Joss came to the author, she was angry, upset and confused. Four years after leaving foster care, her life has transformed and she is now looking forward to having a forever family of her own. Photos. 240 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

5689763 NOBODY’S SON. By Cathy Glass. Alex was a lovely little boy who’d been in and out of foster care since birth and was looking forward to having a forever family of his own. Cathy Glass was asked to foster him for the summer. As the months went by, he moved to his permanent home. But what happened was truly shocking and called to question the whole adoption process. 312 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

5691250 THE CHILD BRIDE. By Cathy Glass. Keena knew from the start that Zeena’s story was going to be difficult. Glass, her foster caregiver, also knew she was hiding something, but she kept walking. Then something made her go back. And she sobbed that she was able to tell the author what had happened to her, and she’ll never forget it. 297 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95


5698015 NEARLY NORMAL: Surviving the Wilderness, My Family and Myself. By Cea Sunrise Person. Chronicles the many stories Person left untold in her first book North of Normal. Drawing connections between her early experiences and the ways she identifies how her family’s extreme and often selfish behavior contributed to her downfall, but she also discovers the power of taking responsibility for her own choices. 16 pages of color photos. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

6799071 ONLY IN NAPLES: Lessons in Food and Family from My Italian Mother-in-Law. By Katherine Wilson. Through courtship, culture clashes, Sunday services, marriage, and motherhood, Wilson discovers the quintessentially Neapolitan sense of comfort and confidence in one’s own skin. Part travelogue, part love letter, this is a sumptuous memoir that is a feast for the senses. 287 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95


5697839 A MIDWIFE IN AMISH COUNTRY: Celebrating God’s Gift of Life. By Kim Woodward Osterholder. Chronicles the author’s apprenticeship grappling with the nuances and idiosyncrasies of homebirth as she tagged along after the woman who helped deliver her own babies at home. She recounts the beauty and drama of helping infants arrive, and captures the joy of catching babies by the light of cradling woodstoves, oil lamps, and lanterns. 339 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95


6797903 MARGARET THATCHER: The Authorized Biography. By Charles Moore. This comprehensive look at the life of one of the first female leaders of Britain portrays a woman whose indelible portrait of resilience, independence, and a steadfast commitment to service, brought to our lives. 16 pages of color photos. 282 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $35.00 $19.95

5696884 THINKING IN PICTURES: My Life with Autism. By Temple Grandin. Gripping story of one of the few people to successfully combine science research with out her knowledge, Grandin shares her discovery of visual symbols that helped her communicate, and how she made the connection between her own impairments and an environment that was alien to her. 344 pages. HarperPerennial. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

5693974 I WISH I WERE ENGULFED IN FLAMES: My Insane Life Raising Two Boys with Autism. By Jeni Smart. Jeni stalked the halls of one of the nation’s best private schools looking for a place for her autistic son. In this powerful memoir, Jeni chronicles how she fell in love with their son, and how, with sheer determination, they transformed their lives together. 344 pages. HarperSanFrancisco. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $12.95

680392X AN INVISIBLE THREAD: The Stories that Shape Who We Are. By Jeffrey Brown. In this down and dirty story of one woman’s determination to raise two healthy children in the face of the one in four women who is told she will never have a child. 380 pages. Plume. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95


6791907 MARIA MONTESSORI: Her Life and Work. By E.M. Standing. Discusses Montessori’s life devotion to improving the educational system, her discovery that every child has a spontaneous urge to learn which led her to develop the prepared environments, tools, and devices that now characterize Montessori education. Today her revolutionary concepts bring a sense of joy, freedom, and achievement to classrooms throughout the world. 380 pages. Plume. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

6804523 LOVING AMY: A Mother’s Story. By Janis Winehouse. In this heart-warming and sometimes heartbreaking memoir, Janis Winehouse tells the full story of the daughter she loved so much. As the world watched the rise of a superstar, the true tale of her tragic death, Janis simply saw her Amy. Offers a new and intimate perspective on the life and death of one of the world’s most beloved musical icons. 16 pages of color photos. 298 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

6663399 THE IMMORTAL LIFE OF HENRIETTA LACKS. By Rebecca Skloot. An extraordinary detective story that reveals the soul and story of a real woman, whose cancer cells were taken in the name of science, and which then became a multimillion-dollar industry but nearly destroyed her family in the process. Photos. 431 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

6684376 THE LADY WITH THE BORZOI: Blanche Knopf, Literary Tastemaker Extraordinaire. By Laura Clandine. Drawing on a vast cache of papers, Clandine captures Knopf’s witty, loyal, and forward personality, her ambition and creativity, and her tempestuous relationship with her husband. An intimate and often surprising biography, this is the story of the woman who changed what America reads, 16 pages of photos. 400 pages. FSG. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95
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- **6829171 FRANCES YATES AND THE HERMETIC TRADITION.** By Marjorie G. Jones. A fascinating biography of a ground-breaking scholar who set against the backdrop of one of the most crucial and stimulating periods of modern culture. Excerpts from Yates’s diary and writings illuminate her crucial intellectual climate of her time, and bring the reader into the life of other researchers and women scholars and writers. Photos. 263 pages. Ibs. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. *$17.95*

- **6720662 RAISING TRUMP.** By Ivana Trump. For the first time, Ivana Trump describes her childhood and adult years, and shares intimate details about her life with the world’s most famous family. IIlus. 256 pages. Simon & Schuster. Pub. at $25.99. *$21.95*

- **2825449 A REALLY GOOD DAY: How Microdosing Made a Huge Difference in My Mood, My Marriage, and My Life.** By Ayelet Waldman. A fascinating and funny account of one woman’s experiment with micro-doses of LSD to treat a debilitating mood disorder, of her quest to understand a misunderstood drug, and of her search for a really good day. 229 pages. Knopf. *$5.95*

- **6827904 FELLING WITH WINGS: A Patty Waggin Tale.** By Bob Brill. In the 1940s and 1950s, strip artist Patty Waggin was piloted as The Educated Torso. The Sex Gomph Girl, and the Fresh Face of New York. Now, for the first time, she is revealed through letters from her fans, over 280 photographs of Pati on stage and at home, along with other paper ephemera associated with her career. 176 pages. Schiffer. S&I/2016. *$25.95*

- **6734626 SISTERS FIRST: Stories from Our Wild and Wonderful Life.** By J.B. Hager & B.P. Bush. The former first daughters share intimate stories and take readers on a revealing and thoughtful tour behind the scenes of their lives, from the White House and beyond. 16 pages of color photos. 238 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00. *$21.95*

- **6739307 EMPRESS OF THE EAST: How a European Slave Girl Became Queen of the Ottoman Empire.** By Leslie Peirce. As a young girl, Roxelana was riped from her home in what is today Ukraine and sold into slavery. Given a new name and religious conversion, she became the harem of Sultan Suleyman the Magnificent. Revealed here is the true history of a figure who transformed the Ottoman Empire into a political rule. Illus. 198 pages. *$25.95*

- **6892307 THE SECRET LIFE OF COWS.** By Rosamund Young. In this heartwarming chronicle, Young dissects a lifetime or organic farming wisdom, describing the surprising personalities of her cows and other animals. A glorious look at life’s work, and a delightful and moving tribute to the deep richness of animal sentience. Illus. 139 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $23.00. *$17.95*

- **6894474 BOW FIRST, ASK QUESTIONS LATER: Practical Advice, Love, and Monastic Zen in Japan.** By Geshin Claire Greenwood. Greenwood was a liberal, free-spirited American girl who found meaning and freedom in disciplined, traditional Japanese Zen life, where mono is about becoming an adult--about sexuality, religion, work, ethics, and individuality--but also about being a human being trying to be happy. 216 pages. Wisdom Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95. *$12.95*

- **6978568 FLY GIRLS: How Five Daring Women Defied All Odds and Made Aviation History.** By Keith O’Brien. Celebrates a forgotten moment when tenacious, trailblazing women bravely faced obstacles to achieve greatness. Experience the untold story of five women who fought to compete against men in the high stakes air races of the 1920s and 1930s—and won. 336 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $29.00. *$21.95*

- **6953832 CHASING PORTRAITS: A Grand-daughter’s Quest for Her Lost Art Legacy.** By Elizabeth Rynecki. Spanning three decades of Elizabeth’s life and three generations of her family, this touching memoir is a compelling narrative about the richness of one man’s art, the devastation of war, and one woman’s unexpected path to healing. 16 pages of color illus. 385 pages. New American Library. Pub. at $28.00. *$5.95*
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6665942 GAY LIVES. By Robert Aldrich. This portrait of gay men and women throughout history reveals the richness and diversity of gay lives on each of their times. Alongside celebrated names such as Michelangelo, Frederick the Great and Harvey Milk are lesser-known but no less inspiring individuals, from the trailblazers to pioneers of gay liberation in the 21st century. 128 illus., 56 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95 ★ 75849X GYPSY BOY ON THE RUN: My Escape from a Life Among the Romany Gypsies. By Mikey Walsh. Tom between his family and his heart, Mikey struggled to come to terms with the Gypsy culture and its violent, conservative traditions. At the age of 15 he decided to set out on his own, discovering that the outside world wasn’t all that he expected. 306 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95 ★ 6913628 WHEN WE RISE: My Life in the Movement. By Cleve Jones. Chronicles Jones’ heartbreak of losing countless friends to AIDS, which very nearly killed him too, his co-founding of the San Francisco AIDS Foundation and the founding of the AIDS Memorial Quilt, and the story of the AIDS Memorial Quilt and the magnetic spell it cast for thousands of dreamers and misfits. 291 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95 ★ 6941202 SINCE MY LAST CONFESSION: A Gay Catholic Memoir. By Scott Porchelt. Memories of growing up and finding love and purpose through an empathetic journey that is nothing short of compelling and poignant. 198 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95 ★ 6685178 MARGARET MEAD MADE ME GAY. Personal Essays, By Esther Newton. Photos. 328 pages. Duke. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $4.95 Collected Biographies

469045X PEOPLE-GONE TOO SOON, REVISED: Remembering 57 Celebrities Who Died Far Too Young. Ed. by Cutter Durkee. Originally published in 2007 and updated for this new edition, this volume looks back at the lives and deaths of 57 celebrities who passed away during People’s nearly four decades—and long before their. Fully illo., most in color. 128 pages. Time Home Entertainment. Pub. at $18.95 $19.95 ★ 5845947 A CATHERINE MARIN-FERDINAND. By Patrick Dearen. In the late 1880s the Pecos River region of Texas and southern New Mexico was known as “the cowboy’s paradise,” and the blacksmiths and cowboys who worked there were known as “the most expert cowboys in the world.” The meticulously researched and entertaining stories here include an adventure story of an Italian and his horse that take the nation by storm. This is a story between medicine and quackery. Photos. 308 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95 ★ 6929498 THE MESMERIST: The Society Doctor Who Held Victorian London Spellbound. By Wendy Moore. In the early 1880s John Eliotson was determined to treat the sick using mesmerism and archaic remedies into a practice informed by the latest science. But then Baron Jules Denis Dupoutet, arrived in London in 1871, and Dr. William Robert Allan smiled him away and gained the city in his own society. ★ 6962475 THE GATSBY AFFAIR: Scott, Zelda, and the Betrayal That Shaped an American Legend. By Alastairiveit. This book is based on conversations and correspondence with the French aviator, Edward Jozan’s daughter, as well as materials from the Jozan family archives, highlighting the couple’s colorful and romantic affair. He offers readers a bold interpretation of how one of America’s greatest novels was profoundly influenced. 16 pages of photos. 263 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95 ★ 697077X THE AGE OF CAESAR. By Plutarch. Presents a brilliant new translation of five of history’s greatest lives–Pompey, Caesar, Cicero, Brutus, and Antony–from the Greek intellectual and inventor of the biography, 393 pages. Norton. Pub. at $35.00 $11.95 ★ 6971050 EXTRAORDINARY PEOPLE. By Michael Hearest. Fifty of the world’s most fascinating individuals are introduced in colorfully illustrated profiles, from the ancient world to the present, and arrive in Nanogladis for $75, to Bruce Lee, a martial arts legend who could do two-finger push-ups, to Helen Thayer, who walked to the North Pole alone, and beyond. Chronicle. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $16.95 $7.95 ★ 5845947 A COWBOY OF THE PECOS. By Patrick Dearen. In the late 1880s the Pecos River region of Texas and southern New Mexico was known as “the cowboys’ paradise,” and the blacksmiths and cowboys who worked there were known as “the most expert cowboys in the world.” The meticulously researched and entertaining stories here include an adventure story of an Italian and his horse that take the nation by storm. This is a story between medicine and quackery. Photos. 308 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95 ★ 6929498 THE MESMERIST: The Society Doctor Who Held Victorian London Spellbound. By Wendy Moore. In the early 1880s John Eliotson was determined to treat the sick using mesmerism and archaic remedies into a practice informed by the latest science. But then Baron Jules Denis Dupoutet, arrived in London in 1871, and Dr. William Robert Allan smiled him away and gained the city in his own society. ★ 6962475 THE GATSBY AFFAIR: Scott, Zelda, and the Betrayal That Shaped an American Legend. By Alastairiveit. This book is based on conversations and correspondence with the French aviator, Edward Jozan’s daughter, as well as materials from the Jozan family archives, highlighting the couple’s colorful and romantic affair. He offers readers a bold interpretation of how one of America’s greatest novels was profoundly influenced. 16 pages of photos. 263 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95 ★ See more titles at erhbc.com/662
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**570924 RASCALS IN PARADISE.** By James A. Michener & A.G. Day. A thrilling collection of nonfiction adventure stories, offering a glimpse of the colorful and often dangerous lives of ordinary people. Packed with action and adventure, this collection will delight readers of all ages.


**586715 THE WAR BURGAS: The Amazing Odyssey of a Remarkable Jewish Family.** By Ron Chernow. Bankers, philanthropists, scholars, socialites, artists, and politicians, the Warburgs’ success made them a lightning rod for antimodern sentiment.

**369633 THE TRUE HISTORY OF THE ELEPHANT MAN.** By Mark Morris. A riveting account of Joseph Carey Merrick, the otherworldly enigmatic creature whose name has become synonymous with the term “hunchback.”

**2810239 CHURCHILL’S CONFIDANT: Enemy to Lifelong Friend.** By Richard Steyn. A fascinating account of two exceptional men in war and peace. Steyn chronicles the lives of two of the most influential friends of Churchill, the man he admired and the man he detested.

**5845629 THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK OF THE DEATH.** Ed. by William McDonald. Chronicles the lives of history-makers through their obituaries since the newspaper first began offering portraits of ten scandalous men and women, some infamous and some overlooked. From lifelong buccaneers to lapsed noblemen, in the capable hands of James Michener, these rags become the stuff of legend. 372 pages. Dial. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**2788917 BEFORE THEY CHANGED THE WORLD: Pivotal Moments That Changed the Lives of Great Leaders Before They Became Famous.** By Edwin Kreiser Jr. Introduces the amazing stories about twenty-two of the world’s most famous figures and the experiences that acted as catalysts for their triumphant careers.

**5820095 AMISH CONFIDENTIAL.** By L. Stoltzfus & E. Henican. Find out what goes on behind the closed doors of the Amish. This is a powerful, witty, eye-opening account, from midisagnosis of miraculous recovery, providing an reader’s advice for taking control of your own health care.

**6913383 AMERICAN PHARAOH: The Untold Story of the Triple Crown Winner’s Legendary Rise.** By Joe DiPietro. Takes readers behind the scenes of the colorful and unruly world of horse racing, revealing how a brilliant horse, American Pharoah, became a legend. It’s the story of how the boldered, old sport of horse racing found an immortal Thoroughbred, who taught a generation of people how to live a life of their own.

Unusual, Multilabeled Lives

**6909183 THE LONG HAUL: A Trucker’s Tales of Life on the Road.** By Finn Murphy. Dropping out of college to become a long-haul trucker, Murphy recounts with wry humor the adventures his job has seen over the decades and the funny and sometimes haunting stories of the people he encounters on the job. 229 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**5882095 TEMPLE GRANDIN: Voice for the Voiceless.** By Annette Wood. Born with a condition that makes her different in every way, Temple Grandin has dedicated her life to exploring our connection to the Other Side, conversing with departed ones, and helping people come to terms with loss. Here she shares her remarkable journey and the lessons in love she’s learned along the way. 265 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $26.00

**285282 THE LIGHT BETWEEN US.** By Laura Lynne Jackson. The author has an extraordinary psychic gift and has dedicated her life to exploring our connection to the Other Side, conversing with departed ones, and helping people come to terms with loss. Here she shares her remarkable journey and the lessons in love she’s learned along the way. 265 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $26.00

**673588 VENOM DOC: The Edgiest, Darkest, Strangest Natural History Memoir Ever.** By Ray Fors. A young ing on the Job. The author has an extraordinary psychic gift and has dedicated her life to exploring our connection to the Other Side, conversing with departed ones, and helping people come to terms with loss. Here she shares her remarkable journey and the lessons in love she’s learned along the way. 265 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $26.00

**938848 MISDIAGNOSED: One Woman’s True Story of Escaping Healthcareeldom.** By Judy Bergen. A story of how a woman, who was rushed to a hospital after a heart attack, was misdiagnosed with multiple sclerosis. Unwilling to accept her dire fate, she started asking questions, receiving different diagnoses from each doctor, and finally discovered the truth. This is her powerful, witty, eye-opening account, from midisagnosis of miraculous recovery, providing an reader’s advice for taking control of your own health care.

**6949304 AUTHOR OF LIBERTY.** By Robert D. Kershaw. The incredible true life stories of eight individuals whose lives defined the American principle of freedom. From the terrors of Afghanistan to the horrors of Normandy, their stories help illustrate the importance of life, liberty, faith, and freedom.

**687841 THE LIVES OF THE DEAD.** By Nancy Koehn. What do figures such as Ernest Shackleton, President Lincoln, Frederick Douglass and Dietrich Bonhoeffer ask of us? In this moving account, Koehn offers an ancient template by which to judge those in our own time whom the public has given its trust.

**4624564 KIDNAPPED BY THE TALIBAN: A Story of Terror, Hope, and Rescue by SEAL Team Six.** By Dilip Joseph with J. L. Stolzfus & E. Henican. A riveting account of one man’s true story of survival and redemption.

**6925236 THE TRUE ADVENTURES OF THE WORLD’S GREATEST STUNTMAN.** By Vic Armstrong with R. Sellers. From performing in films to directing action sequences, the Academy Award-winning Vic Armstrong has been a legend in the movie industry for over 40 years. He’s got a lot of stories to tell, and he’s got the muscles to match. In addition, which also features exclusive contributions from many of Vic’s colleagues and friends. 16 pages of color photos, 352 pages. Titan. Import. Pub. at $25.99

**6927947 IVY LEAGUE STRIPPER: A Memoir.** By Heidi Mattson. Mattson successfully united sex and scholarship to realize a nineties version of the American Dream of academic success and successful unification of sex and scholarship.

**5853708 THEY CAGE THE ANIMALS AT NIGHT.** By Bing Borchardt. The author’s heart wrenching story of being a child shunted through a bleak series of foster homes, and the struggle to realize a nine-hour march into the mountains, gruesome images of torture and other forms of abuse.

**6222222 NEW! FREEDOM: How Martin King, Malcolm X, and Gandhi Changed the Lives of Great Leaders.** By Robert D. Kershaw. From drug runs with the help of black women and male friends to a nine-hour march into the mountains, gruesome images of torture and other forms of abuse.

**6913933 THE WORLD: Pivotal Moments That Shaped America’s Supreme Law.** By Joseph Takakavsky. This comprehensive history of the American legal system from its roots as a frontier law office to its position today as a worldwide model for patient care, research, and education. Fully illustrated, some in color. 144 pages. RosettaBooks. 11x12/14. Pub. at $24.95

**6662635 IVY LEAGUE STRIPPER: A Memoir.** By Heidi Mattson. Mattson successfully united sex and scholarship to realize a nineties version of the American Dream of academic success and successful unification of sex and scholarship.

**6835708 THEY CAGE THE ANIMALS AT NIGHT.** By Bing Borchardt. The author’s heart wrenching story of being a child shunted through a bleak series of foster homes, and the struggle to realize a nine-hour march into the mountains, gruesome images of torture and other forms of abuse.


**5703561 HOPE, AND RESCUE by SEAL Team Six.** By Dilip Joseph with J. L. Stolzfus & E. Henican. A riveting account of one man’s true story of survival and redemption.

**69021X IVY LEAGUE STRIPPER: A Memoir.** By Heidi Mattson. Mattson successfully united sex and scholarship to realize a nineties version of the American Dream of academic success and successful unification of sex and scholarship.

**6853708 THEY CAGE THE ANIMALS AT NIGHT.** By Bing Borchardt. The author’s heart wrenching story of being a child shunted through a bleak series of foster homes, and the struggle to realize a nine-hour march into the mountains, gruesome images of torture and other forms of abuse.

**6635708 THEY CAGE THE ANIMALS AT NIGHT.** By Bing Borchardt. The author’s heart wrenching story of being a child shunted through a bleak series of foster homes, and the struggle to realize a nine-hour march into the mountains, gruesome images of torture and other forms of abuse.
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big to make it big. Pub. at $30.00

**688864** SOUNDS LIKE THE Pictures of the Life of Beethoven, George Martin–The Later Years, 1966-2016. By Kenneth Womack. More than anyone else the harmonies the Beatles. George Martin was the man who created the unique sound of the Beatles. This comprehensive biography offers a powerful and intimate account of the man he did so. Photos. 548 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $39.95

**279427** AMERICAN DREAMER: My Life in Fashion & Business. By Tommy Hilfiger with P. Knobler. In this tale of grit and glamour, setarbacks and comeback, the business and pop culture icons shares his extraordinary life story for the first time--in his own words, with honesty, humor, and the insatiable appetite for life and style that proves that sometimes you have to play hard to earn the pay day. 337 pages. Ballantine. Review. Pub. at $35.00

**6778615** STICKY FINGERS: The Life and Times of Jann Wenner and Rolling Stone Magazine. By Joe Hagan. Tells the rise and fall of Rolling Stone magazine, and how the magazine captured the 1960s youth culture of rock and roll and turned it into a hothouse of fame, power, politics, and riches that would last for 50 years. Featuring conversations with many of our greatest superstars, it’s an unforgettable biography of one of the most fascinating cultural forces of our time. 16 pages of photos. 547 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $29.95

**6993555** STICKY FINGERS: The Life and Times of Jann Wenner and Rolling Stone Magazine. By Joe Hagan. Hagan depicts an ambitious, mercurial rock fan who exults the youth revolution and discovers how to sell its dream. His is the story of changing musical generations. The story of a publishing legend and an official compendium of sex, drugs, and rock ‘n roll, this is an addictive and fascinating look at an American pop culture icon. 24 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

**6953352** MY SIDE OF THE STREET. By Jason DeSena Trennert. Part memoir and part love letter, Trennert delivers a long- overdue defense of Wall Street and the Wall Street boy who take the subway to work, worry about their mortgages, and keep the entire enterprise on its feet. 224 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99

**5784874** JESSE LIVEMORE, BO PLAYING: The Man Who Sold America Short in 1929. By Tom Rubythom. Livemore became famous in the summer of 1929 when most people believed that stock market would continue to rise forever–but he did not. When Dow peaked on September 3rd, Livemore started a process that would see him sell $450 million of shares short inside a four-week period. Two weeks later the market began falling. Here is the life of a remarkable player. 382 pages. Myrtle. Pub. at $28.95

**6962599** JESSE LIVEMORE, BO PLUNGER: The Man Who Sold America Short in 1929. By Tom Rubythom. Livemore became famous in the summer of 1929 when most people believed that the stock market would continue to rise forever–but he did not. When Dow peaked on September 3rd, Livemore started a process that would see him sell $450 million of shares short inside a four-week period. Two weeks later the market began falling. Here is the life of a remarkable player. 382 pages. Myrtle. Pub. at $18.95

**2817519** TRUMP: The Blue Collar President. By Anthony Scaramucci. In an era when the comet soared higher, burned brighter, or flamed out more spectacularly than Scaramucci, the rise and fall of the Mooch, which riveted the nation unfurled like a Shakespearean tragedy directed by Martin Scorsese. Here he offers a rhapsody of a read, by turns hilarious, touching, and inspiring. Photos. 287 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00

**6895411** NOLAN RYAN: The Making of a Pitcher. By Rob Goldman. Nolan Ryan’s baseball exploits only tell part of his amazing story—it’s really a love story that features Ryan and his wife of nearly 50 years, Ruth, who is his closest friend and most valuable counselor. In this candid biography, Goldman traces the life and career of the all-time greatest pitchers, executives, and ambassadors, 16 pages of photos, many color. 366 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $26.95.

**6712622** PAUL BROWN: The Rise and Fall and Rise Again of Football’s Most Innovative Coach. By Andrew O’Toole. $30.00

**5790012** TRUMP REVEALED: An American Journey of Flawed Genius. By Michael Wolff. $19.95

**6895352** SAYERS: My Life and Times. By Gale Sayers with F. Mitchell. In just 68 remarkable games, Gale Sayers created an on the field record that made him the youngest man ever inducted into the Pro Football Hall of Fame. But Gale Sayers went on to earn a master’s degree, start his own computer company and found the Gale Sayers Center. A true sports icon in every sense of the word, 16 pages of photos. 234 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $24.95

**6895441** I AM DURAN: My Autobiography. By Roberto Duran with G. Diaz. Tells his incredible story in the streets of Panama to blazing a trail through the Golden Age of Boxing. Widely acknowledged as one of the greatest boxers of all time, he held world titles in four weight classes. He is a fierce competitor in the ring and a family man off of it. A rare opportunity to celebrate the life of a man who has brought joy to the lives of so many. In the life of Ryan and his wife of nearly 50 years, Ruth, who is his closest friend and most valuable counselor. In this candid biography, Goldman traces the life and career of the all-time greatest pitchers, executives, and ambassadors, 16 pages of photos, many color. 366 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $26.95.

**6866182** *TRUMP: The Blue Collar President*. By Anthony Scaramucci. In an era when the comet soared higher, burned brighter, or flamed out more spectacularly than Scaramucci, the rise and fall of the Mooch, which riveted the nation unfurled like a Shakespearean tragedy directed by Martin Scorsese. Here he offers a rhapsody of a read, by turns hilarious, touching, and inspiring. Photos. 287 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00

**5790012** NOLAN RYAN: The Making of a Pitcher. By Rob Goldman. Nolan Ryan’s baseball exploits only tell part of his amazing story—it’s really a love story that features Ryan and his wife of nearly 50 years, Ruth, who is his closest friend and most valuable counselor. In this candid biography, Goldman traces the life and career of the all-time greatest pitchers, executives, and ambassadors, 16 pages of photos, many color. 366 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $26.95

**6962599** JESSE LIVEMORE, BO PLUNGER: The Man Who Sold America Short in 1929. By Tom Rubythom. Livemore became famous in the summer of 1929 when most people believed that stock market would continue to rise forever–but he did not. When Dow peaked on September 3rd, Livemore started a process that would see him sell $450 million of shares short inside a four-week period. Two weeks later the market began falling. Here is the life of a remarkable player. 382 pages. Myrtle. Pub. at $28.95

**6962599** JESSE LIVEMORE, BO PLUNGER: The Man Who Sold America Short in 1929. By Tom Rubythom. Livemore became famous in the summer of 1929 when most people believed that stock market would continue to rise forever–but he did not. When Dow peaked on September 3rd, Livemore started a process that would see him sell $450 million of shares short inside a four-week period. Two weeks later the market began falling. Here is the life of a remarkable player. 382 pages. Myrtle. Pub. at $18.95

**6712622** PAUL BROWN: The Rise and Fall and Rise Again of Football’s Most Innovative Coach. By Andrew O’Toole. $30.00
SPORTS STARS

6892523 UNSTOPPABLE: My Life So Far. By Maria Sharapova. Sharapova brings us inside her pivotal matches and illuminates the relationships that have shaped her life, best friends, and Yrie, her coach, manager, and most dedicated fan. A powerful memoir, resonant in its depiction of the will to win, whatever the odds. Color photos. 292 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00 $8.95

½ 6845304 CASEY STENGEL: Baseball’s Greatest Character. By Marty Appel. The definitive biography of one of baseball’s most enduring and influential managers. Stengel was the only person in history to wear the uniforms of all four New York teams (Dodgers, Giants, Yankees, and Mets) and he also revolutionized the role of manager while winning a spectacular ten pennants and seven World Series Championships. 16 pages of photos. 406 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

6430416 MUNSON: The Life and Death of a Yankee Captain. By Marty Appel. Captures the little-known details of the young man from Canton and his rise to stardom in baseball’s most storied franchise. In addition to examining Thurman Munson’s life and tragic death, Appel provides riveting insights from baseball legends of the 1970s, recounting moments and stories that have never been told before. Photos. 375 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.00 $3.95


6850031 HOME GAME: Big-League Stories of My Life in Baseball’s First Family. By B. Boone & K. Cook. Blending nostalgia, close analysis of the game, insight into baseball’s unwritten codes, and controversial thoughts on its future as a sport and business, Bret Boone offers an intimate look at the national pastime, from the colorful, quotable scion of a family whose business is baseball. Photos, most in color. 262 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

6907156 OB: My Life Behind the Spiral. By Young B. J. Brown. Brown’s quest both in football and in life, was always more about grit than anything else. His “get it done” mentality brought him MVP awards and a gold medal to medal to his resume. As an author, he gives readers the sense of being inside his helmet while he runs through opponents both on and off the field. 16 pages of photos, some color. 389 pages. HMH. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95


2905 BACK FROM THE DEAD: Bill Walton. By Walton & J. Walton. Walton’s return to basketball forged an intense and compelling memoir that showcases one of baseball’s most unique and experienced player at his very best. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 341 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95


6917771 BEARING THE CROSS. My Journey Through World Sports. By Ryv Cross with C. Brown. From childhood to retirement, Cross shares an incredible life—the friends he’s made, the people he’s helped, and the man he’s become. This entertaining memoir will not only give you an inside look into this incredible man but his life lessons that have warmed his life. Photos. 239 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

¾ 684483X GEHRIG & THE BABE: The Friendship and the Feud. By Tony Castro. Portrays Ruth and Gehrig for what they were, American icons who were remarkably different men. Readers will learn about a friend driven apart, an enduring feud which wove its way in and out of their Yankee glory years and chilled their interaction until Gehrig’s famous farewell address thawed their stony silence. Triumph. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95

6604056 TY COBB: A Terrible Beauty. By Charles Leehrsten. Leehrsten sorts out truth from fiction in this revolutionary biography and takes us to forge a truth about Cobb’s death by an unreliable collaborator and biographer. The real Cobb was a far more complex character, and one of the game’s greatest players. Photos. 449 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95


¼ 6999929 JIM BROWN: Last Man Standing. By G. France. The unique biography redefines an American icon, and not always in a flattering light. Zinn delivers a raw and thrilling account of Brown’s remarkable life and a must-read for sports fans and students of the black freedom struggle. Photos. 320 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95


6710778 HOUSE OF NAILS: A Memoir of Life on the Edge. By Lenny Dykstra. Dykstra’s hilarious, honest, and readable memoir spins a tragicomic tale of Shakespearean proportions. It’s the story of a “Nails,” a center fielder turned business mogul turned imprisoned felon, whose hard-charging, risk-it-all nature made him a baseball legend—and resulted in a precipitous fall from grace. 16 pages of photos, most color. $7.95

6850061 JACKIE ROBINSON IN QUOTES: The Remarkable Life of Baseball’s Most Signiﬁcant Player. Featuring contributions from fellow legends like Feaster’s, the story of arguably the most important baseball player in history with over 400 pages of quotations by and about him. It gives a first-hand account of Jackie Robinson’s baseball stardom, his friendships and rivals, the people he loved and who loved him, and how challenges to change the face of baseball took on new dimensions. Photos. 432 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95


6906869 HARVEY PENICK: The Life and Wisdom of the Man Who Wrote the Book on Golf. By Kevin Robbins. Pens a precious fall from grace. 16 pages of photos, some color. Crown. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

6800856 I’M KEITH HERNANDEZ: A Memoir. Legendary first baseman Keith Hernandez tells all in this gripping and revealing memoir. With a striking mix of candor and self-reflection, he takes us along on his journey to becoming one of baseball’s most beloved players. It is an honest and compelling memoir that showcases one of baseball’s most unique and experienced player at his very best. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 341 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95
Families & Dynasties


6879012 THE FAMILY MEDICI: The Hidden History of the Medici Dynasty. By Mary Hollingsworth. In this dynamic new history, Hollingsworth argues that the Medici narratives have focused on a sanitized view of the Medici–ruiser, enlightened patrons of the arts, and fathers of the Renaissance–but that in fact their past was reviled in the sixteenth century, mythologized by later generations of Medici who used this as propaganda for their legacy. Well illus. in color. 480 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95

6909930 THOSE WILD WYNNHAMS: Three Sisters at the Heart of Power. By Claudia Renton. A dazzling portrait of one of England’s grandest, noblest families. Renton captures, with nuance and depth, their complex wrangling between head and heart, and the tragedy at the center of all their lives, as the privilege and bliss of the Victorian age gave way to the gilded Age undone by the commercial world of opulence and art. "Great and grand and gripping," says Kirkus Reviews. 458 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $30.00

5813778 THE MISSING KENNEDY: Rosemary Kennedy and the Secret Bonds of Four Women. By Betty Kuehl-Pentacoff. The first work on this mysterious member of the Kennedy dynasty, chronicling her life along with that of her Franciscan aunt, the woman Rosemary’s devoted caregiver for 15 years. Delves into Rosemary’s misdiagnosed condition, why her father sought an experimental brain surgery, and how Rosemary was linked to the lobotomy. "Magnificent." The New York Times. 339 pages. Knopf. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

6865674 EUNICE: The Kennedy Who Changed the World. By Ellen McNamara. Paints an extraordinary portrait of a woman both ahead of her time and out of step with it: the visionary founder of Special Olympics, a devout Catholic in an age of secularism, and a formidable woman whose impact on American society was longer lasting than that of any of the Kennedy men. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 383 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.00

6624952 BOB AND AMELIE KLEBERG OF KING RANCH. By Helen Kleberg Grove. With over 200 photographs, the author’s memoir gives a personal glimpse of life on the much-storied ranch of the Kings and the Klebegs. It chronicles not only the history of the ranch but the lives of the Klebegs, the first family of cattle ranching. 273 pages. Maverick. Pub. at $19.95

6963897 JELL-O GIRLS: A Family History. By Allie Rowbottom. A gripping examination of the dark side of an iconic American product and a moving portrait of the women who lived in the shadow of its fractured fortune. Rowbottom offers a family history, a feminist history, and a story of motherhood, love, and loss. 277 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00

6974384 ALL THE MONEY IN THE WORLD. By John Pearson. In this full biography of the Getty family, the author traces the creation of their phenomenal wealth, the battle that has touched and tainted the lives of various generations. Packed with colorful characters, bitter feuds and unexpected turns, it is a riveting insight into the soul of a family. Many in color. 352 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $15.99

6807459 THE KINGS OF BIG SPRING: God, Oil, and One Family’s Search for the American Dream. By Gail Lument Buckley. Buckley, the daughter of actress Lena Horne, delves deep into her family history in this remarkable chronicle, detailing the experiences of an extraordinary African American family from Civil War to civil rights. Photos. 353 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $26.00


6909931 THOSE WILD WYNNHAMS: Three Sisters at the Heart of Power. By Claudia Renton. A dazzling portrait of one of England’s grandest, noblest families. Renton captures, with nuance and depth, their complex wrangling between head and heart, and the tragedy at the center of all their lives, as the privilege and bliss of the Victorian age gave way to the gilded Age undone by the commercial world of opulence and art. "Great and grand and gripping," says Kirkus Reviews. 458 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $30.00

Royalty & Royal Families

4561465 PRINCE HARRY: Brother, Soldier, Son. By Penny Junor. Published in celebration of his thirtieth birthday, this is the story behind the man who has been one of the most important people in his life, this is the first authoritative biography of this most delightful, charismatic–and dangerous–of the Queen’s grandchildren, with color photos. 357 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00


6877495 ROYAL WEDDING: Harry & Meghan Paper Dolls. By Katie Woolley. With these commemorative paper dolls, you can mix and match seven outfits and dress them for every occasion from engagement photos to relaxing at home to a red carpet event, and of course, the big day itself. Full illus. in color. Random. Pub. at $11.95

2803402 THE HOUSE OF BEAUFORT: The Bastard Line That Captured the Crown. By Nathan Athin. This study uncovers the rise of the Beauforts from bastard stock of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, to esteemed courtesans to Henry V and finally the victor of Agincourt, and tracks their chastening fall with the House of Lancaster during the 1460s and 1470s. 328 pages. Ambiguity. Pub. at $14.95

2800896 ANNE OF CLEVES: Henry VIII’s Unwanted Wife. By Sarah-Beth Watkins. She was never brought up to be a queen yet out of many possible choices, she was the woman Henry VIII chose as his fourth wife. Yet from their first meeting the king decided he liked her not and sought an immediate divorce. This is the story of Anne’s marriage. 161 pages. Charles. Pub. at $16.95

6906737 ELIZABETH: Renaissance Prince. By Lisa Hilton. Depicts a queen who was much less constrained by her femininity than most accounts claim. With research out of Frank Turkey, Hilton’s fresh interpretation of Queen Elizabeth is of a queen who saw herself primarily as a Renaissance prince–an expert in Machiavellian clan politics. 348 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.00

3563036 BEHIND THE PALACE DOORS: Five Centuries of Sex, Adventure, Vice, Treachery, and Folly from Royal Britain. By Michael Farquhar. Spanning 500 years of British history, this revealing look at the secret lives of some great (and not-so-great) Britons, courtesy of one of the world’s most engaging royal historians. 307 pages. Random. Pub. at $19.00

6755119 QUEEN VICTORIA’S MATCHMAKING: The Royal Marriages That Shaped Europe. By Deborah Cadbury. Presents a captivating exploration of the role in which Queen Victoria articulated some of the most international power and influence: as a matchmaking grandmother, determined to maneuver over 30 grandchildren into a series of dynastic marriages with the royal houses of Europe. Illus. 384 pages. HMH. Pub. at $16.95

6867820 THE KING IS DEAD: The Last Will and Testament of Henry VIII. By Suzannah Lipscomb. Offers an adroit examination of Henry VIII’s last will and testament, evoking the world of the Tudor king in all its glory, pomp and paranoia. Illustrated with sumptuous portraits of the key figures of Henry’s court, this bold work is as beautiful as it is daring. 192 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95

See more titles at erhc.com/662
Royalty & Royal Families

278092 THE WICKED WIDOW OF ENGLAND II. Compiled by Karen Dolby. This is a delightful work that brings the humor revealed through her own words on topics from family and travel to pets and hobbies, as well as stories from the royal household. British royalty. sesame monach. 160 pages. Berkley, Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 $5.95


9491928 GAME OF CROWNS: Elizabeth, Camilla, Kate, and the Throne. By Christopher Anderson. Go behind the palace walls to examine the surprising similarities and stark differences among three remarkable women—Queen Elizabeth, Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall, and Princess Kate. Reveals how the women actually feel about each other, how they differ as wives, mothers, and how they are reshaping the landscape of the monarchy. 24 pages of color photos. 341 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

6889590 GAME OF CROWNS: Elizabeth, Camilla, Katie, and the Throne. By Christopher Anderson. Go behind the palace walls to examine the surprising similarities and stark differences among three remarkable women—Queen Elizabeth, Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall, and Princess Kate. Reveals how the women actually feel about each other, how they differ as wives, mothers, and how they are reshaping the landscape of the monarchy. 16 pages of color photos. 341 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

5868358 THE CHILDREN OF RICHARD III. By Peter Hammond. The first study to give a detailed and comprehensive account of all Richard III’s children, both legitimate and illegitimate. The book is a fascinating work of history.中含有 RICHARD III. By Peter Hammond. The book is a fascinating work of history. 4569660

5456960 BACKSTAIRS BILLY: The Life of William Talion the Queen Mother’s Most Devoted Servant. By Tom Quinn. Talion was the last of the Queen Mother’s courtiers to be formally recognized in royal history. 232 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

356455X A YEAR IN THE LIFE OF A DUCHESS: Catherine, HRH The Duchess of Cambridge. By Ian Lloyd. Reveals what life has been like for Catherine since the wedding. Through over 100 stunning images, you will see her grow into her new role as a key member of the Royal Family, blossoming from being an ordinary girl with a backstreet job to become one of the world’s most famous people. 294 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

2784203 THE POCKET GUIDE TO ROYAL SCANDALS. By Andy K. Hughes. Reveals the many scandals that have surrounded the Royal Family for hundreds of years, including the king that beheaded two of his wives, the king whose wife’s brother was the man who liked the Nazis, and more. Illus. 146 pages. Remember When. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

5789187 SCARLET WOMEN: The Scandalous Lives of Courtesans, Concubines, and Royal Mistresses. By Ian Graham. Courtesans were an elite group of talented, professional mistresses. The most successful became wealthy and famous in their own right. While they led charmed lives, the women occupied a curious position: they enjoyed unprecedented public adoration, but were ostracized by polite society. Read about La Belle Otero, Marie DuPlessis and many more. 294 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

6741530 THE KING’S BED: Sex and Power in the Court of Charles II. By D. Jordan & M. Welsh. Fulls the intriguing gap in Charles II’s disolute life and surprising legacy of unchaste passion. Taking us inside his palace, the authors reveal Charles’s astonishing world: a licentious court of mistresses and past and present advisors jockeying for power, and amorous liaisons that were anything but private. Color photos. 354 pages. Regina. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

278092 THE WICKED WIDOW OF ENGLAND II. Compiled by Karen Dolby. This is a delightful work that brings the humor revealed through her own words on topics from family and travel to pets and hobbies, as well as stories from the royal household. British royalty. sesame monach. 160 pages. Berkley, Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 $5.95

128 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

5866391 QUEEN VICTORIA AND THE EUROPEAN EMPIRES. By John Van der Kiste. Provides a comprehensive history of Queen Victoria’s personal and political relationships with the emperors and empresses and kings and queens of France, Germany, Austria, and Russia. Weaves a number of interpersonal strands into a fascinating tapestry of European royalty from the 1830s to the 1890s. 32 pages of photos. 176 pages. Fontith. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95

9964738 LOUIS XIV: The Real Sun King. By A. von Goethe & J. Harper. King Louis XIV left his indelible mark on history by shaping fashion, art, culture, and architecture like none other before—all while ruling France and its people. Take a glimpse into the life of the Sun King, who used his power and influence. Illus. 144 pages. Pen & Swrod. Paperback Import. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

2931896 THE ROYAL ART OF POISON: Filthy Palaces, Fatal Cosmetics, Deadly Medicine. By Most Petzl. Illustrated by Eleanor Herman. The author combines her unique access to royal archives with cutting edge forensic discoveries to tell the true story of Europe’s gliterring palaces: one of medical bad science, politics, greed, betrayal, and murder. Along the way, she analyzes the suspicious deaths of some of the most famous royals in history. 16 pages of photos. 286 pages. Hart. $21.95

8990371 BLOODY MARY: Tudor Terror, 1553-1558. By Phil Carradice. When Mary Tudor, eldest daughter of Henry VIII, succeeded to the throne of England in 1553 it was with a degree of popularly rarely seen on the accession of a British monarch. Yet at her death five years later, she is remembered by the people of England as a mightily fallen woman—Queen Mary I, Bloody Mary. Illus. 128 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback Import. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

3631214 QUEEN ELIZABETH I AND THE ROYAL FAMILY: A Glorious Illustrated History. By Susan Kennedy et al. Including rarely seen and unpublished photographs, this is a beautiful guide to the Queen and her relatives, from her Norman ancestors to her grandchildren and great-grandchildren. The engaging narrative and authoritative text takes in battles, assassinations, coronations, weddings, state visits, and more. 320 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10x12. Pub. at $40.00 $27.95

9969041 CECELIA NEVILLE: Mother of the Princes in the Tower. By Jonathan Keates. The first comprehensive biography of the late Queen Mother. Illustrated with contemporary sources. 16 pages of photos. 290 pages. Pen & Swrod. Import. Pub. at $37.95 $29.95

2931896 THE ROYAL ART OF POISON: Filthy Palaces, Fatal Cosmetics, Deadly Medicine. By Most Petzl. Illustrated by Eleanor Herman. The author combines her unique access to royal archives with cutting edge forensic discoveries to tell the true story of Europe’s gliterring palaces: one of medical bad science, politics, greed, betrayal, and murder. Along the way, she analyzes the suspicious deaths of some of the most famous royals in history. 16 pages of photos. 286 pages. Hart. $21.95

279103X HENRY I: The Father of His People. By Edmund King. The youngest of William the Conqueror’s sons, Henry I came to an unprecedented power only after two of his brothers died and he had imprisoned the other. King’s engrossing portrait of Henry shows a strikingly charismatic, intelligent and fortunate man, one whose life was dogged by a single great disaster. 116 pages. Penguin. Import. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

279103X HENRY I: The Father of His People. By Edmund King. The youngest of William the Conqueror’s sons, Henry I came to an unprecedented power only after two of his brothers died and he had imprisoned the other. King’s engrossing portrait of Henry shows a strikingly charismatic, intelligent and fortunate man, one whose life was dogged by a single great disaster. 116 pages. Penguin. Import. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

HARRY & MEGHAN: The Wedding Papercraft. By Rhiannon Miller. Sixteen full-color plates include figures of the bride and groom, with re-creations of the fashions they wore to pre-wedding events as well as on the day of the historic occasion. Dover. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


6982242 HARRY & MEGHAN: Invitation to the Royal Wedding. By Angela Peel. The fairytale romance between the UK’s fifth in line to the throne and the glamorous star of television’s Suits has been followed around the world. This stunning volume celebrates the story behind their romance. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Carlton. Paperback. Sold Out

5798167 SCARLET WOMEN: The Scandalous Lives of Courtesans, Concubines, and Royal Mistresses. By Ian Graham. Courtesans were an elite group of talented, professional mistresses. The most successful became wealthy and famous in their own right. While they led charmed lives, the women occupied a curious position: they enjoyed unprecedented public adoration, but were ostracized by polite society. Read about La Belle Otero, Marie DuPlessis and many more. 294 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

THE MYTHOLOGY OF THE WIZARD OF OZ. By Ian Ashdown-Hill. Mathematician of the York dynasty, Cecily Neville’s story is full of controversy and many of the previously published works on her life have relied on guesswork. This highly original study seeks to dispel the myths surrounding her and bring her to life by using previously unexamined contemporary sources. 16 pages of photos. 290 pages. Pen & Swrod. Import. Pub. at $37.95 $29.95

CAROLINE WATSON: PRINCES IN THE TOWER. By John Ashdown-Hill. When did the term “Princes in the Tower” come into usage, who invented it, and to whom did it refer? To the general public the term is synonymous with the supposedly murdered boy King Edward V and his younger brother Richard. But were those boys genuinely held against their will in the Tower? 16 pages of color photos. 312 pages. Amberley. Import. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltionBooksellor
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**2784726** THEN THEY CAME FOR ME: Martin Niemoller, the Pastor Who Defied the Nazis. By Matthew D. Hockenos. Draws on one exclusive interview with a remarkable and also tentative quality of Niemoller’s personal and political evolution. When Hitler attempted to seize control of the Protestant Church in Germany, he was expelled from the opposition and was soon arrested and sent to concentration camps. It is a nuanced portrait of courage in the face of evil. 322 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

**6958746** MARTIN LUTHER: Renegade and Prophet. By Lyndal Roger. Looks deep inside the heart of this singularly complex figure, and goes beyond Luther’s theology to investigate the inner life of this religious reformer. By bringing us closer than ever to Luther himself, the author opens up a new vision of the reformation and the world it created and the world it created its portrait of its founder. Luther. 540 pages. Random. Pub. at $40.00 $7.95

**2853009** MARTIN LUTHER: Renegade and Prophet. By Lyndal Roger. A distinguished historian of early modern Europe looks deep inside the heart of this singularly complex figure. The force of Luther’s personality, she argues, has enormous historical effects—both good and ill. By bringing us closer than ever to the man himself, she opens up a new vision of the Reformation and the world it created and the world it created. Its portrait of its founder. Luther. 540 pages. Random. Pub. at $40.00 $7.95


**6594735** POPE FRANCIS: The Struggle for the Soul of Catholicism. By Paul Vidalie. 8 pages of photos. 470 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95


**2726432** ZEALOT: The Life and Times of Jesus of Nazareth. By Reza Aslan. 296 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95


**574265X** DEATH ROW CHAPLAIN. By Earl Smith with M. Schlach. Photos. 242 pages. Howard. Pub. at $22.99 $4.95

**CD 7492406** RUTHLESS: Scientology, My Son David Miscavige, and Me. By Ron Miscavige with D. Koon. Macmillan Audio. 3 CDs. Pub. at $32.99 $7.95


**9086658** FRANCIS, POPE OF GOOD PROMISE. By Jimmy Carter. 342 pages. Simon. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

**5980001** MAKE PEACE BEFORE THE SUN GOES DOWN. By Roger Lipsey. Photos. 313 pages. Shambhala. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $5.95


**6150091** GHOST BOY. By Martin Pistorius with M.L. Davies. At age 11, Martin was diagnosed with a rare disorder that left him unable to speak or move. Today, he is a fascinating and wise young man. 242 pages. Rosen. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**MAHATMA GANDHI: With a One Track Mind.** Memoirs

**6982651** DIARY OF A SEX FIEND: Girl with a One Track Mind. By Abby Lee. Celebrating both her sensuality and her needs as a woman, Lee explores her own experiences with a clinic doctor, a dominatrix, and even participates in a group session. 339 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

**9087493** CRUEL HARVEST. By Frances Elizabeth Grubb. Frank Grubb’s was a horrific childhood. The fifth of seven children born to a vicious alcoholic who beat his wife and children. Franch spent her early years in a series of cars and ramshackle huts as her family followed the roads. In her (ultimately) inspiring story, 257 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $22.99 $9.95

**7534731** GHOST BOY. By Martin Pistorius with M.L. Davies. At the age of 12, Martin Pistorius contracted an unusual illness which rendered him mute and quadriplegic. For an unimaginable ten years, Martin would be completely conscious while trapped inside his unresponsive body, secretly aware of everything happening around him and utterly unable to communicate it. 276 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

**6866441** THEY LEFT US EVERYTHING: A Memoir. By Plum Johnson. It’s the moment every adult child dreads: losing a parent, and blamed for decades of family trauma. Reveals a personal heartbreak, one family comes to find that sorting the past is essential in order to preserve the future. Photos. 273 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**5899391** MORGUE: A Life in Death. By V. Di Maio & R. Franscell. One of the world’s most celebrated medical examiners looks back on his most historic cases, from Lee Harvey Oswald to Trayvon Martin. Go behind the scenes of a single Morgue. From the murder of Robert F. Kennedy to the attempted execution of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., each case is a story of its own. Photos. 268 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95

**2811774** IN ORDER TO LIVE: A North Korean Girl’s Journey to Freedom. By Yeonmi Park with M. Woiles. At age 13, young Yeonmi Park made a harrowing escape from brutal conditions in North Korea. The devastating journey in between cost Park her childhood and nearly her life. This is her story, a relentless and inspiring true story of one woman’s refusal to be a victim. 244 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

**6953468** THE PIGEON TUNNEL: Stories from My Life. By John le Carre. From his years in British Intelligence during the Cold War to a career as a writer that took him all over the globe, le Carre has always written from the heart of modern times. In this highly anticipated memoir, he is as funny as he is incisive, expressing the same moral ambiguity with which he imbues his novels. 310 pages. Viking. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

**6800106** 90 CHURCH: Inside America’s Most Decorated Detective and the Era That Created Him. By Ralph Friedman with P. Picciarella. An unconventional and vibrant life story of a wise and heroic man. Friedman was the toughest cop ever to wear the shield and was the most decorated detective in NYPD’s 170-year history. Photos. 262 pages. Workman. Pub. at $26.99 $3.95

**2810083** THE HOT ONE: A Memoir of Friendship, Sex, and Murder. By Carolyn Murnick. A gripping memoir of a relationship that begins with a tragic twist, two childhood best friends divege as young adults, one woman is brutally murdered and the other is determined to find the truth about her and wild and seductive friend. 244 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

**6800424** FINDING GOBI: A Little Dog with a Very Big Heart. By Dion Leonard with C. Borlace. The miraculous tale of Dion Leonard, a young British biologist who crossed paths with a stray dog while competing in a 155-mile race through China’s Gobi Desert. As he witnessed the incredible heart of Gobi, his heart underwent a change. SHOP WORN. Color photos. 259 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**2811774** IN ORDER TO LIVE: A North Korean Girl’s Journey to Freedom. By Yeonmi Park with M. Woiles. At age 13, young Yeonmi Park made a harrowing escape from brutal conditions in North Korea. The devastating journey in between cost Park her childhood and nearly her life. This is her story, a relentless and inspiring true story of one woman’s refusal to be a victim. 244 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

**6800424** FINDING GOBI: A Little Dog with a Very Big Heart. By Dion Leonard with C. Borlace. The miraculous tale of Dion Leonard, a young British biologist who crossed paths with a stray dog while competing in a 155-mile race through China’s Gobi Desert. As he witnessed the incredible heart of Gobi, his heart underwent a change. SHOP WORN. Color photos. 259 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95
5898416 FREE REFILLS: A Doctor Confronts His Addiction. By Peter Grinspoon. By any measure, Dr. Grinspoon was on the road to success: a health professional with a thriving practice and a beautiful family. But beneath that picture-perfect façade, he was an addict secretly consuming dangerous amounts of prescription medications every day. From the other side of the tunnel, he gives us his harrowing, moving, and darkly funny story of the road to recovery. 232 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00. $6.95

5902774 SLOW DANCING WITH A STORM: The Man Found in the Age of Alzheimer’s. By Meryl Comer. Author, broadcast journalist, and leading Alzheimer’s advocate Meryl Comer offers a profoundly intimate account of her husband’s battle with Alzheimer’s disease, one of today’s most pressing and least understood health epidemics. 224 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $15.99. $9.95

6988911 WHAT COMES NEXT AND HOW TO LIKE IT. By Abigail Thomas. In beautiful, sparse vignettes about life, aging, family, and friends, this very personal memoir is thought provoking and poignant about Thomas’s life and relationships as she moves past the future. 238 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. $13.95

6946291 HOW TO MURDER YOUR LIFE: A Memoir. By Cat Marnell. A candid and darkly humorous memoir of prescription drug addiction and self sabotage, set in the glamorous world of fashion magazines and downtown nightclubs, Marnell shows what it is to live in the wild, chaotic, often sinister world of a young female addict who can’t say no. 374 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $15.99. $9.95

* 2782227 WHAT IT’S LIKE TO BE AMISH. By Sam S. Stoltzfoos. Told completely from inside the Amish world, Stoltzfoos’s stories cover the experiences of being Amish. The author tells of his travels through Amish country just enough background so a reader from outside the Amish community can understand. 208 pages. Walnut Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $12.95

6759300 TRUE CRIMES: A Family Album. By Kathryn Harrison. Collection of essays written with tenderness and wisdom, compassion and humor about things we don’t usually speak of: her mother’s death, the opening of her marriage, her children, her in-laws, her mother and about her affair with her father, and how she has reckoned with the girl she once was. 320 pages. Random House. Pub. at $16.00. $9.95

6866387 POUR ME, A LIFE. By A. A. Gill. A riveting memoir of the author’s alcoholism, seen through the lens of the memories that remain, and transformative moments in art, food, religion, and family that saved him from a lifelong addiction and early death. A haunting account of addiction, and its exhilarating power and destructive force. 268 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00. $12.95

5893385 NO PLACE TO HIDE: A Brain Surgeon’s Long Journey Home from the Iraq War. By W. Lee Warren. When Dr. Warren landed at the 332nd Air Force Theater Hospital at Joint Base Balad, Iraq, he quickly learned he was in for the challenge of his career. Salinger was nothing compared to front-line operations in a war zone. This is the story of months of personal struggles on the battlefield, and the surgeries called the “evanescent, the eavesdropped, the unexpected” of life in New York City, and an intimate glimpse of his relationship with the late, Oliver Sacks. A heartwarming book about healing and to spend time together. But life, as it usually does, had other plans. This account is heartfelt, unvarnished, and piercing with insight. 243 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $24.00. $5.95

2811728 NEVERCHESS: A Memoir. By Alec Baldwin. Sheds light on facets of his life he has long kept private. From the Long Island child who felt burdened by his family’s financial struggles and his parents’ unhappy marriage to the man struggling with a brief addiction to drug use. Baldwin shares his intimate story of a man who acknowledges his failings and has bailed to overcome them. Photos, some color. 272 pages. Harper Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

6845010 HOME IS BURNING: A Memoir. By Dan Marshall. Dan is back and better than ever! Dan has there been a more relevant family reunion. As chaos follows them, Dan steps into his role as caregiver, wheelchair wrangler, and sibling referee. He comes to realize that the farther you push into the future the tighter they hold you together. 388 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99. $6.95

* 6867073 MY PATIENTS AND OTHER ANIMALS: A Veterinarian’s Stories of Love, Loss, and Hope. By Suzy Finchan-Gray. The touching true story of Finchan-Gray’s selfless work and her passion for both science and the animals she cares for. She describes the diagnosis of a terminal illness and diseases and inevitably raises questions about their end of life care. It will send you running to the nearest shelter to adopt a pet. 270 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $27.00. $19.95


2812711 THE SILVERDORO SQUATTERS: A Sojourn in Napa County, California, in the Summer of 1880. By Robert Louis Stevenson. Taken from the diaries Stevenson kept during the time he spent in an old mining town called Silverado, this riveting memoir of the author’s alcoholism, seen through the lens of the memories that remain, and transformative moments in art, food, religion, and family that saved him from a lifelong addiction and early death. A haunting account of addiction, and its exhilarating power and destructive force. 268 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00. $12.95

6849040 SEA TRIALS: A Lone Sailor’s Race Toward Home. By Peter J. Bourke. Bourke entered the Oldest Singlehanded Trans-Atlantic Race (OSTAR) at age 57. This is his humble account of those 40 days of racing on his 44-foot sailboat Rubicon. As he shares his highs and lows at sea, he also weaves his intimate story of grief and rediscovery. Photos. 226 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $19.95. $12.95


6898733 INSONIAC CITY: New York, Oliver Sacks, and Me. By Bill Hayes. A moving celebration of how Oliver was called his challenger. Oliver Sacks in Texas were nothing compared to front-line operations in a war zone. This is the story of months of personal struggles on the battlefield, and the surgeries called the “evanescent, the eavesdropped, the unexpected” of life in New York City, and an intimate glimpse of his relationship with the late, Oliver Sacks. A heartwarming book about healing and to spend time together. But life, as it usually does, had other plans. This account is heartfelt, unvarnished, and piercing with insight. 243 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $24.00. $5.95

5875476 MY FAMILY AND OTHER ANIMALS. By Gerald Durrell. Offers an engaging, witty memoir of the British naturalist’s young boyhood in Corfu. Durrell describes how he populated his family’s home with many of the wild creatures he would later spread his love and knowledge among. The first book in this bound with gilded pages and includes a ribbon bookmark. 375 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

6786311 MY FAMILY AND OTHER ANIMALS. By Gerald Durrell. Offers an engaging, witty memoir of the British naturalist’s young boyhood in Corfu. Durrell describes how he populated his family’s home with many of the wild creatures he would later spread his love and knowledge among. The first book in this bound with gilded pages and includes a ribbon bookmark. 375 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95


* 5673704 BEYOND BELIEF: My Secret Life inside Scientology and My Harrowing Escape. By Jenna Miscavige Hill with L. Pulitzer. As the niece of the Church of Scientology’s founder, the author grew up at the center of this controversial and powerful organization. But at 21 Jenna made a break from Scientology—a stunning escape she recounts here, piercing the veil of secrecy that has long shrouded this world. Color photos. 404 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

6889803 WALKING WITH THE MUSES: A Memoir. By Pat Cleveland. New York and Paris are the settings for this account of a glamorous and gritty at the same time—cities where virtuosos like Andy Warhol, Halston and Karl Lagerfeld, as well as their muses, pursued their wildest ambitions. Though born an outsider, Cleveland found herself in the center of it all as a runway fashion model. Her larger than life story. Photos. 336 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $6.95

* 2920183 MATTERS OF VITAL INTEREST. By Eric Lerner. Funny, revealing, self-aware, and deeply moving, Lerner’s memoir about his relationship with his friend Leonard Cohen—whose idiosyncratic style of music was deeply informed by his spiritual practices—depicts Cohen as a captivating person, the likes of which we may never see again. 16 pages of photos. 292 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $27.00. $19.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
The story of how Brando Kelly Ulloa was abandoned by his mother at three years old, Brando Skyhorse. When he was three years old, he was abandoned by his mother. The story of how he learned to navigate the world and find more acceptance and love. 309 pages. HarperWave.

$11.95

6985914 HUNGRY HEART: Adventures in Life, Love, and Writing, By Jennifer Weiner. No subject is off limits in these intimate and honest essays: sex, weight, envy, money, her mother’s coming out of the closet, or her estranged father’s death—Weiner dives into the heart of female experience. 402 pages. HarperPress. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2080331 WHERE YOU GO: Life Lessons from My Father. By Charlotte Pence. From stories illustrating our vice president’s character, his daughter Charlotte offers the most important lessons she has learned by her father’s example of love, loyalty, and faith. Tracing the Pences’ journey to Capitol Hill, to the Indiana governor’s office, the White House and back, she reveals her favorite memories of being raised in a political family, 16 pages of photos, some color. 180 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

2930556 TUCO AND THE SCATTERSHOT WORLD: A Life with Birds. By eye by eye by eye by eye. His crazed companion of more than two decades, Tuco, an invertebran African grey parrot, this provocative and sometimes humorous memoir sees Bittujourno, who raised Tuco, toward the world of dogs. A vividly detailed telling of Tuco’s life reveals his favorite memories of being raised in a political family, 16 pages of photos, some color. 180 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

$9.95

6957908 DISASTER FALLS: A Family Story, By Stephane Gerson. This haunting chronicle of two of the most wounding times when the world we know is swept away is a powerful account of a life cleaved in two—raw, truthful, and unexpectedly consoling. 258 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

$12.95

6986363 REAL AMERICAN, By Julie Lythcott-Haims. Bringing a poetic sensibility to her prose to stunning effect, Lythcott-Haims briskly and startlingly evokes her personal battle with the low self-esteem that profoundly reflects on people of color. 272 pages. Holt. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

$13.95


$16.95

6950940 HOW TO CUSS IN WESTERN: (And Other Missives from the High Desert). By Michael P. Branch. Full of far-looked adventures of the natural world, with Shoshone, Washakies, and heart warming family connections. This is a cranky and hilarious love letter of sorts to the western Great Basin Desert of Nevada. 198 pages. Roost. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $19.85

6951929 1915 DIARY OF S. AN-SKY: A Russian Jewish Writer at the Eastern Front. By the time of the First World War, S. An-sky was a well-known writer, a longtime revolutionary, and an ethnographer who pioneered the collection of Jewish folklore in Russia’s Pale of Settlement. His diary entries present a detailed reflection of his daily experiences. 187 pages. InUP. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

$5.95

4635345 GIFTED HANDS: The Ben Carson Story. With Cecil Murphy, Dr. Ben Carson is known around the world for breakthroughs in neurosurgery. Filled with fascinating case histories, this account of his inspiring odyssey from upbringing in inner-city Detroit to his position as director of pediatric neurosurgery at Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions at age 33 makes him a role model for anyone attempting the seemingly impossible. Photos. 240 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

$3.95

6986888 TAKE THIS MAN: A Memoir. By Brando Skyhorse. When he was three years old, Brando was abandoned by his immigrant father. His mother, Maria, dreaming of a more exciting life, saw no reason for her son to live as a Mexican American. Brando’s raw and honest story, with the help of Maria’s imagination the life of “Brando Skyhorse,” the Native American son of an incarcerated political-activist was born. 258 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

$11.95

6987799 VENETIAN CANDY: A Memoir. By Danusha Kuehnert. Kuehnert decides to revisit the episode of the disappearance of his brother a different way: through the eyes of a reporter. His investigation brings him back to places and people attempting to live through hundreds of documents, reports, and firsthand accounts, and conducts dozens of interviews, he slowly realizes just how much his past has affected his present. 242 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

$19.95

2070916 GIFTED HANDS: The Ben Carson Story. With Cecil Murphy, Dr. Ben Carson is known around the world for breakthroughs in neurosurgery. Filled with fascinating case histories, this account of his inspiring odyssey from upbringing in inner-city Detroit to his position as director of pediatric neurosurgery at Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions at age 33 makes him a role model for anyone attempting the seemingly impossible. Photos. 240 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

$5.95

6989853 REAL AMERICAN, By Julie Lythcott-Haims. Bringing a poetic sensibility to her prose to stunning effect, Lythcott-Haims briskly and startlingly evokes her personal battle with the low self-esteem that profoundly reflects on people of color. 272 pages. Holt. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

$13.95

6995260 THE WEDDING IN HAITI, By Julia Alvarez. In this intimate true account of a prominent radio show, Martinez shares stories from behind the scenes of her most controversial interviews, opens up about her personal life, and reflects on her climb to become the Voice of New York. 274 pages. Celebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

$9.95

6987508 DISASTER FALLS: A Family Story, By Stephane Gerson. This haunting chronicle of two of the most wounding times when the world we know is swept away is a powerful account of a life cleaved in two—raw, truthful, and unexpectedly consoling. 258 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

$4.95

6987914 HUNGRY HEART: Adventures in Life, Love, and Writing, By Jennifer Weiner. No subject is off limits in these intimate and honest essays: sex, weight, envy, money, her mother’s coming out of the closet, or her estranged father’s death—Weiner dives into the heart of female experience. 402 pages. HarperPress. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

$19.95

2808331 WHERE YOU GO: Life Lessons from My Father. By Charlotte Pence. From stories illustrating our vice president’s character, his daughter Charlotte offers the most important lessons she has learned by her father’s example of love, loyalty, and faith. Tracing the Pences’ journey to Capitol Hill, to the Indiana governor’s office, the White House and back, she reveals her favorite memories of being raised in a political family, 16 pages of photos, some color. 180 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

$8.95

6958591 MONSIEUR LE VET: My Life with Animals in Rural France. By Sylvain Balteau. Reveals the hidden side of a vet’s work and the heart of his life. Through his work with animals, Sylvain gains a privileged insight into the people who live with them. In order to love animals, you first have to love the world. Sylvain’s funny, poignant, and sometimes bizarre stories from an extraordinary vet. 230 pages. Icon Books. Paperback Import. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

$12.95

6998792 MY VOICE: A Memoir. By Angie Martinez. In the same no holds barred style of her radio show, Martinez shares stories from behind the scenes of her most controversial interviews, opens up about her personal life, and reflects on her climb to become the Voice of New York. 274 pages. Celebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

$9.95

6986888 TAKE THIS MAN: A Memoir. By Brando Skyhorse. When he was three years old, Brando was abandoned by his immigrant father. His mother, Maria, dreaming of a more exciting life, saw no reason for her son to live as a Mexican American. Brando’s raw and honest story, with the help of Maria’s imagination the life of “Brando Skyhorse,” the Native American son of an incarcerated political-activist was born. 258 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

$4.95

5927560 WRITING MY WRONGS: Life, Death, and Redemption in an American Prison. By Shaka Senghor. In 1991, Senghor was sent to prison for second-degree murder. Today, he is a lecturer at universities, a leading voice on criminal justice reform, and an inspiration to millions of Americans who tell the story of their lives in prison—and of overcoming the crippling shadows of poverty, violence, and Convergent. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00 $9.95

$9.95

1884093 WILD. By Cheryl Strayed. In the wake of her father’s death, she makes a hasty decision to hike the Pacific Crest Trail from the Mojave Desert through California and Oregon to Washington. This powerful, blazinly honest memoir tells the story of a 1,100-mile hike that maddened, strengthened, and ultimately healed a broken woman. 315 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

$11.95
Memoirs

5987745 MARROW: A Love Story. By Elizabeth Lesser. Told with suspense and humor, this is a joyous and heartwarming, incandescent and profound story revealing how even the most difficult experiences can offer unexpected spiritual growth. Lesser offers an unflinching memoir about getting to the other side of 309.$95

5992401 IF ALL THE SEAS WERE INK. By Ilana Kurshtan. A tale of heartache and humor, of love and loss, and marriage and motherhood. Kurshtan takes us on a deep, accessible and personal guided tour of the Talmud, and shows us how through literature, you can fall in love once again. 298 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

5992402 DEAR MR. YOU. By Mary-Louise Parker. Collects the letters that Parker has composed to the men, real and hypothetical, who have informed the person she is today. Beginning with a message to the grandfather she never knew, the letters range from a missive to the beloved priest form her childhood to a letter she never got to write, to a fiery, soulfully encountered. 228 pages. Scribner. $14.95

2781646 THE RETURN: Fathers, Sons and the Land in Between. By Hisham Matar. An Egyptian-Omani, Matar was a university student in England, his father was kidnapped. One of the Qaddafi regime’s most prominent opponents in exile, he was held in a secret prison in Libya. Twenty Two years later, Matar returns to his homeland, in search of the truth behind his father’s disappearance. 243 pages. Random. Pub. at $26.95 $15.99


5975670 ADVENTURES OF AN ACCIDENTAL SOCIOLOGIST: How to Explain the World Without Becoming a Bore. By Peter L. Berger. 204 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95

5990212 THE ACCIDENTAL LIFE: An Editor’s Notes on Writing and Writers. By Terry McDonell. 369 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95 $17.95


5981422 A LANDAMANCER’S TALE. By Paul Steinberg. 214 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $10.95


6657977 INVISIBLE MAN. By moment. 266 pages. Arcade Books. Import. Pub. at $15.95 $7.95


6597785 THE BOOK OF MY LIVES. By Aleksandar Hemon. 214 pages. FSG. Pub. at $25.00 $14.95


5986516 SUBWAY TO CALIFORNIA. By Joseph Di Prisco. 366 pages. Rare Bird Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95


6597785 THE BOOK OF MY LIVES. By Aleksandar Hemon. 214 pages. FSG. Pub. at $25.00 $14.95


5986516 SUBWAY TO CALIFORNIA. By Joseph Di Prisco. 366 pages. Rare Bird Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95
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6408885 TWELVE YEARS A SLAVE. By Solomon Northup. The harrowing true story that inspired the color motion picture. Though his father was born into slavery, Solomon Northup was born and lived free. But when two strangers tricked and kidnapped him, Solomon found himself dehumanized, beaten, and thrown into a brutal life of slavery. 336 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95


4639456 I SAID YES TO EVERYTHING. By Lee Grant. Set amidst the New York theater scene of the 1950s and 60s, Grant's memoir evokes a world of passion and movie-star glamour. After her name landed on the Hollywood blacklist, she found her way to a hall, and she fell in love. 24 pages of photos. 463 pages. Blue Rider. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95 $6.95

4603915 THE LITTLE GIRL WHO Fought THE GREAT DEPRESSION: Shirley Temple and 1930s America. By John F. Kasson. Presents an illuminating and heartfelt memoir, Short tells the tale of a young woman from Port Arthur who would become a superstar—and depart the stage too soon. Here she tells all in a frank and darkly humorous memoir. 16 pages of photos, most color. 336 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

2810514 LIFE IS SHORT (NO PUN INTENDED). By J. Arnold & D. Klein. The stars of Tool's hit show The Liltle Couple open up about their childhoods, the struggles of their teen years, the passions that drive their success, their romance, the joy they've found as parents, and what it's like to have a camera recording your every move. Color photos. 261 pages. Harvard. Pub. at $25.00 $3.95

4607775 MR. HOKEY: My Story. By Gordie Howe. Known as Mr. Hockey, Gordie Howe led the Detroit Red Wings to four Stanley Cups and is the only player in NHL history to have scored more than 100 goals in one season. 440 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

5699762 ON THE ROAD WITH JANIS JOPLIN. By John Byrne Cooke. As a road manager and filmmaker, Cooke helped run Janis Joplin's tour and record it for posterity. Here he reveals the never before told story of his years with the young woman from Port Arthur who would become the first female rock ‘n’ roll superstar—and depart the stage too soon. Photos. 414 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

2815788 WAR ON THE BASEPATHS: The Definitive Biography of Ty Cobb. By Tim Hamburker. Offers a fresh look at Ty Cobb, one of the greatest players ever to grace the baseball diamond. Summing up Cobb’s reputation as a “dirty” player, Hamburker reveals the real person behind the mythologized character: a generous man who played with his heart on his sleeve. 16 pages of photos. 356 pages. Sports Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

281532X COUNTRY GRIT: A Farmoir of Finding Purpose and Love. By Scottie Jones. Determined to cut ties with a material and convenient suburban life that had left them feeling empty, Jones and her husband Greg moved into a peaceful farmhouse on 60 acres of post-WWII southern society. Williamson charts the influence of the South on Elvis, revealing how, even as he changed, his fan base held fast to his Mississippi roots. 16 pages of photos. 368 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

5980070 SULLY: The Untold Story Behind the Miracle on the Hudson. By Chesley B. “Sully” Sullenberger. This story is one of dedication, hope, and preparation, revealing the important lessons he learned through his life, in his military service, and in his work as an airline pilot. 32 pages of photos, some in color. 340 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

6932711 THE HOUSE OF TWENTY THOUSAND BOOKS. By Sasha Abramsky. The atheist son of one of the century’s most important rabbis, Chimen Abramsky, was an extraordinary polymath and philosopher who amassed a vast collection of socialist literature and Jewish history. Sasha Abramsky brings to life the people, the books, and the ideas that filled his grandfather’s house. Photos. 360 pages. NYRB. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95


6834923 THEY ARE PLAYING OUR SONG: A Memoir. By Carole Bayer Sager. For five decades, Sager has been among the most successful songwriters at work, responsible for contributions to popular songs like Nobody Does It Better, The Best That You Can Do, and more. Here she tells all in a frank and darkly humorous memoir. 16 pages of photos, most color. 336 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

6762667 BILL CLINTON: The American Presidents. By Michael Tomasky. A president of larger-than-life ambitions and appetites whose term defined America at the close of the 20th century, Clinton comes into the light with Tomasky’s clear-eyed assessment. This concise biography offers a new perspective on what happened, what meant, and its impact on modern politics. 184 pages. Times Books. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

6932711 THE HOUSE OF TWENTY THOUSAND BOOKS. By Sasha Abramsky. The atheist son of one of the century’s most important rabbis, Chimen Abramsky, was an extraordinary polymath and philosopher who amassed a vast collection of socialist literature and Jewish history. Sasha Abramsky brings to life the people, the books, and the ideas that filled his grandfather’s house. Photos. 360 pages. NYRB. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95

5857835 ELVIS PRESLEY: A Southern Life. By Joel Williamson with D.L. Shaw. A sweeping biography of Elvis Presley that takes him deep into the mind of a musical genius. Whether he’s talking about his childhood, his bandmates, his countless hits, or his ongoing fight against mental illness, Wilson’s story is one of achieving harmony on the other side of unimaginable turbulence. 16 pages of photos. 312 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound Pub. at $26.99 $6.95
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